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ABSTRACT 
 

In the decades following the Revolution, government officials and industrialists 
attempted to strike a balance between preserving a unique national identity and asserting 
Mexico’s place in global affairs as a competitive, modern nation. Veneration of the 
aviators’ bravery and technological mastery cut across political and cultural boundaries, 
setting standards for the model citizen of a modern world. The symbolic figure of the 
pilot proved an adept vessel for disseminating the values championed by the country’s 
ruling party. Aviators validated the technological determinism that underpinned the 
government’s development philosophy to domestic audiences, while projecting an image 
of strength abroad. This study explores the spectacle of aviation in cultural events 
including film, airshows, goodwill flights, and state-sponsored funerals, connecting the 
history of aviation to often-conflicting discourses of Revolutionary nationalism and 
modern cosmopolitanism that were espoused by both national and regional elites. 
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INTRODUCTION  
Aviation, Mythologized  

 
Successive technological revolutions have immeasurably widened the psychological gap 
between generations. With some reason, perhaps, the man of the age of electricity and of 
the airplane feels himself far removed from his ancestors. With less wisdom, he has been 

disposed to conclude that they have ceased to influence him.  
 

~ Marc Bloch, The Historian’s Craft 
 
  

Marc Bloch, renowned French historian and a founder of the Annales school, cut 

to the heart of what has made aviation so beguiling for nations and their leaders: that by 

virtue of technology’s immense symbolic power alone it provided a convincing illusion 

of progress. The achievement of human flight through mechanical innovation fulfilled 

such a profound and longstanding desire that it seemed to make self-evident the idea that 

scientific and technological prowess, more than any single attribute, defines civilization. 

The widespread acceptance of a technologically deterministic worldview–the belief that 

technology drives history–is inexorably linked to the onset of the Industrial Revolution. It 

continued to gain popularity in the 18th, 19th, and 20th centuries as a justification for 

Western colonialism and the racial and cultural supremacy of whites over all peoples.1 

This highly questionable assumption endures as a prominent feature of political discourse 

worldwide, despite scholars’ repeated efforts at debunking, precisely because it offers a 

simple explanation for why the powerful are powerful and the disadvantaged are 

disadvantaged.  

It is perhaps unsurprising that, given the symbolic importance of aeronautics 

technology, academic and popular authors alike frequently begin histories of aviation by 

invoking the myths and legends that testify to humankind’s well-chronicled flying 
                                                

1 Micahel Adas, Machines as the Measure of Men: Science, Technology, and Ideologies of 
Western Dominance (Ithica, NY: Cornell University Press, 1989): p. 6. 
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fantasies. They have typically referenced the ancient Egyptians’ reverence of birds, 

Greek figures such as Mercury and Icarus, and the Seraphim of Christian theology. 

Pushing forward into the European Renaissance, most scholars have recognized 

Leonardo Da Vinci’s ornithopter as the first serious foray into the theoretical mechanics 

of flight, followed much later by the advent of ballooning in the eighteenth century and 

George Cayley’s (1774–1847) conceptual prefiguring of the modern aircraft.2 These 

stories conform neatly to the foundational narrative of traditional Western historiography 

that took shape as part of the emergence of social sciences in the 19th century, an 

approach that converted the subject into an institutional discipline in Western academia. 

General education courses on “Western Civilization,” which was initially taught to U.S. 

students during World War I to explain why their country needed them to fight overseas3 

and later influenced college curricula at universities around the world, linked these stories 

into a linear view of Western cultural and economic ascension by means of technological 

progress.   

It should be equally unsurprising therefore that in a formerly colonized country 

such as Mexico, authors writing on national aviation have incorporated elements of 

indigenous, pre-Colombian lore, especially those stories and symbols associated with the 

Aztecs, when recounting the country’s history of aviation. This alternative canon begins 

with Ehecátl, the wind deity, often associated with the feathered serpent god 

Quetzalcoatl, and Ehecátl’s son, Tohtli, who transformed into a bird to escape the world’s 
                                                

2 See, for example, Richard Hallion, Taking Flight: Inventing the Aerial Age from Antiquity 
through the First World War (New York: Oxford University Press, 2003): pp. 3–23; T.A. Heppenheimer, A 
Brief History of Flight: Balloons to March 3 and Beyond (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc, 2001): pp. 
3–20, 22–34; James R. Hansen, “Aviation History in the Wider View,” Technology and Culture 30 no. 3 
(1989): p. 651; John Goldstorm, A Narrative History of Aviation (New York: The Macmillan Company, 
1930): pp. 1–23. 

3 Lawrence W. Levine, “Looking Forward: The Career of Western Civ,” in ed. Ross Dunn The 
New World History: A Teacher’s Companion (Boston: Beford/St. Martin’s, 2000): pp. 18–21. 
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destruction in a firestorm, and returned to lead the Eagle Warriors from the land of 

Anáhuac, the Nahuatl name for the Valley of Mexico, center of the Aztec Empire. 

Invocations of the Danza de los Voladores (a Nahua ceremony wherein practitioners, 

swinging by their feet via a rope around a pole that can exceed 30 meters in height, act as 

messengers between earth and the heavens) likewise parallels Western references to 

humanity’s desire to fly. In popular histories of Mexican aviation, such as Jose Villela 

Gomez’s Breve historia de la aviación en México and Alfonso Salazar Rovirosa’s 

Historia de la aviación mundial y mexicana, this mythological legacy either complements 

or replaces references to the Western symbolism.4 These and other writers have gone on 

to note the historical affinity for Mesoamerican iconography shared among the nation’s 

aviation professionals, evidenced by the frequent allusions to Aztec mythology in the 

country’s military and civil aviation programs.5 What is surprising is that these authors 

offer so little in the way of explaining what these symbols mean in context with the 

technology’s appearance and development in Mexico. Why were they so common? What 

did they mean to the pioneering figures in aviation who referenced them?  

This work answers these and other questions about the cultural legacy of aviation 

in Mexico by examining the development of the national aviation program in the context 

of national identity formation during the overlapping periods of Revolutionary 

reconstruction (1921–1946) and the post-war era (1945–1958). It focuses primarily on the 

years from 1928 to 1958, a period that begins with the creation of the Department of 

                                                
4 José Villela Gomez, Breve historia de aviación mexicana (Mexico, D.F.: Complejo Editorial 

Mexicano, 1971): pp. 15–22; Alfonso Salazar Rovirosa, Historia de la aviación mundial y mexicana: 
Desde sus inicios hasta 1977, 2nd edition (Mexico, D.F.: Ediciones Económicos, 1977): pp. 5–39. See also 
Dan Hagedorn, Conquistadors of the Sky: A History of Aviation in Latin America (Gainesville, FL: 
University Press of Florida, 2008): pp. 1–4. 

5 Dan Hagedorn, Conquistadors of the Sky: A History of Aviation in Latin America (Gainesville, 
FL: University Press of Florida, 2008): pp. 1–4. 
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Civil Aviation and finishes with a crisis in commercial aviation and the start of the Space 

Race. Such an analysis emphasizes reciprocities between culture, politics, and the 

expansion of the country’s aviation industry, rather than portraying technology as 

history’s singular causal force. Doing so demonstrates how assumptions of linear 

progress guided elite development projects, but were not unanimously accepted by 

everyday people, who sought to engage with the national aviation program on their own 

terms.  

* * * 

 Technologically deterministic nation builders presented machines as 

representations of their vision of a utopian future, the inevitable consequence of 

progress’s linear march. New innovations and constant shifts in national and global 

contexts nevertheless necessitated frequent reimagining of these technologies in popular 

culture. Technologies enabling human flight first gained significance in Mexico as a 

symbol of modernity during the nineteenth century with Joaquín de la Cantolla y Rico’s 

pioneering experimentations with hot air balloons. His flights around Mexico City in the 

1860s drew large crows and his construction of smaller paper balloons called “globos de 

cantolla” are still used in festivals today.6 Ballooning, which presented an impressive 

spectacle even if it held little practical use as a tool for national development, offered 

outward-looking Liberal elites a way to mimic European hobbies. Their enchantment 

with ballooning occurred as part of a larger process wherein the country’s leaders looked 

to industrialization as a panacea for the country’s economic and political problems, 

exacerbated by humiliating foreign interventions, first at the hands of the United States 

                                                
6See Manuel Ruíz Romero, Grandes vuelos en la aviacion mexicana (Mexico, D.F.: Grupo 

Editorial Aviación, S.A., 1986): pp. 11–19. 
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(1846–1848) and later a French-led coalition (1861–1867). Mexican leaders presented 

their technological successes at World’s Fairs as a way to impress foreign financiers 

whose money would be reinvested in industrial development. These leaders also hoped to 

dispel accusations of backwardness, instead presenting their nation as “civilized” by 

emphasizing similarities between their country and those in Western Europe.7  

Fascination with technological modernity in the mid-century turned to obsession 

during the regime of Porfirio Díaz. The pace of industrialization increased, as did 

innovations in aeronautics, which took on new meaning as a symbol of capitalism and 

military might. In 1907, El Buen Tono tobacco company, one of the country’s most 

advanced domestic industries, found a novel use for aviation when representatives 

attached a banner advertising the company’s products to a dirigible that took off from the 

racetrack in the Mexico City neighborhood of Condesa.8 Later, on the eve of the 

Revolution, U.S. pilots flying to an air circus hosted by Díaz in the Mexican capital 

observed Francisco I. Madero’s forces organizing near the Mexican–U.S. border. They 

reported their discovery to the president in what was, albeit unintentionally, perhaps the 

first act of military surveillance by an airplane in world history. The incident inspired 

Díaz to order the purchase of several Moisant aircraft for the army, and the war ministry 

sent a small group of officers to train as pilots at the Moisant School. Although Díaz fled 

into exile before these plans could come to fruition,9 his orders nevertheless foresaw the 

arrival of military aviation. 

                                                
7 Mauricio Tenorio-Trillo, Mexico at the World’s Fairs: Crafting a Modern Nation (Berkeley: 

University of California Press, 1996), pp. 38-47 
8 Ruiz Romero, La aviación durante la revolución mexicana (Mexico, D.F.: Soporte Aeronautico, 

S.A., 1988): pp. 17–18. 
9 Shawn England, “‘Mexicans are Good Flyers”: Militarized Airpower, Aviation Idols, and 

Aviation Diplomacy in Revolutionary Mexico,” Canadian Journal of Latin American and Caribbean 
Studies 40 no. 3 (2015): p. 414.  
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The Revolution began with Madero’s rebellion against the dictatorship of Porfiro 

Díaz, but it quickly grew to embody a widespread call for political reform, social 

equality, and a rejection of foreign influences. These demands found their most complete 

expressions in a new constitution that officials ratified in 1917. While delegates gathered 

in Querétaro to discuss the nation’s future, the recently founded Escuela Naciónal de 

Aviación published a magazine to generate interest in aviation among popular audiences. 

Titled Tohtli, the publication’s cover featured an Aztec Eagle Warrior and a depiction of 

various aircraft, the model of which changed with each issue. It provided readers with 

international and domestic aviation news, and included references to contemporary 

recurring column “Mexican Literature,” which included stories, poems, and songs packed 

with allusions to aviation.10 The magazine was one of the first examples of how the 

government used the expanding reach of mass media to excite everyday people about a 

distinctly nationalist aviation program. Pairing simulacra of the country’s glorified 

indigenous past with modern industrial advances followed a formula popular among 

federal officials for instilling a sense of nationalist pride that, when disseminated through 

the press, strengthened the imagined community.11 The magazine thus marked an 

expanded use for aviation as a tool for promoting a new national identity informed by the 

Revolution. The inclusion of an international perspective nevertheless recognized 

something inherently cosmopolitan about aeronautics technology and implicitly measured 

progress through a comparison with foreign programs. The apparent contradiction 

between nationalist and cosmopolitan interpretations of aviation required reconciliation 

                                                
10 Tohtli ran from 1915 to 1939. For the column “Literatura Mexicana” see, for example, 

HathiTrust Digital Library, Tohtli: Revista de aeronautica militar  2 no. 1, (1917) to 3 no. 12 (1918): 
https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=uiug.30112112405474;view=1up;seq=9 

11 Benidict Anderson, Imagined Community: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism. 
2nd edition (New York: Verso, 2006): pp. 5–7, 11–12. 
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each time that politicians, industrialists, and members of the media reimagined 

Revolutionary identity, and aviation as an exemplar for its progress.    

After a decade of internecine warfare, Revolutionary leaders devoted themselves 

to rebuilding the country and creating a new cultural identity. This entailed government 

investment in transportation, infrastructure, and mass media. It also included officially 

sanctioned projects carried out by social scientists and other intellectuals that aimed to 

integrate the country’s diverse population into a new model of citizenship. The 

establishment of the country’s first commercial air routes closely followed the onset of 

Revolutionary reconstruction. On August 21, 1921, the Compañía Mexicana de 

Transportes Aéreas inaugurated the country’s first commercial air concession, providing 

service to Mexico City, Tuxpan, Tampico, Laredo, Matamoros, Saltillo, Monterrey, and 

San Luis Potosí.12 Civil aviation expanded by fits and starts for the remainder of the 

decade, but officials trumpeted its potential as a means for overcoming geographic 

divisions that left some areas isolated from national life. Presidents Alvaro Obregón 

(1920–1924) and Plutarco Elias Calles (1924–1928) sought to implement standardization 

and professionalization of the country’s modest air force. They also deployed aircraft to 

help suppress challenges to their authority, which exposed dissatisfaction among some 

sectors of the population that believed these administrations had failed to fulfill the 

promises of the Revolution. In these ways, aeronautics technology, in both its civil and 

military applications, came to represent the amplified power of the central government to 

direct the process of national unification.  

The establishment of the Department of Civil Aviation under the Secretariat of 

Communications and Public Works (SCOP) in 1928 signaled the government’s keen 
                                                

12 Villela Gomez, Breve historia de aviación mexicana, p. 295 
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interest in developing aeronautics as a significant infrastructural, economic, and military 

technology. That same year, a visit from international celebrity-pilot Charles Lindberg 

inspired leaders to capitalize on aviation, and the excitement it generated, in order to 

facilitate diplomacy. Daring aviators undertook highly publicized goodwill flights to 

achieve personal glory and fulfill goals similar to those pursued by 19th century Liberals 

through participation in Worlds Fairs. That is, to demonstrate the country’s modernity to 

the international community and convince foreign investors that officials’ plans for 

rebuilding the nation would ultimately pay dividends. A government-hosted Semana 

Aerea (Air Week) in Mexico City at the end of 1928 redoubled elites’ efforts to earn 

national prestige, displayed a spirit of technological competitiveness, and showcased the 

country as a sound investment. The centrality of highly trained, often charismatic pilots 

to such spectacles further presented officials with a new model for modern ideals of 

citizenship. These developments signaled the beginning of the modern civil aviation 

program, and they serve as the starting point for this analysis. 

* * * 

This work begins with the idea that industrialization initiated a profound process 

of cultural transformation inseparable from the changes it brought to the country’s 

economic and political systems. Aviation development did not simply reflect a pragmatic 

response to material conditions, but was an effective symbol for promoting the 

aspirations of the new elite who attained prominence during the Revolution and who 

fixated on technology as a measure of national progress. The politicians, industrialists, 

and cultural tastemakers in the media who comprised this group molded the aviator into 

an archetype of modern citizenship. The figure of the pilot as a model citizen proved an 
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adept vessel for disseminating the values championed by the official party of the 

Revolution and validating the technological determinism that underpinned its 

development philosophy.  

Several consistent attributes allude to a basic structure for this archetype. It was 

consistently presented as a masculine figure, whose vigor finds its antithetical match in 

the passive support received from female family members and sexual partners. The 

aviator balanced nationalist virtue with cosmopolitan sensibility, as his courageous 

service, even sacrifice, to the country allowed him license to engage internationally 

without facing questions as to his patriotic bonafides. Above all, his mastery over a 

dangerous and spectacular cutting-edge technology made him uniquely capable of 

representing progress. Nevertheless, modernization plans inevitably changed in the face 

of constantly shifting political, economic, and social contexts, thereby forcing leaders and 

everyday people to alter their vision of their country’s future. These changes were 

paralleled by ones made to the archetype of the aviator, which exemplified different 

values depending on who held power, and was visible in films, press coverage, and state-

sponsored ceremonies and events. These sources reveal that although several attributes 

remained more or less constant, it is possible to identify four distinct incarnations of this 

archetype.  

From 1928 to 1930, the archetype of the aviator was first established as a 

goodwill diplomat, military professional and martyr to the cause of Revolutionary 

progress. Three Air Force pilots undertook goodwill flights, and two of these endeavors 

ended in fatal crashes. Displays of mourning, led by the widows and mothers of the dead, 

accentuated not only the masculine bravery and sacrifice that the nation required from its 
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male citizens, but it assigned passive roles for women that centered on honoring the death 

of loved ones as grieving widows and mothers. Future incarnations of the archetype 

added variations to this model and stressed certain attributes over others, but this 

remained the blueprint until at least 1945.  

During Lázaro Cárdenas’s presidency, the emphasis on military service softened 

and greater weight was attributed to economic nationalism. Civil aviator Francisco 

Sarabia took over the role of the goodwill flyer. His diplomatic goals included not only 

improving relations with the U.S. government and international financiers but also 

organizing against the threat posed by international fascism. Sarabia’s goodwill flight 

also ended in a fatal crash, reviving the symbolism of martyrdom. His status as an 

entrepreneur whose airline competed with foreign-backed companies fit neatly alongside 

efforts by the Cárdenas administration to exert greater national control over the economy. 

After Sarabia’s death, his wife, Agripina Sarabia, while still taking a leading role in 

directing national grief, also assumed control over her late husband’s airline. This display 

of business acumen defied expectations of passivity from the figure of the widow and 

complicated gendered narratives through her direct engagement with the commercial 

aviation industry, an area traditionally gendered male. Nevertheless, depictions of 

military aviators still prevailed on film, presenting the aviator as the modern ideal for 

masculine heterosexuality. His conquest of the female love interest paralleled the 

civilizing process driven by technological industrialization. Such filmic treatments 

preserved the woman’s role as a passive counterpart to the empowered male aviator.  

In the 1940s, emphasis on military aviation returned as the country prepared for, 

then entered, World War II. Colonel Antonio Cárdenas Rodríguez’s continued Sarabia’s 
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diplomatic mission with a goodwill tour of Central and South America in support of 

hemispheric unity as a bulwark against the looming chaos caused by a massive global 

war. The tour took him to the capital of nearly every Latin American nation and 

replicated the route attempted by Pablo Sidar on his ill-fated 1930 goodwill flight, 

allowing Sidar to embellish the legacy of the Mexican aviator internationally. The public 

exposure he gained on the trip earned him a degree of celebrity that made him an ideal 

choice to command Escuadrón 201, the country’s symbolically laden contribution to 

World War II. Filmmakers revived women’s roles as passive figures, who honored the 

memory of those who died while fighting to keep the country safe from fascist invasion.  

The figure of the aviator underwent its most significant transformation during the 

post-war period, as dramatic changes to politics and the economy made commercial 

aviation not simply symbolic of, but essential to, government development strategies. 

Growth in the post-war civil aviation industry required the training and employment of 

ever more pilots, engineers, and mechanics, undercutting the aviator’s image as a 

uniquely capable individual. Pilots, and aviation professionals in general, instead 

represented an idealized vision of the growing urban middle-class. Directors of popular 

films such as ¡A Volar Joven! and Ando Volando Bajo replaced an emphasis on sacrifice 

with happy endings of domestic stability that appealed to middle-class sensibilities. The 

aviator’s ability to represent the future is weakened during this period, and the 

appearance of new technologies eventually renders the archetype obsolete. 

It bears noting that, although initiated as “top-down” process, everyday people 

participated in shaping the symbolic meaning of the aviator. They did so by choosing to 

give attention, or not, to the representations presented to them, and deciding whether or 
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not to attend functions that celebrated the aviator as a paragon of modern virtues. Popular 

audiences generally responded positively, but their interpretations sometimes varied 

drastically from what authorities intended, as in one instance when protests and riots 

ahead of funeral threatened to upend completely the government’s message of unity. 

Direct interaction with the perils and pitfalls of aviation development could also sour 

opinions on official modernization initiatives. The expansion of the country’s aviation 

network often occurred at the expense of the poor, especially in rural areas, leading these 

communities to resist new construction that endangered their livelihoods. In one instance, 

Revolutionary and regional strongman Saturnino Cedillo drastically reimagined aviation 

as a tool for preserving his state’s autonomy from the central government, constituting a 

near complete reversal of that technology’s established symbolic meaning. Such incidents 

testify to the fact that while aviation captured the popular imagination, it did so in diverse 

and sometimes unexpected ways that confound a linear view of progress.   

* * * 

This study provides the first extended analysis of aviation development in 

Mexico. It gives equal weight to the contextual factors in which technological change 

occurred. This approach allows for a more critical treatment of the subject, revealing the 

assumptions about progress undergirding aviation’s social importance, and offers insights 

into its relationship with political and cultural processes set in motion by the Revolution. 

Wherever possible, the narrative focuses on people’s actions and choices as driving 

history, rather than portraying what happened in the past as the product of monolithic 

institutions or the inevitable consequence of scientific advances. This leads to a richer, 
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more diverse, and ultimately, more accurate story about human interaction with 

technology. 

Despite this work’s focus on aviation, fundamentally it is the history of how 

people formed a new national identity in the wake of a cataclysmic revolution. As such, 

scholarship written by pioneering historians of Mexican culture and politics, including 

William H. Beezley, Alan J. Knight, Paul Vanderwood, and Mary Kay Vaughn, inform 

my thinking about how such a complex process unfolded. Historians of technology, 

especially those like Gabriel Hecht and Thomas Hughes who have expertly traced the 

links between technology and culture, were immensely helpful in shaping my conception 

of the relationship between industrialization and nationalism, and how I framed the 

airplane and its human operator, the aviator, as a symbol of their synthesis. Hughes’ 

concept of technological momentum–wherein a technology is initially highly susceptible 

to outside influences but functions more as a causal factor as it becomes ensconced in 

society–proved particularly important in demonstrating the development of aviation in 

conjunction with cultural, political, and economic factors.  

   Works analyzing historical intersections between culture and technology remain 

somewhat scant in Mexican historiography, although recent scholarship by several young 

authors suggests a growing willingness to address this dearth. The literature on aviation 

in the country is particularly limited, as it remains predominantly populated by 

hagiographic “company histories” and works written by enthusiasts concerned primarily 

with the minutia of mechanical design. I am deeply indebted to such works, as the 

immense data contained between their covers allowed me more easily to familiarize 

myself with the details of the topic. At times, the facts they provided formed the bedrock 
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for my analysis. But although the labor of passionate and precise researchers like Manuel 

Ruíz Romero lit the way in many respects, this study endeavors to do something greater 

than recite facts. A few works, specifically Willie Hiatt’s examination of Peruvian aviator 

Alejandro Velasco Astete and Lars Denicke’s analysis of aviation and modernity in 

Brasilia,13 have accomplished similar goals by providing greater contextual analysis. Yet 

as important as Hiatt’s article and Denicke’s chapter are, a dissertation-length treatment 

of the subject in Mexico advances the discussion into new territory. A recent publication 

by Shawn England in the Canadian Journal of Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

explored some aspects of aviation in Mexico, including its use for diplomacy and 

evolution in the military, but the size and range of his otherwise compelling work limited 

his conclusions on the subject.14 My study’s breadth and analytical lens make it unique in 

the historiography on Mexican aviation. 

I employ methods anchored in a critical analysis of government reports, 

periodicals, ephemera (including advertisements and other promotional materials), and 

archival and feature films in my analysis of aviation and national identity formation. At 

times, I borrow from film theory to better evaluate how directors and producers presented 

aviation to popular audiences as a synecdoche for progress, and the aviator as a model for 

modern citizenship. This entails breaking down filmic elements including dialogue, misé-

                                                
13 Willie Hiatt, “Flying ‘Cholo’: Incas, Airplanes, and the Construction of Andean Modernity in 

1920s Cuzco, Peru,” The Americas 63 no. 3 (2007):  pp. 327–358; Lars Denicke, “Fifty Years’ Progress in 
Five Brasilia – Modernization, Globalism, and the Geopolitics of Flight,”in Entangled Geographies: 
Empire and Technopolitics in the Cold War ed. Gabrielle Hecht. (Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 2011): 
pp. 185-208 

14 Shawn England, “‘Mexicans are Good Flyers”: Militarized Airpower, Aviation Idols,  
and Aviation Diplomacy in Revolutionary Mexico,” Canadian Journal of Latin American and Caribbean 
Studies 40 no. 3 (2015): pp. 411–428. 
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en-scène, and cinematography. Some statistical analysis and use of Geographic 

Information Systems software helps to demonstrate where and to what extent people 

interacted with the national aviation network, and in the final chapter, to demonstrate 

how aviation workers fit with the expansion of the country’s middle class. Such 

interdisciplinary approaches complement the study’s firm grounding in historical method.  

A final note concerning the limitations of this study: despite my attempts to 

expand my analysis beyond areas previously explored by other scholarly and popular 

authors, I make no claim to having written a comprehensive work on the subject. In truth, 

much remains for future examination. This is especially the case with respect to gender 

and ethnicity. This study includes a number of examples demonstrating how these 

fundamental units of analysis intersected with aviation development as a representation 

of modernity, but a great deal more work needs doing in respect to both. I assert that 

contemporaries constructed the aviator as a masculine figure, and because of that, most of 

the aviators studied in this dissertation were male. That is not to say that female aviators 

and aviation professionals did not play important roles in developing the technology. 

Further research will hopefully better elucidate their contributions and tie them to the 

project of nation building. 

* * * 

This study follows a largely chronological scheme. Chapter one covers the 

establishment of the Department of Civil Aviation and lays some groundwork as to the 

cultural significance of aviation by looking at Semana Aerea celebrations. It also explains 

how global factors, such as the onset of the Great Depression, limited aviation growth. 

Chapter two explains how government officials, industrialists, and members of the media 
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transformed goodwill aviators into archetypes of modern citizenship during the late 

1920s and early 1930s. Chapter three examines the aviation program during the sexenio 

of Lázaro Cárdenas, revealing changes to this archetype that reflected the 

administration’s determination to exercise national control over the economy and protect 

its policy victories from domestic opposition and the threats posed by the outbreak of 

World War II. Chapter four demonstrates how the country’s entry into World War II once 

again called for revisions to the archetype of the aviator and allowed the national aviation 

program to overcome material constraints that had limited its practicality. The fifth 

chapter shows how aviation became an essential part of the government’s post-war 

economic strategy, based on a revised version of the Import-Substitution–

Industrialization (ISI) model and a significant reliance on tourism. The ensuing expansion 

of commercial aviation paralleled the growth of the urban, middle-class, of which 

aviation professionals were exemplary members. As the country’s largest airline entered 

into a crisis in 1957, and the beginning of the Space Race set a new frontier for 

aeronautics technology, aviation and the aviator lost its symbolic value. A final chapter 

glances at recent developments in national aviation and suggests new areas for research. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
From Taxi to Takeoff: The Civil Aviation Network, 1928–1935 

“Now man, burgeoning with force and power, violates your heaven in a bird: the 
airplane.”  

 
~ Jesús U. Ibarra, (reprinted in Carlos Martínez Assad, El Laboratorio de la 

Revolución: El Tabasco Garridista)   
 

On December 11, 1929, President Emilio Portes Gil stood inside the main hangar 

of the recently constructed Central Airport at Balbuena Field to inaugurate the Great 

Exposition of the Aeronautics Industry and officially kick-off national Semana Aerea 

celebrations.15 Upon finishing his speech to an audience of diplomats and business 

leaders from around the world, the president boarded a new, model six Ford Trimotor 

airplane owned by the country’s largest airline, Compañía Mexicana de Aviación–or Cía 

Mexicana (CMA) as it was known. Two of his top-level cabinet officials, as well as 

delegates from England, Italy, and France, and Cía Mexicana’s vice-president Espinosa 

Mireles, followed the president on board. The plane took off in front of an excited crowd 

of onlookers. Once out of the city, the pilot circled the Valley of Mexico, treating the 

passengers to a view of the famous Popocatepetl and Iztaccíhuatl volcanoes, two of the 

nation’s oldest landmarks and symbols of its grandiosity.16 The flight encapsulated the 

central goals of the week’s celebration: to showcase the strides that officials had made 

since Plutarco Elías Calles fast-tracked the national aviation program the prior year, and 

to seat aeronautics industry leaders next to potential foreign investors.  

                                                
15 “El Presidente inaugurará la exposición aeronáutica,” in El Universal Dec. 6, 1929; Manuel 

Ruiz Romero, Aeropuertos: historia de la construcción, operación y administración aeropuertaria en 
México (Mexico, D.F.: Aeropuertos y Servicios Auxiliares, 2003), pp. 45-48. 

16 “El Señor Presidente hizo un viaje en un trimotor,” El Universal, Jan. 12, 1929. 
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The civil aviation industry experienced a watershed in 1928. Policies enacted that 

year defined the shape and character of the nation’s aviation program. Government 

officials took measures to professionalize the country’s aviation program as part of their 

efforts to revitalize communication and transportation networks. The expansion of 

airmail routes and the consolidation of commercial aviation highlighted the potential for 

aeronautical technologies to improve infrastructure and spur economic growth. Officials 

collaborated with foreign governments and businesses at international conventions to 

establish the nation’s voice in a burgeoning system of global aviation. Airplanes 

presented federal authorities with an opportunity to connect communities across the 

country, but the technology also raised concerns about dependence on foreign 

investment. Such apprehensions closely resembled debates about the government’s larger 

industrialization strategies.  

Aeronautics as a nascent technology proved deeply susceptible to external 

political and economic factors.17 Politically, Revolutionaries’ goals to achieve national 

reconstruction informed the implementation and oversight of the country’s aviation 

network, beginning with the founding of the Department of Civil Aeronautics in 1928. 

Economically, from the onset of the Great Depression to its end in 1935, a dearth of 

materials, capital, and expertise caused the industry to struggle to gain a foothold in 

national society. The Depression also made aeronautics heavily reliant on the cooperation 

of foreign interests, despite strongly nationalist laws intended to provide protections 

against undue outside influence.  

                                                
17 Thomas Hughes, “Technological Momentum” in Does Technology Drive History? The 

Dilemma of Technological Determinism eds. Merritt Roe Smith and Leo Marx (Cambridge: The MIT 
Press, 1994): pp. 107-113; See also Hughes “Technological Momentum in History,” in Past & Present no. 
44 (1969): pp. 106-132.  
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This chapter examines the contradictory pressures of nationalism and globalism 

and their impact on the establishment of civil aviation. It argues that leaders tried to foster 

a nationalist climate through government support and protectionist policies, but economic 

and technological constraints slowed growth and nurtured dependence on foreign 

interests. Analysis of the various aspects of its early development brings this process into 

focus. First, exploring attempts to cultivate experts and to professionalize the field 

demonstrates the appeal of aeronautical technology to government officials. Second, 

examining the creation of the Department of Civil Aeronautics, and placing it in the 

broader context of Reconstruction-era reforms, shows that political authorities instituted 

protectionist policies and provided funding to air schools and to their students. In this 

way, the authorities acted as patrons to the growing number of Mexicans employed in the 

aviation industry. Third, studying the emergence of commercial aviation reveals that 

foreign-based companies quickly beat out domestic ones despite protections. They did so 

with tacit acceptance from government officials, who believed they needed to first speed 

technological evolution and expand the role of aviation in national life before they could 

worry about their commitments to developing domestic industry. Fourth, looking at 

officials’ participation in international conferences that formed the basis of a global 

aviation network illustrates their desire to assert the country as a hemispheric trade 

leader. Fifth, discussing how officials used exhibitions and air shows to mobilize public 

opinion speaks to human flight’s ability to capture the popular imagination. Finally, a 

brief analysis of the data collected by the government gives an idea of the overall state of 

commercial aviation coming out of the Great Depression. Although the air network grew 

steadily, it played only a small role in the country’s overall economy.  
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The Right Stuff: Cultivating Aeronautics Experts 

 Early developers of the national aviation program shared enthusiasm for 

aeronautics technology and the progressive ideals it emblematized. The romanticism that 

human flight inspired in high-ranking government officials, not to mention everyday 

people, led them to embrace a vision of modernity defined largely by technological 

innovation. Reconstruction-era authorities recognized aviation’s potential for bringing 

order to regions where Revolutionary conflict still simmered, and occasionally boiled 

over. Many officials tasked with regulating the aviation industry later invested or worked 

in commercial aviation, and pilots that flew for the military often found work in civil 

aviation once they left the public sector. Examining the individuals responsible for 

founding the nation’s aviation program provides insights into the program’s character and 

elucidates the mentality of technological determinism that convinced leaders to adopt 

reforms supporting industrial growth and urbanization. The belief that technological 

might acted as the driver of the civilizing process was essential to the modernist 

discourses and ideologies informing ideals of citizenship promoted by officials 

throughout the 1930s. 

Revolutionaries’ view of technology as a driving force for progress was closely 

linked to their perception of science and rationality as a crucial weapon for battling back 

the influence of the Church in national affairs. The explicitly stated purpose of so-called 

socialist education was to replace religious teachings with explanations rooted in 

scientific thought. The Secretariat of Education under both Obregón and Calles used 

technological innovations in lesson plans, and secular holidays intended as replacements 
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for religious festivals celebrated inventors rather than saints. Famed anti-clerical 

governor of Tabasco Garrido Canabal elected to fly in an airplane painted red and black, 

colors synonymous with his radical anti-Church agenda, and Tabasco newspapers printed 

poems such as “Al Clero” that invoked the airplane as imagery that demonstrated the 

power of science in hopes of goading the clergy.18 Science and technology therefore 

functioned as an essential component to the secular transformation of citizens, a primary 

goal of Revolutionary leaders.      

 Calles’s trip to the U.S. and Europe in 1924 made a profound impact on how he 

envisioned his country’s future. While in Germany, he actively observed the nation’s 

political, labor, and social conditions. He drew parallels between what he saw and the 

reforms he had implemented as Governor of Sonora. Germany’s industrial and 

infrastructural achievements, even given the post-war recession, greatly impressed the 

president-elect, who sought out additional information on its steel and chemical 

industries.19 After taking office, Calles expressed his interest in technological innovation 

and industrial manufacturing by embracing the airplane as a symbol of national progress. 

He developed the country’s aviation program to elevate its international profile as a 

modern nation. That is, he supported national aviation as a way to compete with other 

Latin American countries for foreign investment, trade, and tourism, and to project 

strength internationally.20  

                                                
18 Alan Knight, “Popular Culture and the Revolutionary State in Mexico, 1910-1940,” The 

Hispanic American Historical Review 7 no. 3 (1994): pp. 419–420. 
19 Jürgen Buchenau, Plutarcho Elías Calles and the Mexican Revolution (Lanham, Maryland: 

Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2007): pp. 111-2.   
20 Eric Paul Roorda’s discussion of the use of airplanes by the Rafael Trujillo reveals similar 

preoccupations with aviation as a symbol of national power. See Eric Paul Roorda “The Cult of the 
Airplane among U.S. Military Men and Dominicans during the U.S. Occupation and Trujillo Regime,” in 
Close Encounters of Empire: Writing the Cultural History of U.S.-Latin American Relations eds. Gilbert 
Joseph et. al. (Durham: Duke University Press, 1998): pp. 269-310.   
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Figure 1: President Plutarco Elias Calles stands center, dressed in white coat and wearing aviator’s cap and 
goggles. To his left: Col. Pablo Sidar. Left of Sidar: Secretary of War and the Navy General Joaquin 

Amaro. Fototeca Archivo Fernando Torreblanca. Fondo Plutarco Elías Calles, Oficial: FFFECO. Serie: 
Campaña military contra la Rebelión Escobarista, 1929. MFN 626 no. 275. 
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Calles’s early experiences with aviation came while serving as the military 

governor of Sonora. He received three biplanes on March 28, 1918 to help him dispel the  

remnants of villista troops and to quell armed resistance from Yaquis that had emerged in 

parts of the state. After becoming Secretary of War under Interim President Adolfo de la 

Huerta in 1920, he worked with U.S. pilot Rafael O’Neill to reorganize and strengthen 

the Mexican Air Force (FAM). This included purchasing new planes and equipment from 

Europe, as the U.S. had embargoed the sale of airplanes to Mexico. The newly improved 

Air Force demonstrated its potential to officials in 1924. That year, three air squadrons 

were dispatched to fight against the forces of De La Huerta, who had denounced Obregón 

and Calles as corrupt and had risen up against the national government. In 1926, Calles 

deployed the Air Force to suppress the Yaquis of Sonora. To men like Calles, Obregon, 

and many of the pilots who flew missions, the campaign against the Yaqui rebellion 

represented the triumph of modern civilization over backwardness and savagery. From 

this perspective, the Air Force epitomized the unstoppable charge of progress. The 

campaign highlighted the government’s conflation of technological progress with moral 

superiority, which officials used to justify the violent pacification and removal of a 

people who dared to question why national political leaders failed to enact reforms 

promised to them in 1920.21  

The campaigns of 1920, 1924, and 1926 convinced Calles of the viability of air 

power and introduced him to the country’s emerging core of talented pilots. The pilots 

                                                
21 Manuel Ruiz Romero, “Plutarcho Elías Calles y la aviación Mexicana,” in Quauhtli no. 1 

(1999): pp. 49-51; Fierro, Esta es mi vida, pp. 50-56, 78-81; Evelyn Hu-DeHart, “Peasant Rebellion in the 
Northwest: The Yaqui Indians of Sonora, 1740-1976,” in Riot, Rebellion, and Revolution: Rural Social 
Conflict in Mexico ed. Friedrich Katz (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1988): pp. 167-168. 
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and mechanics that served in these campaigns formed an important part of the workforce 

later employed by the Department of Civil Aeronautics, the aircraft manufacturing 

industry, and commercial airlines. 

Early airplane manufacturing in the country began during the Revolution with the 

establishment of the National Aeronautics Construction Workshop (Talleres Nacionales 

de Construcciones Aeronáuticas, or TNCA) in 1915. Under the direction of Italian 

airplane mechanic Francisco Santarini and Juan Guillermo Villasana, who worked on the 

construction of the first airplane assembled in the country, the workshop represented both 

an attempt to start a viable domestic manufacturing program and a way to offset the U.S. 

embargo on selling aeronautics equipment to Mexico. From 1915 to the mid-1920s, the 

TNCA developed four series of planes, including an 80 horsepower general trainer that 

served as the backbone of the country’s embryonic airmail service.22  

Angel Lascurain Y Osio took the helm of the TNCA in 1920, and together with 

mechanic Juan F. Azcárate the two improved designs for building more practical, 

moderate-sized aircraft that were better equipped for general-purpose use. This included 

an endeavor to build a sturdy and efficient plane capable of navigating the short runways 

encountered in the country’s dense jungle and mountainous terrain. The designers named 

their planes after national symbols. The Sonora drew its name from the home state of 

President Alvaro Obregón and future President Calles, the Quetzalcoatl harkened back to 

the winged-serpent of pre-Colombian religion, and the Tololoches apparently made a 

sound reminiscent of the pre-Colombian drum.23 The appearance of national symbols in 

the domestic production of aircraft represented attempts to ignite excitement about the 
                                                

22 José Villela Gomez, Breve historia de aviación mexicana (Mexico, D.F.: Complejo Editorial 
Mexicano, 1971): pp. 209-219 

23 Ibid., pp. 216-217. 
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country’s future glory by summoning pride in the pre-Colombian past and its 

Revolutionary legacy.   

In 1927, Calles appointed Azcárate as the director of the TNCA. Collaborating 

with test pilot Louis Boyer, who later worked as CMA’s director of pilots, Azcárate 

developed a new sesquiplane that became the crowning achievement of early domestic 

manufacturing. Officials adopted the “Sesquiplano Azcárate,” as the training plane for 

the Military School of Aviation, and its safety record earned it fond memories from the 

generation of pilots that flew it. Azcárate’s leadership of the TNCA marked an important 

turning point in the maturation of the domestic aircraft manufacturing, as he attempted to 

advance manufacturing beyond a solely government-run endeavor by establishing a 

private, indigenous industry. 

   In 1930, Azcárate founded the country’s first private aircraft manufacturing 

plant with financial investment from General Abelardo Rodríguez, whom Azcárate later 

served under as his chief of staff. He hired Lascurain Y Osio to help with engineering.  

On May 29, Azcárate’s company entered into a contract with the Secretariat of War and 

the Navy to construct seven  “Fairchild” and 31 “Corsario” model airplanes for a total of 

$1,533,470 pesos. Nevertheless, the continuing global depression badly hurt the 

company, which had soon over-stocked the Air Force with its planes. Azcárate looked 

south in an attempt to keep his business buoyant, hoping to sell the aircraft to Central and 

South American countries with similar development needs as Mexico, but with little 

success. The demise of Companía Juan F. Azcárate constituted a major reversal for 

airplane construction in the country. It also illustrated the young technology’s 

vulnerability to external conditions, in this case the depressed economy. Major domestic 
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manufacturing did not reemerge until after World War II. Nevertheless, early attempts to 

establish a domestic aircraft industry had the advantage of cultivating a cadre of 

aeronautics experts vital to the development of the country’s civil aviation program.24    

 

Professionalization in Aviation 

The officials swept into power by the Revolution sought to recast the country in 

dramatic fashion: replacing the old guard of landed interests and military elite with a 

modern bureaucracy, nurturing the country’s small class of skilled blue-collar workers 

and professionals, and bringing progressive reforms to workers in the countryside and the 

cities. Revolutionary leaders believed these changes required more than replacing old 

institutions with new ones. They broadly conceptualized citizenship based on positivistic 

ideals that promoted the modernist mentality and progressive values that they wished to 

instill in country. Their ideas drew on contemporary philosophies that linked mind and 

body, and they believed the government had a stake in the examination and training of 

both as part of their mandate to modernize the country. The national aviation program 

reflected this modernizing vision. Government oversight of pilots, engineers, and 

mechanics during the 1920s and early 1930s exemplified the impulse to create a new, 

professional-class. 

Officials saw the standardization of knowledge and training as crucial in 

formulating a corpus of aviation professionals comparable to those in industrialized 

                                                
24 Gomez, Breve historia de aviación mexicana: pp. 220-223; FAPECFT, Archivo Abelardo L. 

Rodríguez, Associaciones, Empresas e Industrie, 1915-1967 exped. Compañía Constructora de Aeroplanos, 
S.A. Letter from Juan F. Acárate to Admiral A.B. Vosseller, assistant director of the development planning 
department at Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, Feb. 24, 1958; Archivo General de la Nación (Hereafter 
AGN), Fondo Ortíz Rubio exped. 179 (1930) 14109: Letter from Juan F. Azcárate to President Pascual 
Ortiz Rubio, Nov. 22, 1930. 
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countries. Most people in the aeronautics industry received their first training through the 

military, whether as pilots, engineers, or mechanics. Efforts by Obregón and Calles to 

professionalize the military extended to the Military Aviation School. Acting on the 

suggestion of Col. Rafael O’Neil, President Obregón decreed that all pilots, even those 

who had learned to fly before the establishment of the school, needed to pass a training 

program to confirm they grasped modern flight protocols. The order vexed veteran pilots, 

many of whom felt that it cheapened their achievements and undermined their status in 

the eyes of younger pilots. O’Neil remained resolute despite the controversy, and 

eventually veteran pilots acquiesced. In his memoire, pioneer aviator Roberto Fierro 

praised O’Neil’s steadfastness. He argued that O’Neil’s unwillingness to acquiesce to 

claims of seniority privilege ensured a higher-level of technical expertise among the 

nation’s pilots going forward. In doing so, O’Neill put into practice contemporary 

attitudes towards professionalization and demonstrated the thinking behind a growing 

movement to reform the military.25   

Authorities who endeavored to implement standards for pilot training and service 

contended with the constraints of an immature aviation program that lacked the number 

of experts necessary to draw firm distinctions between military and civil aviation. The 

shortage of trained pilots meant that military aviators piloted civilian flights. In 1929, the 

Federal Air Service employed nine pilots who were studying at the Military Aviation 

School. The assignment earned the pilots an additional ten pesos a day, bringing their 

daily salary to twenty-three pesos.26 The situation posed officials with the challenge of 

                                                
25 Roberto Fierro, Esta es mi vida (Mexico, D.F.: Los Talleres Graficos, 1964): pp. 47-8. 
26 Archivo Historico “Genaro Estrada” de la Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores (Hereafter SRE), 

Legajo L-E 209 vol. 2, Sexta Conferencia Internacional Americana. Report from Departamento de 
Aeronautica Civil Sección de Estadística y Proyectos: Servicio Federal Aereo, April 16, 1929.   
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remaining flexible enough to respond to their financial limitations while maintaining a 

degree of professionalism among military pilots. President Abelardo Rodríguez attempted 

to solve the problem when he issued a decree that allowed military pilots to fly for private 

companies, while simultaneously implementing regulations designed to ensure that they 

remained ready for military service.27 The order typified the compromises and stopgaps 

that officials felt pressured to make during the program’s early stages. 

Revolutionary leaders took an active interest in their citizens’ health and physical 

aptitude as part of their aspirations to modernize the country. Delegates had established 

this interest in article 73 of the 1917 constitution by empowering the federal government 

to monitor and protect the general health of the country.28 Aviators, as archetypes of 

authorities’ vision for national progress, served as logical targets for government 

oversight of the human body. Pilots underwent testing and training to evaluate their 

mental acuity, technical knowledge, and physical fitness, all of which officials deemed 

important indicators of an aviator’s competence. Students at the country’s first civil 

aviation school, the Escuela de Aviación Civil “Emilio Carranza,” underwent thorough 

medical examinations. These exams were filed with Department of Civil Aeronautics, 

along with monthly reports that included their personal information, flight hours, and any 

accidents in which they were involved. The exam featured large portions devoted to 

testing a pilot’s vision and nervous system, unsurprising concerns given their importance 

to flying an aircraft. Physicians also recorded information about what sports they played, 
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their consumption of tobacco and alcohol, and their sex drive.29 Beginning in 1930, the 

department kept files on mechanics who obtained a special license to work on aircraft. 

Aircraft mechanics often served on flight crews in the event that mechanical problems 

presented while in the air. Like pilots, mechanics’ department files included the results of 

a medical exam, along with an evaluation of their theoretical and practical knowledge of 

aircraft mechanics, and personal background information.30  

Cultivating a baseline of experts allowed the government to clear an important 

hurdle blocking the development national aviation program, and their efforts to 

standardize knowledge of aeronautics and to professionalize practitioners fit with 

modernizing discourses espoused by the progressive reformers of the day.31 Government 

sponsorship of aviation during the early and mid-1920s followed a general strategy 

whereby officials used direct and indirect investment in transportation infrastructure and 

construction to help nurture the development of domestic industry.32 By 1928, these 

policies produced a pool of experts who oversaw next stage of aviation growth. This 

group shared a common set of experiences based on military service and formed a tight-

knit community of nationalist yet cosmopolitan professionals that supported investment 

in technological and industrial development. 
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The Department of Civil Aeronautics and the Callista Reforms 

In 1928, President Plutarcho Elías Calles authorized the creation of the 

Department of Civil Aeronautics, signaling the government’s intention to take the 

technology’s development seriously as a potential tool for economic expansion and 

national modernization. The Secretariat of Communications and Public Works (SCOP) 

had previously housed the Technical Section of Air Navigation as a sub-section of the 

Department of the Railroad, a testament to the marginal status of aviation in government 

plans at the time. Officials granted the first concession to provide regular passenger, mail, 

and cargo service in 1921 to the Compañía Mexicana de Transportación Aérea to 

provide service from the capital to cities along the country’s central and northern Gulf 

regions.33 Civil air routes nevertheless developed slowly throughout the decade. The 

creation of the Department of Civil Aeronautics was intended to speed expansion of the 

air network through increased funding and better administration. 

Tasked with overseeing all civil aviation in the country, public and private, 

Department of Civil Aeronautics officials’ primary concerns included streamlining air 

postal service and improving infrastructure by building airports and airstrips. Under the 

direction of veteran airplane designer and former head of the Military Aviation School, 

Juan Guillermo Villasana Lopez,34 the new department had a mandate to purchase more 

planes and equipment, and the department’s budget included funding for the construction 

of a central airport in the capital. Officials planned to create an air postal network that 

functioned as an umbrella, connecting the major state capitals with one another and 
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linking them all to Mexico City. President Calles authorized Villasana to hire personnel, 

with the explicit understanding that he and future heads would privilege applicants from 

the military and take on civilian pilots only as necessary. The policy established ideals of 

national service as central to the ethos of the department from the time of its foundation.  

Problems with official plans soon appeared: the department lacked the capabilities 

to effectively provide service to such a vast area, despite having received considerable 

support from the president. The executive office hoped to extend the reach of air post by 

granting the SCOP the ability to negotiate contracts with private companies to extend the 

reach of air post. Similar arrangements existed with companies that the government 

contracted to expand the national highway system.35 The way in which callista officials 

structured and implemented civil aviation reform closely resembled their earlier 

modernizing initiative, revealing an underlying pattern in the administration’s strategy for 

achieving national progress. That is, in both cases they used direct and indirect 

investment in transportation infrastructure to better integrate the provinces into 

commercial markets and foster a sense of national connectivity.  

Calles’s efforts to improve infrastructure are well known, especially his focus on 

railroads and highways.36 Comparing the government’s roads program with its civil 

aviation program enriches the story of Mexico’s modernization during this period, 

allowing for some generalizations about how such programs operated and the effect of 

reforms on the emerging industrial sector. The common logic behind Calles’s 
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modernizing reforms and his reliance on clientelist arrangements–that is, a system of 

political patronage that centralized power by governing through an exchange of personal 

favors–shaped how authorities managed aviation for the next three administrations.  

Calles created the National Road Commission in 1925, much as he would the 

Department of Civil Aeronautics three years later, to foster economic growth by 

facilitating transportation, trade, and to pave the way for large scale industrialization. 

Officials also saw the road network as essential in reforming citizenship. They hoped to 

encourage the public to behave as modern consumers and to participate more directly in 

national life. The construction of roads further presented an opportunity to employ large 

numbers of Mexicans. The administration faced a lack of homegrown engineers to direct 

all of the construction, so the government eventually granted contracts to foreign 

companies. To offset this concession to foreign interests, officials included stipulations to 

ensure that the majority of their workforces remained nationals.  

The lion’s share of the domestic roads construction came from the community 

level and frequently relied on volunteer labor. The importance of local initiatives testified 

both to the genuine, widespread enthusiasm for the project and to the limits on the 

national government’s ability to direct development. Larger domestic contractors 

benefited from government and military connections. General Juan Almazán’s 

involvement in road construction best illustrates this arrangement. Almazán gained 

experience managing road construction as a military commander in Nuevo León in 1925. 

His success caught the attention of President Calles, who encouraged Almazán to 

continue building roads as a private contractor. Almazán started the Anáhuac 

Construction Company, which grew into a profitable enterprise, increasing his personal 
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fortune and helping his political career. His practice of hiring large numbers of Mexican 

workers bolstered his reputation among everyday people and in 1930 he was appointed as 

the Secretary of Communications and Public Works. He stepped down as the president of 

his company to accept the position, although he retained ownership of the business. He 

assumed a greater role in managing the expansion of the nation’s transportation and 

communication’s infrastructure as Secretary, including oversight of the Department of 

Civil Aeronautics.37 

The National Road Commission’s extension of the country’s highway system and 

the Department of Civil Aeronautics’ establishment of an air network were both attempts 

to solve problems posed by the country’s geography. As indicated in the department’s 

founding documents,38 officials prioritized establishing air routes that connected 

country’s major cities and facilitated international exchange. The policy centralized 

oversight in Mexico City before channeling it to state capitals, where it could be further 

disseminated to local communities. The network bolstered the federal government’s 

ability to deliver mail, a crucial step towards addressing the problems that had caused 

mail service to decline both in terms of total routes and the kilometers those routes 

reached from 1918 to 1927. The hardest-hit places included rural areas, especially where 

decades of fighting had damaged infrastructure. Instability caused by the Revolution, 

especially in the north, led to the creation of the sección postal militar, which paired 

military guards with mail couriers to ensure delivery.39 Reestablishing a functioning 

. 
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Figure 2: Approximate recreation of civil air routes in 1934 based on Secretariat of Communications and Public 
Works, Department of Air Communications Map of the Concessions and Experimental Permissions, Jan. 1934. 
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postal service throughout the country was necessary for asserting central government 

control, and building roads and airstrips was the best way to improve mail service over 

the country’s vast and often rugged terrain.  

The creation of a civil aviation network, like the roads project, relied on a mixture 

of government, military, and private initiative. Private companies helped pay for and 

construct the national aviation infrastructure, although they often benefited from 

government subsidies and military assistance.40 By 1927, the government had granted 

four air concessions to private companies, but service remained limited to the central and 

northern gulf regions. By January 1934, 16 companies operated concessions spanning 

approximately 14,500 kilometers that covered much of the country. Workers for the 

national roads program had, by contrast, constructed closer to 10,000 kilometers of roads 

between 1925 and 1940, and had made only limited headway in the southern and 

northern parts of the country. The relatively fast pace with which aviation expanded 

highlighted one reason it appealed to so many politicians and industrialists: basic aviation 

infrastructure required little more than the construction of an airfield, equipped with a 

radio tower, airplanes, and pilots. While road travel remained a more common feature of 

everyday life for most people, the time and labor required to expand the nation’s 

highways capped the rate at which the program could progress. Airfields functioned more 

like a chain of islands connected by flight paths, giving developers a way to bypass 

considerable environmental obstacles to connect even remote locations to national life.41 
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The Department of Civil Aeronautics, like the National Roads Commission, 

instituted a nationalist program that promoted industrial modernization and expanded the 

domestic workforce. Preferential hiring for military pilots rewarded their service to the 

patria and kept them employed in the government. The laws governing civil aviation 

reinforced the department’s nationalist mission, protecting the interests of the domestic 

sector with robust regulations over the industry. As part of the 1930 Civil Aeronautics 

Act, foreigners wishing to obtain concessions to deliver mail, people, or cargo needed to 

incorporate their business as a Mexican company. The Act also required all companies to 

have at least one Mexican citizen sitting on their board of directors, and to employ a 

workforce comprised of 80 percent Mexican citizens overall, and 33 percent of 

management and administrative staff likewise consisting of Mexican employees. 

Additionally, it required companies to deposit money in the country’s central bank, the 

Banco Nacional de Mexico, another institution created as part of Calles’s reformist 

agenda.42 The 1932 General Communication’s Law expanded protections, requiring 

pilots for domestic flights to have been born in the country, along with two-thirds of the 

rest of the crew. Authorities used these measures to promote job growth among citizens 

and prevent foreign interests from exercising too much influence in the aviation 

industry.43 The protectionist policies of the Department of Civil Aeronautics reflected the 
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impulse to develop industry and assert national control over the economy that was 

characteristic of many of the Callista reforms.44 

The Secretariat of Communications and Public Works classified air service as a 

public utility. As such, officials expropriated land, water, and materials to ensure that the 

lines ran. Companies were exempt from paying taxes and tariffs on many materials 

required for the establishment and maintenance of routes, and the SCOP provided 

economic assistance when it deemed it necessary to maintaining service.45 Nevertheless, 

many private companies found expansion difficult even with considerable government 

support. Often airlines failed to maintain their concessions. Sometimes environmental 

conditions impeded service, other times routes simply proved unprofitable, and 

competition frequently drove out smaller airlines. Foreign companies, while limited by 

the Civil Aeronautics Act, still found ways to influence the emerging market. Frustrations 

with the restrictions of early airmail service led to tensions between national and state 

governments, private companies, and the public. Despite these difficulties, civil aviation 

gained crucial momentum during the late 1920s and 1930s as a vital means of 

communication and transportation, and acquired nationalist characteristics as it came to 

symbolize the country’s technological progress. 

 

Companía Mexicana and The Emergence of Commercial Aviation 

The attention that callista officials like Almazán and Villasana gave to upgrading 

civil aviation in 1928, especially air postal service, propelled growth in the private sector. 

The Compañía Mexicana de Aviación (CMA) had become one of the most dominant 
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airlines in terms of market share by the late 1920s. After merging with the Compañía 

Mexicana de Transportación Aérea in 1924, Cía Mexicana did much of its business 

taking aerial photography as part of geological surveys, especially for oil companies. 

Under the direction of former U.S. banker and company president George Rihl and 

company vice president Gustavo Espinosa Mireles, Cía Mexicana acquired new planes 

for their fleet and, in 1928, secured a lucrative contract from the national government 

providing regular airmail service for the post office from Mexico City to Tampico, with 

stops in Tuxpan and Veracruz.  

Cía Mexicana executives and government officials publicized the inaugural run of 

the Mexico-Tampico line as ushering in the modern era of postal service. On April 16, 

1928, officials held a ceremony attended by Rhil and Espinosa representing Cía 

Mexicana, along with sub-Secretary of Communications Eduardo Hay, Postmaster 

General Cosme Hinijosa, Department of Civil Aeronautics chief Villasana, Department 

of Transport chief Rodolfo Becerra Soto, and others. At the ceremony Hay, representing 

President Calles, baptized the plane and gave a speech celebrating the flight as marking a 

great advance in human progress. Hay concluded his speech by smashing a bottle of 

Champagne over the plane, dubbing it the “Ciudad de Mexico.”  Hay, Rihl, Villasana and 

Soto boarded the Fairchild FC-2 model monoplane to the cheers and applause of the 

crowd, filling its four-seat passenger compartment. The “Ciudad de Mexico” took off, 

escorted by military and civilian planes. After landing in Tampico, Rhil and Espinosa 

posed for the press, delivering large bags of mail. Government officials issued a special 

stamp to commemorate the flight, featuring two wings flanking a wheel with helix in the 

center, symbolizing progress. The new route proved wildly popular, constituting a major 
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success for both Cía Mexicana and the national government, whose officials saw the 

route as heralding the true beginning of civil aviation as an everyday facet of modern life. 

It also launched a close relationship between the national government and Cía Mexicana. 

This relationship gave the company a privileged position as it competed to expand its 

presence in the commercial aviation sector over the course of the 1930s.46 

 Officials celebrated the first postal route connecting the country with the United 

States in 1928, highlighting the intensifying interest of U.S. companies in making inroads 

into Latin American markets. The line went from Chicago to Mexico City, stopping in 

Nuevo Laredo, Tamulipas, and drew praise from an assortment of officials and 

organizations that represented the breadth of interest in civil aviation. An exchange of 

messages between Calles and U.S. President Calvin Coolidge demonstrated the route’s 

significance to the upper echelons of both national governments, and it generated at least 

as much enthusiasm at the regional level. State and city officials from areas along the 

route, including the chambers of commerce in Dallas and Nuevo Laredo enthusiastically 

supported the measure. So too did a bevy of local businesses, such as the import-export 

company Mexican Products Co., a Harley-Davidson motorcycle dealership, and a Nuevo 

Laredo-based pharmacy. Civic organizations like the Hijos de Mexico and the Civil Air 

Corps International also wrote letters to President Calles congratulating the country on 

the accomplishment. In their letters, the authors expressed reoccurring themes of hope for 

progress, friendship, and new business opportunities.47 The outpouring illustrated what 
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many regional actors felt was at stake: a chance to expand local economies by connecting 

them with international markets, and perhaps to bring an element of cosmopolitanism to 

their communities. Such development was nevertheless double-edged. Apprehension 

about the role of U.S. companies in national aviation followed closely behind the opening 

of new markets.  

 

Figure 3: Stamp used on letter from Governor of Queretaro Abraham Araujo to President Calles 
congratulating him on the inauguration of the first airmail route connecting Mexico and the United 

States, Oct. 2, 1929. AGN, Calles-Obregón exped. 711-A-8. 

In 1929, the U.S. based company Pan American Airlines, or Pan Am, bought 

CMA as part of its expansion into Latin American. The acquisition constituted an 

important part of the company’s effort to control the largest possible portion of the 

international airline market. Over the next several years, Pan Am took over a number of 
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other domestic airlines throughout the region. Its strategy allowed it to circumvent the 

constraints of the protectionist policies guaranteed under the Civil Aeronautics Act, 

which required that all companies operating air concessions in the country incorporate as 

Mexican. The close relationship between CMA and the government, and the influx of 

capital and equipment from its new parent company, helped CMA out compete other 

domestic airlines for new concessions. It quickly grew into the country’s largest airline.48 

The company’s union with Pan Am nevertheless weakened CMA’s patriotic credentials 

and ran contradictory to the nationalist aim espoused by the Department of Civil 

Aeronautics.  

CMA emerged as the country’s only truly national airline during the 1928-1935 

period. Other commercial airlines that developed in the early and mid 1930s served 

smaller markets, usually restricted to a single region. By January 1, 1937, 11 domestic 

airlines other than CMA operated with regular service. Of those 11, six flew only a single 

concession. The problems that often beset small airlines could quickly turn into major 

financial setbacks that allowed the better funded and equipped CMA to take over 

contracts. The demise of the Compañia de Transportes Aereos Mexico–Cuba (Cía de 

Transportes Aereos Mexico–Cuba) illustrated this, and highlighted Pan Am’s efforts to 

eliminate competition along the west coast.49  

In 1930, Abel R. Perez and Gonzalo Abaunzo formed the Cía de Transportes 

Aereos Mexico-Cuba, flying from Mexico City to Havana, with stops in Veracruz and 

Progreso, Yucatán. An engine fire forced an emergency water landing on the company’s 

inaugural flight on June 19, 1930. No passengers died, but considerable damage to the 
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plane put the company on poor financial footing. In July, Perez managed to convince the 

SCOP to extend their concession to include service from Mexico City to Nuevo Laredo, 

with stops at Monterrey and San Luis Potosí. The company also sought financing to 

purchase additional equipment and cover the losses from the accident, but this and other 

setbacks allowed Pan Am to make inroads into their territory.  

In August, Pan Am worked to develop an alternate route running from Havana to 

Mérida to Payo Obispo, Quintana Roo. In June 1932, Cía de Transportes Aereos Mexico-

Cuba asked for a 30-day suspension of the northern part of their line, which Abaunzo 

claimed the company required as part of its extension of airmail service to San Antonio, 

Texas. SCOP officials balked, asserting that the company had proved incapable of 

fulfilling its obligation to provide regular service since March. Eventually the moribund 

company lost its bid to deliver mail between Mexico and the U.S., which it needed in 

order to stay afloat. The contract went instead to Cía Mexicana, which despite charging 

four pesos more per kilogram of correspondence, appeared better equipped to ensure 

reliable service and enjoyed better connections with both governments.50 

Pan Am fought hard to control commercial air service across the west coast 

during the early 1930s. After the company acquired Cía Mexicana, it created another 

airline headed by Robert V. Pesqueuira called Aerovías Central. Aerovias Central was 

soon embroiled in disputes with SCOP. The trouble centered on the use of the Mazatlán 

airport that Aerovias Central had helped build, but which the government retained 

ownership rights over, and on a new tariff on air mail that its sister company, Cía 
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Mexicana, bitterly resisted. From 1932 to 1935, Cía Mexicana and Aerovías Central 

sought to block competing airlines from obtaining contracts that overlapped their routes, 

and to take over service between California and western Mexico. Pesqueuira petitioned 

President Abelardo Rodriguez and the SCOP, arguing that that their concessions deserved 

safeguards because the population served by the route was not large enough to support 

more than a single airline, and because past fulfillment of their contractual obligations 

ensured its protection under the General Communications Law.51   

The struggle over the country’s western routes drew the attention of foreign 

interests. William Randolph Hearst, LA Times owner Harry Chandler, American Airlines 

leading shareholder E.L. Cord, the Ed Fletcher Company, Lockheed Aircraft Corporation 

and T.A.T.-Maddux Airlines hoped to open the country to greater U.S. influence. Some 

sought to establish connections with Aerovías Central’s competition, Expreso Aereo 

Mexicano and Líneas Aéroes Occidentales, in order to push back against the Pan Am 

monopoly. They complained to President Rodríguez and the SCOP about what they saw 

as Pan Am’s overly aggressive tactics. Ed Fletcher, for example, asserted that Pan Am 

attempted to buy up as many planes as they could to prevent others from possessing even 

the capability of providing service.  

In both Expreso Aero Mexicano’s and Lineas Aeroes Occidentales’ appeals to the 

government, company representatives stressed the need to keep Pan Am from gaining an 

absolute monopoly. Expreso Aero Mexicano’s Bruno Pagliai wrote to the President, 
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insisting that his company could accomplish what Aerovias Centrales could not. That is, 

it could help fulfill the mission of the Carta General de Vias Aereas de Republica 

Mexicana by connecting the country to the West Coast of the United States and 

facilitating commerce, tourism, and development. He asserted that his company could do 

all of this while employing an entirely Mexican workforce, thereby furthering the 

nationalist goals of the Revolution. The idea demonstrated the seemingly polar objectives 

of the country’s commercial aviation program: to promote nationalism while courting 

cosmopolitanism.52  

Líneas Aéroes Occidentales established the first route connecting Mexico City 

and Los Angeles in February 1934. Like the inauguration of the first route connecting 

Mexico and the U.S., the Mexico City-LA line caused excitement amongst government 

and business officials. Eventually Líneas Aéroes Occidentales dissolved and Aerovías 

Centrales gained control of their routes. Having established their hold over the country’s 

western coast, Pan Am folded Aerovías Centrales into Cía Mexicana in 1935.53 Pan 

Am’s acquisitions in the country from the late 1920s to the early 1930s consolidated Cía 

Mexicana’s position at the front of commercial aviation, and in so doing, defined much of 

the character of the country’s civil aviation program.  
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The Janus-faced state of national aviation by the mid-1930s calls for a careful 

evaluation of the protectionist policies designed to promote nationalism in the emerging 

commercial air industry. As with many programs undertaken during Calles’s presidency 

and the Maximato, critics of El Jefe Maximo might too quickly write-off nationalist 

measures during the period as insincere or fatally flawed. Undoubtedly, officials failed to 

keep foreign interests out of the country’s aviation industry. Secretary of 

Communications Miguel Acosta spoke to the limitations of these policies when he 

acknowledged in a report to President Rodríguez that allowing Aerovias Centrales to take 

control of the route from California to Mexico was tantamount to accepting the Pan Am 

monopoly, but that their only other option would be to suspend service on that route. Pan 

Am also flaunted article 440 of the General Communication’s Law that required domestic 

pilots to be Mexican by birth. Certainly, the country’s proximity to the industrialized 

power to its north limited the extent to which officials could exercise nationalist control 

over the economy.54  

Officials nonetheless accomplished a remarkable amount given the onset of the 

Great Depression and the history of U.S. interventionism. The civil aviation program 

established an industry that created new, skilled jobs for Mexicans as pilots, engineers, 

mechanics, meteorologists, radio telegraphers and other support staff. Even if air 

passenger travel remained limited, largely reserved for wealthy government, military, and 

business officials, the transportation of correspondence and goods allowed people far 

removed from Mexico City to connect with the capital and other regions. The 

improvements in communications infrastructure allowed by aviation helped officials 
                                                

54 Secretaría de Communicaciones  y Obras Publicas, General Communications Law Vol. 4 Ch. 
III article 440 (Mexico D.F., Secretaría de Communicaciones y Obras Públicas, 1932): p. 152; Gomez, 
Breve historia de la aviación en México pp. 316-318. 
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develop a sense of unity crucial to the formation of a new national identity. Although the 

nationalist prescriptions established from 1928 to the mid 1930s were not fully realized, 

they provided the structure and legal grounding for more robust policies and enforcement 

during the presidency of Lázaro Cárdenas. 

 

Law of the Air: The 1928 Havana Convention on Commercial Aviation 

Calles attempted to strike a balance between exerting national control over the 

economy and courting foreign investment throughout his presidency, and expanding the 

country’s aviation network promised to do both by increasing trade with its neighbors 

while opening skilled jobs for the country’s citizens. Aviation advances also projected an 

image of a rapidly modernizing nation that had left behind the uncertainty and violence 

that had scared away investors over the last two decades. In 1928, Calles’s government 

sent delegates to the Sixth International Conference of American States in Havana, 

organized by the Pan-American Union. Headquartered in Washington D.C., The Pan-

American Union formed in 1890 with the purpose of fostering diplomacy and commerce 

between the United States and Latin American countries. The philosophical 

underpinnings of Pan-Americanism stressed a shared cultural heritage among Latin 

American nations and, although seen by many as a vehicle for U.S. economic goals, it 

gained popularity throughout the 1920s and 1930s. Delegates at the conference produced 

a treaty that established a framework for international commercial air travel cooperation, 

known as the Commercial Aviation Convention. Mexico’s ratification of the treaty better 

positioned the country to draw the benefits from hemispheric trade. 
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The 1928 Havana Commercial Aviation Convention proposed an historic mission: 

to establish a uniform system allowing commercial flights to pass easily between 

countries throughout the Western hemisphere. Yet it lacked significant power to compel 

governments to adopt practices that they might not support. The final product could 

promote cooperation but not ensure it. The convention preserved national controls over 

which airfields and airports foreign commercial aircraft could enter and leave, and 

allowed signatories to determine what routes flights could take. It also left issues of 

customs, tariffs, and taxes to individual countries, and signatories retained the right to 

restrict air traffic to favor their own aircraft.55 That the United States, the treaty’s biggest 

backer and the country that stood to gain the most from a freer commercial air network, 

did not ratify the convention for three years, testified to its limitations.56 However anemic 

the initial agreement, it laid a foundation for commercial air exchange in the hemisphere 

that lasted until the end of World War II. 

The convention fostered economic and technological development across the 

hemisphere. Its principal achievement in this respect was ensuring that the commercial 

aircraft of member governments enjoyed free passage across boarders. This aspect of the 

agreement held clear implications for trade, but the convention also resonated beyond the 

economic issues that delegates saw as their principal concern. Select articles encouraged 

countries to adopt professional and safety standards, while others obliged members to 

share information and develop technologies in fields related to aeronautics. Aircraft were 

required to have a certificate of navigability, and the pilot and crew of every aircraft were 

                                                
55 Legajo L-E 209 vol. 2, Sexta Conferencia Internacional Americana, Convención Aviación 

Comercial articles V, VI, XVII, XVIII, XIX, XXI, XXII, Feburary 15, 1928.   
56Lauren Lyman, “United States Adopts Havana Code of Air,” The New York Times, March 29, 

1931. 
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required to carry credentials affirming their competency. Airlines compiled and 

submitted reports that included detailed statistics about their operations, such as the 

number of planes they used, how many kilometers their pilots flew, how much fuel and 

oil they consumed, and information about any accidents that occurred. The convention 

also required member countries to share meteorological information, statistics, and 

trends, and to establish radiotelegraph stations to use for coordinating air navigation. 

Such exchanges did more than grease the wheels of international trade. The availability 

of these reports provided crucial information for an emerging international community of 

experts interested in the science and technology of aviation.  

Officials remained active in international commercial aviation conferences 

throughout the 1930s. Delegates amended the 1928 convention to promote further 

cooperation in the region and conceded to measures that softened the nationalist 

protections included in the original agreement. In June 1935, the national government 

sent a delegation to the Pan-American Convention on Aviation in Buenos Aires, 

Argentina. Officials approved the removal of article XXII, which established the right for 

nations to restrict air traffic to favor their own aircraft. The delegates further adopted a 

resolution that prohibited member countries from levying taxes on aircraft flying over 

their territory that extended beyond fees for services provided to aircraft. The same 

resolution also reduced the formalities and paperwork required for international travel. 57 

Additional amendments included articles facilitating the passage of medical flights and 

regular air postal service. U.S. government officials and commercial interests led the way 

in lobbying for more liberalist provisions, but they could not have instituted changes to 

                                                
57 SRE exped. III-226-1 (LII): Resolution numbers XXXIV, XXXV, XXXVII, LIV of the Pan-

American Commercial Conference (1935). 
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the convention without Latin American allies receptive to rolling back protections and 

introducing free-market reforms in the aviation industry.  

The national government’s participation in aviation conventions reflected the 

agendas of top-level officials who wrestled with questions about how to join the 

international community while preserving the nationalist ideals of the Revolution. Undue 

political and economic influence wielded by foreign powers factored heavily into 

spurring the onset of the Revolution. Those who had fought to free the country from U.S. 

and European hegemony were understandably wary of reinstituting anything resembling 

a Porfirian model of industrial development. This approach had resulted in the abuse of 

workers by foreign companies and benefited only a select few within the country, while 

allowing for high rates of profit remittance. Nevertheless, the global depression had a 

strong effect on the country’s economy from 1929 to 1934, and Revolutionary leaders 

found themselves in a similar position as 19th century liberals. They hoped to jump-start 

the economy with money from increased commerce and an influx of foreign investment. 

Delegates who attended international conventions had an opportunity to do both, and 

aviation technology seemed like a natural fit for such policies. The more expansive the 

country’s aviation network, the more efficiently it could engage in international trade. 

Improvements in commercial aviation made the country appear more modern and 

cosmopolitan, an image that officials hoped would attract investors.  

The Pan-American conventions provided officials with a space to pursue their 

development strategies. Delegates at these conferences created a legal foundation for a 

hemisphere-wide commercial aviation network. These conventions were not the only 

venues for officials to put their stamp on international aviation. The government hosted 
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an annual Semana Aerea, or Air Week, that combined business, technology, and 

spectacle in a weeklong airshow. The 1929 Semana Aerea, held in Mexico City, 

announced the arrival of national aviation before the world stage. Unfortunately for 

officials, such events created similar problems to those associated with other major 

international spectacles such as the Olympics and the World’s Fair. The costs incurred 

burdened the country’s finances, already stretched thin by the onset of the Great 

Depression. 

 

Aguiluchos and Air Shows: Aeronautics Celebrations, 1929-1931 

The 1929 Semana Aerea announced Mexican aviation’s arrival upon the world 

stage. From December 10th to the 15th, authorities used fantastical demonstrations of 

aeronautics technology to impress foreign investors and visiting dignitaries, and to 

cultivate public support for the national aviation program. Semana Aerea packaged the 

politics and business of aviation together as a festival, helping organizers appeal to a 

wide audience. Large crowds seeking diversion mingled at Semana Aerea celebrations, 

and live music and parades filled time between air shows, ensuring near-constant 

entertainment for audience members. Newspapers printed advertisements and itineraries 

for the festivities and cameramen filmed the jubilant crowds and aerial acrobatics.58   

Organizers hoped the public’s exposure to air races and flying demonstrations 

would arouse in everyday people what wealthy urbanites and industrialists understood to 

be a modern sensibility. This interpretation of modern culture fused ideas of 

                                                
58 Cía. Mexicana de Aviación, advertisement, El Universal, Dec. 7, 1929; Corporacion 

Aeronautica de Transportes S.A., advertisement, El Universal Dec. 9, 1929; “Hoy empieza la semana de 
aviacion,” El Universal Dec. 10, 1929; “Saltos en paracaídas,” in El Universal, Dec. 9, 1929; for film 
footage, see Filmoteca Nacional, Vicente Cortés Sotelo, La aviación Francia-Mexico (circa 1929). 
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cosmopolitanism, rationality, and technological progress. Discussions in the press about 

the growth of a so-called air mentality among the country’s general population reveal 

how proponents of industrial reform envisioned modernity as greater than the sum of its 

economic and cultural parts. The very idea of Mexico hosting the world’s premier air 

powers held important implications for Mexican nationalism. Semana Aerea presented a 

utopian vision of the future: one in which aviation technology transformed the country 

into a nation cut from the same cloth as the world’s leading industrial powers. 

For top officials, the allure of Semana Aerea was that it focused international 

attention onto the success of the government’s industrial policies. The event provided 

them with an opportunity to win prestige for the national aviation program by competing 

with the world’s most advanced countries, a point organizers made explicit in their 

internal memos.59 The Secretariat of Foreign Relations worked with the Mexican 

Aeronautics Association, a private organization comprised of aviation enthusiasts, to 

organize events and invite representatives from England, France, Germany, Italy, and the 

United States to participate in the celebrations. Most of the invitees responded 

enthusiastically, sending delegations of diplomats, pilots, and representatives from their 

country’s aeronautics industries. The Mexican Aeronautics Association invited 113 

companies related to the aviation industry from the U.S. alone. Attending governments 

trotted out a bevy of decorated pilots and the newest military and civilian aircraft. On the 

eve of the celebration, the country was set to host a major gathering of the world’s 

premier air powers. The attention garnered validated the nation’s claims to having put 

                                                
59 Germany did not send a delegation of pilots, but their chargé d’affires represented the country at 

the 1929 Air Week celebration. SRE exped. III-48-4: Report from President of the Mexican Aeronautics 
Association Manuel León Ortega to the Secretriat of Foreign Relations, Aug. 16, 1929.  
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together a legitimate aviation program, thanks in large part to the cooperation between 

private aviation enthusiasts and the government.60 

Semana Aerea drew people from across the country to Balbuena Field in Mexico 

City. Airlines offered special rates for travelers to the festival and officials prepared for 

an influx of local traffic.61 Director and cinematographer Vincinte Cortés Sotelo, who had 

previously worked as a propagandist for the Álvaro Obregón campaign, enlisted in the 

Air Force during the Escobar rebellion and began filming air demonstrations.62 His 

footage provides an idea of what these events were like. Cameras showed crowds filling 

the flat, wide-open expanses of the airfield and stylishly dressed politicians in expensive 

suits arriving in automobiles.63 The Semana Aerea celebration combined a festival 

atmosphere with elements of a sporting event. Civil aviation organizations drew parallels 

between flying and sports culture, often referring to flying as a sport and pilots as 

sportsmen. Sporting matches frequently accompanied air exhibitions, and the 1929 

Semana Aerea was no different. It featured a calisthenics demonstration, a Jai Alai match, 

and a lunch held by the Chapultepec Sports Club.64 The country’s upper class regarded 

                                                
60 SRE exped. III-48-4: Letter from British delegation to Secretariat of Foreign Relations sub-

Secretary Don Genaro de Estrada, Nov. 23, 1929; letter from German government to Secretariat of Foreign 
Relations sub-secretary Don Genaro de Estrada, Dec. 7, 1929; letter from U.S. government to Secretariat of 
Foreign Relations sub-secretary Don Genaro de Estrada, Oct. 16, 1929; letter from Manuel Leon Ortega to 
the Secretartiat of Foreign Relations, Nov. 5 1929; letter from Italian ambassador Gino Macchioro Vivalba 
to  sub-Secretary of State Genaro Estrada, Dec. 5, 1929; letter from U.S. Secretary of State Francia White 
to Ambassador Manuel C. Téllez, Dec. 5, 1929; “Orleans Aviators Asked to Attend Mexico Air Meet,” The 
Times-Picayune, Nov. 30, 1929;  “Otros pilotos en la semana de aviación” El Universal Dec. 6, 1929; “El 
teniente primero F.M. Deeds, del cuerop de aviación Americano, con su esposa, que ayer llegó para tomar 
parte en la semana aérea 1929,” El Universal, Dec. 7, 1929. 

61 Cía. Mexicana de Aviación, advertisement, El Universal, Dec. 7, 1929; Corporacion 
Aeronautica de Transportes S.A., advertisement, El Universal Dec. 9, 1929; “Hoy empieza la eemana de 
aviacion,” El Universal Dec. 10, 1929. 

62 “Cine Silente Mexicano / Mexican Silent Cinema,” 
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63 Filmoteca Nacional, Vicente Cortés Sotelo, La aviación Francia-Mexico (circa 1929), 7:19–
8:06, 9:27–9:34.  

64 “Saltos en paracaídas,” in El Universal, Dec. 9, 1929. 
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such events as thoroughly modern endeavors, instructive for developing a healthy and 

active citizenry. Semana Aerea events pushed the sports analogy further, with pilots 

competing for trophies in a number of air races and contests. Foreign and domestic pilots 

flew from Puebla to Mexico City in a series of races divided into divisions of civil and 

military aviators, and by the classifications of their aircraft. Pilots also put on air circuses, 

dazzling crowds with aerial acrobatics and formation flying. Parachuting displays 

highlighted the emergence of a technology that further advanced humankind’s dominion 

over the skies.65 

The many spectacles of Semana Aerea delivered exciting and novel attractions to 

a national audience, but organizers intended the celebration to be as instructive as it was 

entertaining. Reconstruction-era politicians and newspapers touted the importance of a 

modern mindset in advancing the country and the Revolution–concepts that they often 

used interchangeably. Discussions of modern mentalities drew heavily on ideologies such 

as positivism and Spencerian Darwinism, but proponents often failed to precisely define 

their idea beyond emphasizing that the importance of political stability and access to 

material goods, especially through industrial and technological development, usually 

accompanied the onset of a nation’s modern mentality.  

The national press played a crucial role in disseminating ideas of modernity to the 

public. An editorial published in El Universal during Semana Aerea extoled the benefits 

of a technocratic government, suggesting that the goal of the Revolution was to guide an 

ignorant population towards a more rational existence where experts kept order in 
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national life.66 The author of an article printed in the same day’s paper credited the 

celebrations with forging an air mentality along the lines of what had already developed 

in countries such as England, where pilots had assumed the status of modern knights by 

embodying a spirit of courage and sacrifice.67 The author’s decision to use the British air 

program as a comparative example reflected the tendency to look abroad to measure 

progress within the country. Aviation enthusiasts in Mexico held England in particularly 

high esteem. Reports from the Mexican Aeronautics Association about England’s 

participation in Semana Aerea lauded the advanced state of their civil and military 

aviation programs. The report praised the scope of England’s airmail system, which 

stretched to India and Australia, and the interest with which everyday people in England 

followed aviation development. Surely if England could use air power to unite diverse 

peoples on such far-flung continents, aviation technology could solve the problem of 

Mexico’s persistent regionalism. Or so the logic went.68  

As Semana Aerea celebrations continued in Mexico City, President-elect Pascual 

Ortíz Rubio spoke before the international press in New York, where he had scheduled a 

meeting with former President Calles. Although both men insisted that Calles no longer 

held political influence, reporters speculated that they would confer on policy issues and 

divide the spoils of the recent election among the national party’s political clients. Ortíz 

Rubio remarked in a speech that after the twenty years of conflict, the Revolution had 

succeeded in erasing the material barriers to progress. He went on to promise that his 

administration would continue to work towards the country’s reconstruction. He also 
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68 SRE exped. III-48-4: Report from the Mexican Aeronautics Association to the Secretary of 

Foreign Relations, Oct. 28, 1929.  
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spoke of the country’s growing engagement in world, and especially its relationship with 

the United States. Calles echoed Ortíz Rubio’s optimism about the improving economic 

situation in the country in an interview the following day, adding that as the country 

developed, armed uprising would soon be a thing of the past.69 Ortíz Rubio and Calles 

came away from the trip appearing in absolute harmony in terms of their vision for the 

country’s future. Both saw a more cosmopolitan and technologically sophisticated society 

on the horizon, and that view of modernity was shared across the upper-echelon of the 

Partido Nacional Revoluciónario (PNR). 

Continued industrial growth in the early 1930s, particularly in civil aviation, 

showed that the optimism in continued reconstruction was not totally unfounded, but the 

ongoing global depression cast a long shadow over the national economy as a whole. 

Supporters argued that elaborate air festivals paid off by encouraging foreign investment 

and tourism, but the government experienced great difficulties finding ways to cover the 

considerable expenses incurred by these sorts of celebrations. Problems paying vendors 

and entertainers, and fulfilling promises to provide room and board to foreign 

participants, threatened to undermine the mission of these air exhibitions and embarrass 

the national government.  

The country’s financial woes risked a humiliating exposure during the 1931 

Aeronautic, Commerce, and Industry Exposition. The event incurred costs exceeding 

230,000 pesos, but the organizing committee only succeeded in raising 64,000 pesos to 

pay off its debts. Many performers received only a fraction of what they expected, and 
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others received no payment whatsoever.70 One stunt pilot from the U.S. wrote to 

President Ortíz Rubio complaining that he was left stranded and “without a single peso” 

to pay his hotel bill. Organizers privately called the financial situation a fiasco, and 

expressed particular concern about their inability to pay U.S. performers. They feared 

that the Americans would go to the press and that the resulting story would provoke a 

scandal negating the positive publicity achieved by the exposition.71  

Strategies to promote aviation through celebrations and exhibitions succeeded in 

bringing favorable international attention to the nation’s aviation program and in 

mobilizing public interest. The development of the air mentality that officials hoped 

would take root did not fully emerge in the early 1930. Although an increasing number of 

people encountered aviation in some form or another, aeronautics did not become a 

fundamental aspect of everyday life until later. Bad timing played no small role in 

hampering the foreign investment that air festivals were meant to generate, as the global 

depression made investors more risk adverse and created difficulties recuperating the 

financial losses incurred by celebrations. The continued popularity of air shows 

nevertheless demonstrated an enduring belief in aviation as a transformative technology 

capable of clearing the obstacles blocking the country’s evolution into a modern nation, 

populated by modern citizens with a modern mindset, enjoying the fruits of a modern 

industrial economy.  

 

Civil Aviation Growth and its Effects from 1928-1935 
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The government’s establishment of a viable civil aeronautics program during the 

period from 1928 to 1935 built confidence in the national party’s plan for industrializing 

the country. It also exposed major challenges that remained before officials could 

institute their vision of modernization. The strategy adopted by officials during Calles’s 

presidency and the three, two-year long administrations that followed required a measure 

of economic stability that did not begin to appear until the second-half of the 1930s, and 

not in earnest until the 1940s. The government also achieved only mixed success exerting 

national controls and protecting the industry from foreign influence. Nevertheless, 

national aviation had made important strides by the mid-1930s that officials could point 

to as evidence of the country’s modernization.  

The geographic expansion of the country’s aviation network from 1928 to the 

mid-1930s gave officials statistics that they could hold up as evidence of their policies’ 

success. The Secretariat of National Economy released a report showing the number of 

kilometers flown by pilots had increased from a little over three million to about five and 

a half million, and airlines transported nearly five times as many passengers, from 12,366 

to 60,493. The data set did not include demographic information about who took these 

flights, so it is impossible from these figures to know how much of the expansion 

represented new customers and how much airlines relied on return business. Nor is it 

possible to determine the ratio of foreign to domestic passengers. The overall increase in 

passenger flights correlated with a sharp rise in the amount of luggage and cargo 

transported, from 104,193 kilograms in 1929 to 732,1233 in 1935. The Secretariat of the 

National Economy also recorded an increase in kilograms of correspondence transported 

by airmail from 92,114 kilograms to 128,112. This included a two-fold increase in air 
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express mail, from 20,460 kilograms to 41,170.72 The growth of the aviation industry 

helped the country keep pace as aviation networks developed internationally.73 

The expansion of the national aviation network had a limited impact in terms of 

adding new jobs, but represented the possibility of creating a whole new field of skilled 

and semi-skilled positions. Aside from pilots, positions for technical experts such as 

airplane mechanics represented a new career in the country’s industrial sector. In 1928, 

head mechanics for Cía Mexicana made between 10 and 15 pesos a day and mid-level 

mechanics made between five and six pesos per day. Apprentices made only one and a 

half pesos a day. Although Cía Mexicana only had 21 total mechanics’ positions on its 

roster in 1928, the expansion of the airline industry over the next seven years created 

more job opportunities.74 Officials sought to address a major impediment to jobs growth, 

the lack of schools to train aeronautics professionals, in the second half of the 1930s. 
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Figure 4: Data from La Dirección General de Estadisticas, SCOP, 1934. 

 

Conclusion 

Examining the institutions and authorities that participated in national aviation 

during the period from 1928 to 1935 demonstrates the struggles of the national party to 

institute widespread industrialization and modernization as part of national 

reconstruction. A new coalition of politicians and industrialists built an aviation network 

connecting rural markets and provincial centers to the capital, and linking the country to 

markets worldwide. Their successes helped the country to compete in the global 

economy, and the spectacle created by human flight encouraged popular groups 

throughout Mexico to embrace the national party’s conception of modernity, or at least 

something close to it. Despite all of this, national aviation fell short of completely 

fulfilling its promise. The ability of officials to unify the nation by expanding the 

domestic aviation network proved limited and the expansion of aviation failed to portend 

the rapid and complete modernization some envisioned. 
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Aviation technology gained vital momentum from 1928 to 1935 that allowed its 

continued development as an essential part of national industrialization and 

modernization initiatives. Government stewardship over the industry saw it through the 

tumult of the Great Depression and kept its nationalist character at least somewhat intact. 

The growth of aviation did not radically alter any one facet of national life during this 

period, but it did effect on a wide range of aspects within Mexican society. Aviation’s 

potential for revolutionizing how people communicated and traveled had just begun to 

show seven years after the creation of the Department of Civil Aeronautics. Many 

believed aviation would soon take on a new level of importance within the nation’s 

growing industrial economy. Officials held hope that aviation technology could act as a 

catalyst for cultural change and as a key to opening diplomatic doors. The successes of 

aviation festivals in terms of igniting public excitement and impressing foreign 

dignitaries did not constitute officials only strategy for achieving these goals. Officials 

during the late 1920s and early 1930s adopted goodwill flights as a cornerstone of their 

proselytizing mission for a modern Mexico. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
Mexican Icarus: The Goodwill Flyer as a Cultural Icon  

 

“I warn you, Icarus, fly a middle course: Don’t go too low, or water will weigh 
the wings down; Do not go too high, or the sun’s fire will burn them. Keep to the middle 

way.”  
 

~ Daedalus, from Metamorphoses. 
 

“And the bridge coats came out and they sang about those in peril in the air and 
then they put the bridge coats away and after dinner one night they mentioned that the 
departed had been a good man but was inexperienced, and when the malfunction in the 

controls put him in that bad corner, he didn’t know how to get out of it. Every wife 
wanted to cry out: ‘Well, my God! The machine broke! What makes any of you think you 

would have come out of it any better?’”  
 

~ Tom Wolfe, The Right Stuff 
 

A new competition gained popularity among the world’s industrialized nations in 

the late 1920s. Adventurers took to the skies in small airplanes out-doing one another by 

setting new records for speed and distance, or by charting some new air route. These 

thrill seekers were often, although not always, male. They were usually wealthy or at 

least came from affluent families and had connections to the military, business, or both. 

As interest in these flights grew, the pilots making them gained fame as distinctly 

national heroes. Their countrymen acted as spectators, sharing in their success when they 

broke or set a new record. If they died, which happened with some frequency, their death 

would be mourned as a national tragedy. These pilots represented a specific vision of 

modernity favored by industrialists, the national press, and the official party of the 

Revolution. This alliance of interests mythologized the aviator. It developed a set of 

cultural and political symbols that they used as shorthand for technological development. 

This chapter argues that the government and the press shaped the discourse of the 
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goodwill aviator into a heroic narrative rooted in ancient epics and reaching toward an 

industrialized future. 

In the latter half of the 19th century the railway embodied the shared desires of 

Mexico’s ruling class to see their country modernize rapidly. They believed that attaining 

a fixed, positivistic modernity would act as a panacea for the country’s post-

independence ills. The railroad promised to alleviate the country’s most enduring–

perhaps its defining–problem: a bitterly persistent regionalism that so hamstrung political 

cohesion, and so impeded the formation of national identity, that one scholar asserted that 

its history produced not one, but “many Mexicos.”75 If the country could connect 

physically through a network of railroads, then even the furthest flung regions could be 

integrated into a functioning whole. With regionalism banished then political chaos could 

finally end. Foreign investors might then be persuaded to give the country the cash-

infusion necessary to jump-start the economy–or so 19th century liberals hoped.  

The association of railroads with ideas of progress and modernity grew during the 

Porfiriato. Those of the “Porfirian persuasion,”76 especially cientificos, imbued trains 

with great symbolic importance, which they codified into law and disseminated in the 

press. Porfirian officials waived the legal requirement for a formal trial in the cases of 

those caught interfering with railways or telegraph lines. Summary punishments 

permissible under the law included execution. The government-subsidized literary 

publication La Revisa Moderna, founded by cientifico Rafael Reyes Spíndola, expounded 
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on the topic of railroads as a reoccurring theme.77 The outbreak of Revolution a decade 

into the twentieth century and the devastation that it wrought might have led policy 

makers to adjust their expectations regarding the transformative power of technological 

innovation. Instead, the new dominant class adopted similar expectation for emerging 

technologies. By 1928, aviation was poised to become the new symbol of modernity in 

Mexico. 

 A strong ideological continuity linked the Porfirian fascination with locomotives 

and the Revolutionaries’ decision to embrace aviation as a symbol of modernity. Leaders 

in both regimes placed their faith in industrial progress and propagated a discourse that 

conflated mechanical innovation with national prestige and international importance. 

Nevertheless, while railroads promised a new Mexico, aviation went a step further: it 

promised a new Mexican. Aviators personified technological achievement, 

communicating contemporary ideals of modernity and citizenship more persuasively than 

train engineers ever could.  

Aviation developed alongside automobiles, radio, and cinema in the first half of 

the twentieth century and contributed to a fascination with technology in popular culture. 

As in contemporary culture more broadly, the spectacle of aviation–combining 

entertainment, exhibition, and ceremony–came packaged with messages of Revolutionary 

nationalism.78 Aviators’ ability to draw public attention with death-defying stunts 
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performed in air circuses and on barnstorming “raids” earned them celebrity and press 

coverage. Their participation in goodwill flights demonstrated how government officials 

embraced aviators and the spectacle of aviation to advance foreign policy initiatives. 

Goodwill flyers were presented as an archetype of modern citizenship in the press, film, 

and government ceremonies. Funerals held for the unfortunate pilots who died on 

government-sponsored missions testified to the aviators’ status as cultural icons, 

transformed by their deaths into martyrs for technological progress.79 

Government officials embraced goodwill pilots from the podium for embodying 

Revolutionary values and presented them to the public as aspirational models. The press 

dubbed them aguiluchos and editorials equated them to paladins and conquistadors. 

Aviators named their planes after national symbols and institutions. Tributes invoked 

imagery from Western history and literature, favoring most the conquistador as a 

modernizing crusader. The mystique of the aviator as a patriotic hero who faced danger 

with steely determination, as a dashing adventurer who traveled to far-flung locales, and 

as a master of science and engineering, became a useful trope for those advocating in 

favor of a more industrial and cosmopolitan vision of the nation. One Los Angeles-based 

air school advertised in the national Mexican newspaper El Universal encapsulated 

aviation’s popular appeal when it proclaimed a career in aeronautics could bring fame, 

riches, and a lifetime of adventure.80 The goodwill aviator took this image to a higher 
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level. These pilots represented the nation abroad as both ambassador and competitor, 

furthering the national interest while setting international records in speed and distance.       

The cultural effect of aviation and aviators flourished from 1928 to 1945, 

especially through government sponsored goodwill flights and funerals. During these 

years, aviation realized important advances and individual aviators garnered great public 

visibility. They encompassed emerging ideals of an increasingly outward looking 

Revolution by combining a unique set of traits that included cosmopolitanism, heroism, 

and technological proficiency. Officials during this period capitalized on public interest 

in aviation by cultivating the goodwill flyer as a cultural icon that promoted 

industrialization at home and asserted Mexican influence throughout the Western 

hemisphere.  

 

Carranza, the “Mexican Lindbergh” 

Charles Lindbergh’s successful nonstop solo flight across the Atlantic Ocean in 

May 1927 captured imaginations across the globe. The accomplishment launched his 

meteoric rise, earning him the reputation as the world’s foremost aviator and making 

“Lindy” a household name overnight. As in nearly every other nation on earth, the 

Mexican public followed press coverage of Lindbergh’s flight, and the development of 

aviation more generally, with great enthusiasm. So when Lindbergh made preparations to 

fly to Mexico later that year in his “Spirit of St. Luis,” Mexican government and army 

officials hailed it as an important opportunity to win public support for aviation 

development in their own country. Air ace Emilio Carranza, an admirer and 

contemporary of the norteamericano, was among the most vocal advocates for 
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Lindbergh’s trip. The young pilot had garnered national attention when he flew nonstop 

from Mexico City to Juarez on September 2 that same year, winning him the record for 

the longest non-stop flight by a Mexican pilot. His personal relationship with Lindbergh 

upon their meeting in Mexico City initiated the country’s entrance into the arena of 

international goodwill flights.81    

Emilio Carranza was born in Villa de Ramos Arizpe, Coahuila in 1905. He was 

the grand-nephew of Venustiano Carranza, head of the Constitutionalist army and 

President of Mexico, and the nephew of Alberto Salinas Carranza, a pioneering figure in 

national aviation. These family connections strongly influenced Emilio’s professional 

path. His uncle Alberto first introduced him to aviation as boy. By the age of 12, he 

accompanied his uncle on daily trips to the National Workshop of Aeronautic 

Construction, the National Aviation School, and Balbuena field. Following Venustiano 

Carranza’s evacuation from the capital, and his subsequent betrayal and assassination at 

the hands of his former troops, Emilio’s family left Mexico for the United States. There, 

he finished his studies and gained a familiarity with U.S. the culture. The experience 

proved relevant later in life, when officials approved his goodwill mission to Washington 

D.C.82  

In 1923, Carranza returned to Mexico and enrolled in the Military Aviation 

School. He met other young pilots while studying there, a number of whom would 

distinguish themselves much in the same way as Carranza: by flying combat missions, 

breaking speed and distance records, and undertaking goodwill trips to foreign 
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countries.83 In September 1926, he went to Sonora to participate in military actions 

against Yaquis that the government undertook as part of its ongoing efforts to achieve 

national unification. Carranza earned a reputation among his fellow combat aviators as a 

brave pilot and an indefatigable worker during the campaign.84 Examining Carranza’s 

successes and those of his peers at the Military Aviation School reveal how aviators’ 

roles evolved alongside Revolutionary programs. Carranza’s exploits helped define a 

recognizable archetype, which presidents from Plutarco Elias Calles to Lázaro Cárdenas 

fostered as part of initiatives to demonstrate their nation’s modernity to the world.  

Lindbergh’s trip to Mexico yielded important diplomatic opportunities for both 

countries. Mexico’s relationship with the United States had grown strained during the 

early years of the Calles administration. Calles’s Secretary of Industry, Commerce, and 

Labor, Luis Morones, sought to rollback concessions to foreign-owned oil companies 

obtained during the Obregón administration. Chief among these concessions was the 

signing of the Bucareli Accords, in which Obregón promised not to apply retroactively 

the constitutional nationalization of subsoil oil rights claimed by foreign investors. His 

country received diplomatic recognition by the U.S. in return. Morones, with Calles’s 

support, sought to enact new regulations on oil so as to increase tax revenues. Finance 

Minister Alberto Pani, meanwhile, reduced the overall deficit but neglected to make 

payments to major U.S. investors. These moves prompted strong responses from the 

Coolidge government. Secretary of State Frank B. Kellogg and U.S. Ambassador to 

Mexico James R. Sheffield denounced Calles’s brand of nationalistic reform in the press 

and elsewhere, labeling Calles a Bolshevik and, in the case of Sheffield, denigrating the 
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country’s racial heritage.85 Roberto Fierro remembered Scheffield’s behavior as 

particularly damaging to Mexican–U.S. relations, writing in his memoir that “the 

intransigent Quaker Mr. Scheffield” did more harm than good throughout his diplomatic 

mission.86   

Friction between Calles’s and Coolidge’s respective governments complicated 

plans to industrialize Mexico with cooperation from foreign investors. Calles offered tax 

incentives for companies that opened industrial plants to try to offset the decline of 

foreign investment that, together with a myriad of other factors, impeded growth from 

1917 to 1924. The establishment of a Ford Motors Co. assembly plant in 1925 provided 

an early indicator of the plan’s success, and investment of pharmaceutical and chemical 

companies came soon after.87 Calles’s administration required further U.S. cooperation to 

continue growth in the country’s industrial sector. This proved especially true for national 

aviation, which had developed, but only slowly. A major factor in the slow growth was 

the U.S. government’s decision to embargo sales of airplanes to Mexico, citing the 

political turbulence that continued to plague the country.88 With necessity acting as the 

mother of invention, authorities tried to improve domestic airplane construction. The 

production of the plane that Carranza used to fly from México City to Juarez, a 

Quetzalcóatl mono-motor biplane named the “Coahuila,” testified to the ambition of the 

aviation sector and to the nationalist sensibility shared by the people in it.89 Calles and his 

advisors hoped that repairing relations with United States officials and potential investors 

would help national aviation and gain further momentum for industrial growth at large. 
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Political tensions between Calles’s government and the U.S. did not immediately 

diminish when President Coolidge appointed Dwight Morrow as the U.S.’s new 

ambassador to Mexico.90 In an effort to improve his standing with Mexicans, Morrow 

worked to arrange an official visit from Lindbergh in December 1927. Lindbergh’s non-

stop flight from New York to Mexico City electrified the public. The crowd that gathered 

at Balbuena grew too large for the field, backing up into the streets and avenues.91 The 

public was further enchanted with press reports of romance between the pilot and U.S. 

ambassador Marrow’s daughter, Dwight Marrow. The couple became a popular culture 

sensation in Mexico, and president Calles even served as best man at the wedding.92 

Government officials, seeing an opportunity to harness the popular enthusiasm generated 

by Lindbergh’s visit, announced a new diplomatic project: Carranza would make a 

goodwill flight to the U.S. 

  Carranza’s trip to the U.S. gave him a chance to share the international spotlight 

with Lindbergh. It also presented the Mexican government with an opportunity to direct 

global attention to its aviation program and show the country’s technological progress to 

potential investors abroad. A statement released by President Calles shows the profound 

impact that Lindbergh’s trip had on the country, and hints how government officials saw 

Carranza’s upcoming trip. He noted that Lindbergh’s flight held meaning beyond its 

technological significance by hailing the goodwill it created and praising Lindbergh as a 

model of masculinity, heroism, and human determination.93 His statement went to the  
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Figure 5: Captain Emilio Carranza poses in front of the “Mexico-Excelsior.” Photograph courtesy of the FAPECFT, 
AFPEC, Album Capitán Emilio Carrazna, June–July 1928, album no. 31, photograph no. 1. 
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heart of the diplomatic goals that underpinned goodwill flights, and the gendered 

assumptions that went into creating the archetype of the aviator.  

While women participated in the formation of the nation’s aviation industry on 

every level, aviation, and the figure of the aviator, was gendered male. Calles and other  

politicians directly linked technological accomplishments and acts of bravery with 

concepts of manhood. This language reflected the same biased outlook with which  

men perceived themselves as naturally more capable of filling leadership positions. The 

national press generally upheld these assumptions, as did many political and social 

leaders of the day. By the time Carranza began preparations to fly to the United States, 

the characteristics of the aviator as the idealized citizen had already begun to solidify as 

male, brave, and technologically proficient. 

The national newspaper Excelsior spearheaded the promotion, organization, and 

funding of Carranza’s flight, an unsurprising decision given the prevalence of coverage 

that Lindbergh’s flight received. Don Rodrigo de Llano, the director of the newspaper, 

pledged funding and organized a drive for donations from everyday people. Some of the 

funds went to purchasing a new airplane, a Ryan model built to match Lindbergh’s 

“Spirit of Saint Luis.”94 The Ryan, constructed in San Diego, California, was christened 

the “México-Excelsior,” adding to the publicity that the newspaper was sure get from the 

flight.95 Carranza’s new airplane, and the friendship he formed with Lindbergh in 

Mexico, led the international press to issue him the moniker “the Mexican Lindbergh.”96 
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On May 24, 1928, Carranza traveled to Mexico City to prepare for his flight, and was 

greeted with a formal reception hosted by Calles and members of the cabinet. Carranza 

planned to begin with a flight from Mexico City to Washington on July 11, but bad 

weather forced him to land in Mooresville, North Carolina, 300 miles from his intended 

destination. He completed his flight the next day, landing in Washington on July 12 in the 

early afternoon.97  

The visit exhibited the reciprocal nature of diplomacy that prevailed at the time.98 

Principles of interchange in diplomatic relations factored not only into Mexican interests 

backing Carranza’s flight to the U.S. but also into the U.S.’s reception of the flyer. U.S. 

government officials warmly greeted Carranza and treated their guest in a manner 

comparable with Lindbergh’s reception by Calles’s government. Carranza was 

entertained with lavish dinners and parties where he met with military officers, prominent 

businessmen, and government officials. He attended a gala held at the White House and 

received a special audience with President Coolidge. Afterward he traveled to New York 

and prepared to fly non-stop back to México City.99  

Poor weather continued to plague Carranza’s journey, forcing him to delay his 

departure. His decision was said to have sparked outrage from a small but important 

group of Mexican military officials, including the minister of war, Joaquín Amaro. 

Amaro and others were rumored to have sent letters and telegrams questioning his sense 

of honor and attacking his masculinity.100 On July 12, 1928, Carranza gave into pressure 
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to return home and took off into the storm. He crashed that night near Chatsworth, New 

Jersey. Fruit pickers found his body in the wreckage the next day, and government 

officials and press agents from both nations scrambled to respond to the tragedy.101 

Regardless of whether the telegram was apocryphal, the allegations of gendered 

pressure to provoke Carranza into disregarding unsafe weather conditions illustrate how 

the creation of the aviator as a masculine figure. In his memoir, Roberto Fierro 

characterized those accused of questioning Carranza’s manhood as perpetrators of a 

criminal act. He lamented that echoes of such questions in the press aired “our national 

vice, machismo.” He angrily insisted that the “art and science” of flight belonged in a 

rational world, one that he set apart from any discussion about honor or manhood. The 

perceived need to rectify the contradiction between modern professionalism and military 

honor inspired Fierro to institute reforms during his tenure as head of the Department of 

Civil Aeronautics under President Lázaro Cárdenas.102 Such thinking nevertheless did not 

make the aviator less of a masculine archetype, it simply stressed preexisting associations 

between masculinity and rationality.  

Historians have demonstrated that gendered concepts of honor clashed with, but 

persevered under, liberal governments since the 19th century.103  Fierro’s memoir 

reflected a growing belief that machismo and traditional concepts of honor, both of which 

still had a strong following among military officers, hampered professionalization in 

modern government. Efforts to make government more rational during the reconstruction 

phase of the Revolution certainly did not dispel gender bias in government, aviation, or 
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even the creation of the aviator as a national symbol. That said, the series of decisions 

and reorganizations that increasingly placed civil aviation outside the purview of the 

military spoke to a larger project restructuring aviation institutions along these lines. 

 

Modern Martyr: The Archetype and The State Funeral  

U.S. and Mexican officials responded to Carranza’s death in a manner that served 

policy goals important to both administrations. First, officials from both countries 

collaborated in organizing the funerary arrangements. They made the passage of the 

funeral train and the funeral itself a public display of cooperation, effectively fulfilling 

the initial purpose of Carranza’s trip. Second, Calles used the funeral to navigate choppy 

political waters at home, churned up in the storm unleashed by Alvaro Obregón’s 

assassination shortly after the crash. The tragedy of Carranza’s death, and the events and 

political maneuvers that followed, formalized the aviator’s reputation not just as a hero, 

but also as a martyr. Official ceremonies equated his attributes and accomplishments with 

the pinnacle of Revolutionary citizenship, transforming him into a national hero who 

made the ultimate sacrifice to push his country forward towards a more industrialized, 

globalized future.  

Cultural scholars have demonstrated the effect of funerals in shaping popular 

concepts of national identity. Funerals provided a space for everyday people to 

participate in a growing mass culture that appeared alongside two major historical shifts 

at the start of the 19th century: the emergence of new nations and the acceleration of the 

Industrial Revolution. New states underwent processes of immense cultural change 

wherein Liberals sought to supplant older cultural arrangements between everyday people 
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and the Church by expanding the role of the government in personal life. They also 

championed the conceptions of reason, orderliness, and later, science (and pseudo-  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

science), seeking to replace local traditions with more standardized practices that created 

an imagined community based on common experiences. Technological innovations in the 

late 19th and 20th centuries, especially in communications media, facilitated these 

processes by homogenizing culture like never before. Although this eroded old forms of 

popular expression, everyday people found ways to participate in the new culture during 

the 1920s and 1930s, with funerals providing a prime example. Examining Carranza’s 

Figure 6: Funeral cortege carrying Carranza’s remains, with Mexican and US flags draped over the coffin. Photograph courtesy of the 
FAPECFT, AFPEC, Album Capitán Emilio Carrazna, June–July 1928, album no. 31 photograph no. 22. 
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funeral illustrates how the rise of mass culture, and its diffusion through transportation 

and communication technology, joined Revolutionary nationalism with technological 

determinism to produce the aviator as an icon of the Revolution’s progress.104   

Carannza’s immense popular appeal drew hundreds of thousands of private 

citizens to join with public officials in mourning at a ceremony in New York. The U.S.  

State Department granted Carranza military honors and offered to place his body onboard 

the U.S.S. Florida, although the Mexican government choose to have his body sent back 

by train. This route took him across the country, providing thousands of everyday people 

in both nations an opportunity to pay respects to the fallen aviator. Thousands more had 

the chance to follow Carranza’s story on the radio. The memorial was one of the first 

news stories broadcast nation-wide in U.S. history, and included coverage of the funeral 

cortege and recordings taken along the parade route. The arrival of Carranza’s body was 

met with an enormous outpouring of emotion as over 250,000 people massed to meet the 

train as it arrived in Mexico City.105  

Posthumous distinctions recognized Carranza’s contributions as a military officer 

and diplomat, and demonstrated officials’ awareness that the level of competency with 

which they handled matters would reflect on the country’s international image. 

Authorities declared an official week of mourning and raised Carranza’s rank from 

Captain to General. U.S. Ambassador Morrow, who played a crucial role in bringing 

Lindbergh to Mexico, publically paid respects and U.S. soldiers continued to accompany 
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the body after it had crossed the border. When it was buried at the Rotonda de Hombres 

Ilustres, flags from both nations lay on the coffin.106 Officials used these rituals and 

ceremonies to formalize Carranza’s martyrdom and to connect him to an emerging 

technological patrimony. Subsequent administrations used this patrimony as a foundation 

for their own modernization initiatives, adding adornments and reinterpreting the pilot-

martyr according to the events of the day and to better suit their own visions of national 

progress. 

While state-sponsored funerals allow the government an opportunity to instill 

social and political order, they also open the way for participants to disrupt that order. 

Intrigue and innuendo abound at funerals, and can undercut the official messages that 

organizers intended the civic ritual to carry by imbuing the funeral with new, at times 

subversive meanings.107 Both eventualities proved true in this instance. Rumors emerged 

implicating Calles and others in the assassination of Obregón, which occurred only five 

days after Carranza’s death, which suggested that Calles wanted to use Carranza’s funeral 

as political cover. The mere possibility of conspiracy, combined with events’ contiguous 

occurrence, caused some people to associate the two deaths as part of an ongoing story of 

violence and skullduggery that accompanied the political successions of the Revolution.     

The 1928 presidential election, set for the first week of July, had opened the door 

for former president and political heavyweight Alvaro Obregón to seek the presidency for 

a second time, but questions of the legitimacy of Obregón’s candidacy pervaded. 

Opponents and former allies alike accused the would-be once-and-future caudillo of 

violating the constitutional ban on reelection. His candidacy required members of the 
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Congress to first change their interpretation of the law, which they did. After months of 

fierce political machinations Calles backed Obregón’s presidential bid, and a 

government-sanctioned purge resulted in hundreds of Obregón’s opponents being killed. 

Obregón drew heavy criticism for his strong-arm tactics but the bloodletting allowed him 

to sail into the position of president-elect in early July. The old caudillo didn’t live long 

enough to reclaim the presidency. On July 17, 1928, José de Leon Toral, a religious 

zealot and Cristero sympathizer, shot and killed the president-elect.108 

Carranza’s death came at an opportune time, politically speaking. It provided 

government officials the chance to ease tensions raised by Obregón’s assassination. 

Rumors quickly spread that Calles and the Secretary of Industry, Commerce, and Labor 

Luis Morones, who also led the powerful Confederación Regional Obreros Mexicanos, 

or CROM, had some connection to the murder. Obregónistas, such as Aurelio Manrique 

and Antonio Soto y Gama even threatened rebellion. Carranza’s death provided an 

avenue for deescalating the situation. In death, Carranza represented national aspirations 

that transcended political differences. The breadth of his appeal allowed his funeral to 

provide a stage for public displays of unity that calmed the tension caused by Obregón’s 

murder. Thirty thousand members of the CROM took part in the ceremony along with 

Obregónistas, both peacefully paying their respects. Secretary of War Joaquin Amaro 

presided over Carranza’s burial. The move was likely intended to shield Amaro from 

accusations of wrong-doing and to circumvent the need for a priest, given the recent 

religious violence that motivated Toral’s assassination of Obregón. Calles claimed he 
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could not attend due to illness, thereby sidestepping another possible cause for 

disturbance.109 

Carranza’s accomplishments fit within a broader political and cultural process in 

which the country’s nascent ruling class of Revolutionaries and industrialists sought to 

channel social upheaval into a new nationalism that balanced the ideals of the Revolution 

with the forces of globalization. His meteoric success, and the sudden tragedy that ended 

his life, established the aviator as an archetypal champion of Revolutionary progress. 

Other aviators, many of them Carranza’s peers, built on his legacy over the next twelve 

years. The frequency with which their missions ended in a fatal accident was 

uncomfortably high, and their deaths threatened to bring attention to the dangers inherent 

both in their mission and in the government’s larger modernization program. The 

potential rewards nevertheless outweighed the risks, at least at first. Officials developed a 

script for responding to fatal crashes that allowed officials to write the dead into an 

ongoing narrative of glory and sacrifice for the patria. 

 

Lightning Strikes Twice: The Goodwill Flights of Sidar and Fierro 

 Carranza’s ill-fated flight, tragic outcome and all, demonstrated goodwill flights’ 

potential as a tool for promoting government modernization initiatives, but also brought 

into sharp focus the dangers inherent in the national pursuit of technological progress. 

The potential benefits nevertheless proved too tempting for officials to pass up. Daring 

speed-setting “raids” 110 only increased in popularity in the years following the crash as 
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national aviation leaders felt a need to compete for international recognition. By 1930, 

two new aviators, Pablo Sidar and Roberto Fierro, had emerged as contenders to take up 

the mantel Carranza had left behind. The dramatic, and ultimately mixed, outcomes of 

their flights established a complex legacy for the nation’s top aviators that lasted for a 

decade. The frustrations and triumphs of these flights in many ways reflected a larger 

challenge: the nation’s struggle to gain recognition on the global stage.  

Leaders hoped to show foreign actors that the country had moved beyond the 

tumult of its Revolution and come into its own as a modern, industrializing nation, 

although this belied a more complex continuity. The technological determinism generally 

accepted by politicians since the Porfiriato (and in some respects, since the triumph of 

Liberal ideology during the mid-19th century) required them to continuously reinterpret 

modernity as new innovations emerged and international circumstances changed. The 

aviator was the human face of this reinterpretation: A new kind of laborer that stepped in 

to meet a need created by advances in aeronautics, and whose work further facilitated the 

country’s immersion in the world economy that demanded continued technological 

innovations at an ever-increasing rate. Yet the political and cultural transformations of 

the reconstruction era placed further demands on the aviator, requiring men like Fierro 

and Sidar to validate the country’s Revolution while helping the nation present a 

progressive, global identity.  

The aviators who climbed into the cockpit in the wake of the Carranza tragedy 

understood exactly what was at stake. Sidar and Fierro, already veteran pilots, knew that 

daring flights could bring international recognition and open doors in both private and 
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government sectors. They also possessed a clear-eyed appreciation for the dangers 

inherent in such endeavors. They, like the rest of the country, bore witness to the disaster 

that claimed Carranza’s life. More importantly, they both had personal experience with 

fatal plane crashes. Sidar and Fierro took leave from the Air Force to travel across the 

country in 1925. They put on air-shows sponsored by the petroleum company El Aguila 

and the newspaper El Universal. The pilots drew sizeable crowds and gained notoriety by 

performing aerial acrobatics in their Lincoln-Standard airplanes. Catastrophe struck while 

performing in Mazatlán when Fierro’s plane crashed, leaving him badly injured and 

killing his fellow pilot, José Fonseca.111 The incident demonstrated to everyone present 

how the high-stakes that aviators relied on to enthrall crowds, and which their sponsors 

used to sell products, could suddenly and dramatically go awry. Such grisly and public 

tragedies forced spectators to confront the dangers of industrial modernization even as it 

appealed to the morbid fascinations common in popular culture.  

The nation’s commitment to aviation looked stronger than ever in 1930, despite 

Carranza’s death lingering in the public’s collective memory. Enthusiasm for flight 

continued in part because of major political and economic changes that transformed the 

country. The two interim presidents that followed Calles, Emilio Portes Gil and Pascual 

Ortiz Rubio, both presided over an economy suffering from the global depression. They 

exerted only a tenuous control over some parts of the country, especially in the 

countryside. The creation of an official national political party in 1928, the Partido 

Nacional Revolucionario (PNR), was intended to help consolidate political power and 

unify the country. Furthermore, the collapse of the agrarian export market during the 
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Depression initiated a drive towards industrialization.112 Aviation technology appeared as 

one way to make the country more self-sufficient and productive, although paradoxically, 

it required foreign capital to develop.   

The PNR supported goodwill flights because they served as inspiring examples of 

industrial development that ignited popular support and feelings of national unity. Their 

flights possessed all the appeal of an international sporting event. Aviators gained fame 

while modeling new forms of bravery and national service, and created a paradigm of 

civic virtue anchored in technological know-how. Those who followed the preparations 

and progress of these aviators in the press could do so with varying levels of dedication. 

While most people only devoted their attention to the biggest stories, newspapers made 

available a great volume of information. Those moved to do so could read about the 

pilots’ training, meteorological updates, mechanical details of the equipment used, and 

the crew’s strategizing over how much fuel to bring and what routes to take. The growing 

popularity of film offered urban people yet another way to participate in the sensation 

that goodwill flights created. 

Excelsior advertised newsreel footage of the flights, an experience that immersed 

audiences in technological modernism.113 The projector, employing the same principal of 

progressive interval, continuous speed rotation to project film onto a screen that a 

propeller used to generate thrust, provided customers with moving images of the very 

flying machines that masculine pilots risked their lives in to earn glory for their 

country.114 In some ways, movies gave filmgoers a level of gendered instruction and a 
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sense of risk-taking that paralleled aviation in ways neither government officials nor 

movie purveyors intended. The predominately male audiences at movie theaters not only 

learned masculine expectations from the thrill-seeking aviators on film, movie theaters 

themselves were considered masculine spaces associated with urban vaudeville known as 

carpa, where men felt empowered to transgress the rules of polite society. Audiences also 

risked their lives to experience the modernity available at film houses, not unlike the on-

screen pilots, as projectors sometimes ignited the celluloid used for film and the ensuing 

fires could quickly turn deadly.115 The experience of watching newsreels of flights thus 

offered more than a vicarious exposure to the perils of modern technology. Even so, the 

dangers associated with these aeronautic and cinema technologies did not stop their 

popularity. Through the media of newspaper and film, the goodwill flights from 1928 to 

1930 solidified a place for the goodwill flyer in a larger narrative of national progress.  

The narrative of progress advanced through mass media gained support within the 

national party at the historical moment that industry and industrialists emerged to 

challenge agriculture’s supremacy within Mexico’s economy. Identifying the financial 

backers for goodwill flights gives a clearer view of the coalition seeking economic 

industrialization and technological modernization. Newspapers, themselves early 

investors, publicized funding efforts by listing donors and their contributions to the 

organizing committees for the good will flights and invested directly. PNR party 

members in both the national and state governments commonly gave funds. So did 
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financial institutions and private business interests. The latter often included the 

industrialist network in Monterrey.116  

President Pascual Ortíz Rubio led the national government in committing to 

national aviation. In 1930, he joined the Mexican Association of Aeronautics as their 

honorary president and contributed money to Fierro and Sidar’s goodwill flights.117 

Former president and contemporary PNR party president Emilio Portes Gil also donated, 

as did Luis León, the Secretary of Industry and Commerce, and Manuel Pérez Treviño, 

the Secretary of Agriculture. Donations from the Bank of Mexico and the Trans-

continental Petroleum Company reveal the support of Mexico’s capitalists and big-

business interests. Prominent state-level financiers included Coahuila Governor Nazario 

Ortiz Garza and Hidalgo State Governor Bartolomé Vargas Lugo. Interests from Yucatán 

also gave generously, with donations coming from the henequen planters, the state 

railroads, the Machinery Bank, and the town council in Mérida. Given the state’s 

powerful henequen interest and its notoriously isolated position, the donations were likely 

indicative of the planters’ desire to support technological innovation that might provide a 

new, more effective way to reach foreign markets. In sum, a diverse group of interests 

from the PNR, the industrial sector, the financial sector, and regional elites constituted 

the base supporting goodwill flights. The coalition closely reflected the sections of the 

population that backed national aviation development generally.118 

Successful goodwill flights since Carranza’s death helped restore officials’ 

confidence in the endeavors. Pablo Sidar visited the capitals of Spanish-speaking nations 
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on a tour of the Caribbean and Central and South America in 1929. As part of the tour he 

delivered letters of friendship from the President to heads of state in each country he 

visited. This later became standard procedure for goodwill flyers. The gesture prompted a 

diplomatic opportunity for foreign leaders to send return-letters, thanking the Mexican 

government for including their countries in the fraternal mission and touting their 

commitment to mutual prosperity. 119 Fierro completed his own trip in August, 1929, on a 

tour of the Caribbean and Central America. Fierro and Sidar’s successes convinced 

officials to embrace goodwill flights as part of a Pan-American approach to hemispheric 

diplomacy. Pan-Americanism, which stressed cooperation among Latin American 

nations, gained popularity throughout the 1920s and 1930s. Although its historical ties to 

the U.S.-backed Pan American Union caused many nations to view it as a tool of 

hegemonic U.S. influence, its philosophical underpinnings stressed a shared cultural 

heritage among Latin American nations and urged coordination among all nations in the 

hemisphere. Latin American governments, including those in Mexico, participated in 

international conferences and events that showcased unique national contributions and 

achievements in diverse areas. These areas included education, art, literature, sports, 

business, and technology.120 Flights by both Fierro and Sidar established the goodwill 

flyer as a recognizable face of Pan-American diplomacy. They helped position Mexico as 

a leader and important contributor to Pan-American movement and a model for 

technological achievement. 
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Proponents of Mexican modernization re-committed their support for goodwill 

flights in 1930. They backed Fierro and Sidar as each announced their own ambitious, 

multi-country goodwill missions. Sidar intended to break distance records by flying non-

stop to Buenos Aires. Fierro stepped down as the head of the Civil Aeronautics 

Department to plan a multi-continent goodwill tour that would take him to Africa and 

Europe. The scope of the trips testified to the ambitions of both the pilots and their 

champions in the public and private sectors to make a global impact.  

On November 26, 1929, Fierro proposed to Secretary Amaro and President 

Emilio Portes Gil his plan to undertake the unprecedented flight, using language that cut 

directly to their sense of patriotism and political agenda. Fierro opened with promises of 

national unity and redemption from Carranza’s fatal accident. He praised national 

aviation for the prestige it had won, but insisted that the nation could ill afford to rest on 

its laurels. He warned that the country’s aviators must maintain a strong international 

presence for the nation’s aviation industry to remain competitive globally. Fierro’s 

recommendations included keeping aviators in the international press through spectacular 

flights that broke distance records and excited people around the world. His appeal 

convinced the President to approve funds for the trip and reflected the designs of an 

increasing number of insiders who advocated developing aviation through government 

patronage to achieve specific nationalist aims.121  

Sidar hoped to begin his ambitious journey across Latin America by breaking the 

speed and distance records set by Italian pilots Arturo Ferrarin and Carlos del Prete in 

1928. While Fierro’s trip courted attention from industrialized nations in the U.S. and 
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Europe, Sidar’s deepened the country’s Pan-American commitment. Both offered the 

national party a chance to cultivate international prestige and national unity. Together the 

flights constituted a publicity campaign of global dimensions launched in the summer of 

1930.  

As part of the initial press coverage, the staff at El Universal emphasized the 

camaraderie that the pilots shared with one another. The paper published an exchange 

that included Sidar responding to well-wishes from Fierro by expressing hope that they 

both would bring glory to their country, pride to their race, and advance the nation’s air 

force. The fraternal display highlighted the patriotic value of the flights, framed by the 

editors to best resonate with the public.122 Sidar’s statement also brought to the forefront 

the larger context of Revolutionary reconstruction by invoking race, a preoccupation of 

many of the nationalist projects that defined the era. 

 Sidar’s comments reflected the national party’s impulse to link race, ethnicity, 

and national identity. These themes had pervaded public policy discussions since 1920, as 

politicians and academics launched projects that conceived of race and ethnicity in ways 

that were often arbitrary and interchangeable.123 Intellectuals such as the former Minister 

of Education José Vasconcelos and anthropologist Manuel Gamio made 

reconceptualization of ethnicity central to the cultural programs of the Revolution, 

drawing on both racial genetics and ethnic cultural and social traits to define the 

prototypical Revolutionary citizen. During this time, Vasconcelos promoted a 
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homogenously mestizo nation steeped in Spanish culture. These issues remained at the 

forefront of the PNR’s cultural initiatives even after Vasconcelos’s disastrous 1929 

presidential campaign. His decision to support Adolph Hitler and Nazi racism eventually 

led to a reevaluation of his ideas and programs.124 The Spanish-born Sidar seemed an 

unlikely champion for a policy intent on glorifying the mestizo and the nation’s 

indigenous past. 

Sidar’s ability to represent Mexico depended on connections drawn between 

nationalism, ethnicity, and the military, however strained or manufactured those 

connections were. Just as ethnicity became foundational in conceptions of national 

identity, patriotism was widely conflated with military service in 1930. The military 

continued to wield immense influence in national life by casting itself in the role of 

political mediator and supreme protector of the Revolution and its ideals. Sidar’s 

exemplarily military service and the publicity he generated eclipsed any critical 

discussion of his nationality in the press.125 His military credentials simply made it 

possible for officials to wrap him in the flag, while his continued success ensured that 

few would want to look beneath the green, white, and red veneer.     

The competition between Sidar’s Hispanic birth and his cultural Mexicanization 

as his dominant public identity underscored Revolutionaries’ contested attempts to 

reconcile historical contradictions that complicated the country’s racial and ethnic 

identity. Demystifying Sidar’s place within the public discourse on national identity and 
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ethnicity requires understanding the importance of Hispanic culture in conceptions of 

mestizaje and national thought in general. Vasconcelos and his acolytes may have 

idealized the indigenous past but Hispanic culture represented progress. This distinction 

remained in the country’s social and political mainstream during the so-called Maximato 

(1929-1935). Sidar, unable to represent the mestizo directly, nevertheless fit with 

conceptions of the Spaniard as a modernizing figure. Excelsior’s coverage of Sidar’s 

preparation for his flight in Cerro Loco, Oaxaca, exemplified this perspective. Reporter 

Gonzalo Espinosa claimed that Sidar’s arrival caused a stir as great as when Cortes 

passed through the area in preparation for his expedition to Honduras in 1524. He 

described caravans of Indian families filing out of the jungle to see the airplane and offer 

what help they could to the aviators, who Espinosa called the “sons of Icarus.” They gave 

the pilot and his crew atole and entertained them with songs.126 The connection Espinosa 

drew between Sidar and the conquistador reconciled the pilot’s Spanish heritage with the 

prevailing discourse on ethnicity. Espinosa drew on mythology and history to cast Sidar 

as a powerful catalyst of national progress, juxtaposing the airplane with descriptions that 

played on conceptions of indigenous backwardness. 

Espinosa’s evocation of Icarus proved sadly prescient.  Sidar took off at dawn on 

Sunday, May 11 before a crowd of thousands. 127 He exuded optimism in his final 

interactions with the press, appearing poised and determined. He had expressed his 

confidence in his plane the “Morelos,” his chosen route, and in his co-pilot, Carlos 

Rovirosa. He told reporters that the outpouring of moral support from his countrymen 
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ensured his success, and barring the fury of the elements, he was certain to return 

triumphant.128 As Sidar traveled South, a tremendous and violent storm forced him to 

veer off course by 200 kilometers. The detour put him just east of Costa Rica’s Atlantic 

coast, when he had intended to pass the country on the Pacific side.129 As he tried to 

make an emergency landing near Puerto Limon amid the thunder and lightening, an 

explosion tore through the plane, adding another burst of light and noise to the cacophony 

of the tempest. The plane plunged into the sea barely three miles from shore.130 The death 

of Sidar and his co-pilot, Rovirosa, profoundly damaged the country’s psyche. National 

aviation officials hung so much on the success of the flight, only to have the scars of 

Carranza’s death reopened. 

With the eyes of domestic and international audiences now focused squarely on 

the catastrophe, the country’s hopes of reclaiming its position as an aviation leader were 

dashed. The second incident threatened to link irrevocably the nation’s aviation program 

with failure. Nevertheless, if lurid details of the crash and speculation of technical 

malfunction in the press cast doubt on the larger push to modernize the country, it did not 

do so for long. Political and financial leaders wasted no time coordinating a response that 

shifted focus back to national unity and deflected scrutiny away from national aviation’s 

mishaps. 
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News of Sidar’s death dominated national headlines for almost two weeks and 

reporters continued to file stories relating to the crash nearly a month later.131 The flight 

delivered the spectacle that promoters had promised, although it was not quite the modern 

marvel officials had intended to showcase. Newspaper coverage seized on the ghastly 

mutilations marring the aviators’ bodies. The explosion disfigured Sidar with burns and 

lesions, and schools of sharks had gathered to feed on the corpses before search teams 

arrived at the crash site. The damage was so extensive that searchers never recovered 

Rovirosa’s body, only his bloodied and chewed parachute harness.132 Gory details may 

have temporarily boosted readership, but they also complicated the narrative that touted 

aviation as essential to national betterment. 

Speculation about the precise cause of the crash posed an even greater threat to 

the image of national aviation. Questions about poor planning, excessive weight, 

mechanical failure, or worse still, human error, cast doubt on the professionalism of 

people and institutions responsible for the flight. Consequently, comments that implied 

the crash was avoidable, such as those by fellow aviator Coronel Gustavo Leon, were 

largely dismissed in the press as beside the point.133 Newspapers, businesses, and the 
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official party instead found their way back onto the same page, hailing Sidar as the 

nation’s newest martyr and hero.134 

Sidar’s death presented officials with the chance to establish the complex of 

rituals presented at Carranza’s funeral into a formalized tradition validating the 

government’s emerging technological aspirations. The precedents set after Carranza’s 

disaster in New Jersey helped national aviation supporters to respond to the tragedy at 

Puerto Limon less than two years later. National papers printed editorials lionizing Sidar 

and Rovirosa.135 Officials arranged an elaborate state funeral culminating in Sidar’s 

interment in the Rotunda of Illustrious Men and declared a day of mourning.136 The 

national party coordinated aid to the families of the deceased, and businesses found ways 

to inject themselves into the national grieving process.137 Sidar’s funeral allowed officials 

to salvage important domestic and foreign policy goals central to the flight, although it 

ultimately forced President Ortiz Rubio to reevaluate strategies for promoting national 

aviation. 

Scholar Eric Howbsbawm has demonstrated that the repetition of ritual practices 

linked to a historic past is crucial in manufacturing legacies. As with Howbsbawm’s 

conception of the invented tradition, the alliance supporting national aviation 
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contextualized dead aviators as part of a pantheon of real and imaginary heroes. They 

used ritualized sets of performances and symbols to create the context and to encourage 

mourners to accept the set of values being prescribed.138 Yet the iconography borrowed 

from the pre-Colombian past and Western epics and applied to aviators sent a 

complicated, even contradictory message that the country’s technological progress would 

lead it to reclaim the mythologized glory of the past.  

The country’s leading national papers, El Universal and Excelsior, ran editorials 

after the tragedy that typified the rhetoric of heroism and progress that characterized the 

goodwill flyer. El Universal drew from the writings of Thomas Carlyle to eulogize Sidar 

and Rovirosa. The editorial argued that these aviators embodied Carlyle’s conception of 

heroes as transformative and pioneering figures responsible for shaping the country’s 

trajectory through their bravery and sacrifice. Both papers credited Sidar with uplifting 

Mexico ethnically. Excelsior in particular devoted a significant portion of its editorial to 

the subject, crediting Sidar with providing the Oaxacan indigenous people with an 

unforgettable demonstration of progress that would help them mature as citizens.139  

Carranza’s funeral provided a cultural framework for responding to the crash at 

Puerto Limon, and contemporaries strengthened the sense of reverence and tradition 

surrounding Sidar’s death by building on this framework. Participants added the 

accouterments of heroes and martyrs to the funeral through song, poem, and painting. 

José “Pepe” Martínez, who helped popularize Yucatecan music nationally in the 1920s, 
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performed a song celebrating Sidar’s historic flight as part of a farewell party thrown by 

Sidar’s compatriots in the air force. El Universal reprinted the lyrics as part of its 

coverage of the crash: 

When your craft 
Takes off on its flight, 
And the breeze from 
Your soul caresses you, 
Your Motherland, your enriched soil, 
Engages in prayer, as it grief-stricken becomes. 

 When you bid farewell 
 To the Ocean 
 And view Buenos Aires  
 As it surfaces here in your homeland, 
 Lives of lives, 
 Your future shall we bless. 
 
 May welcome be bid to you,  
 Pablo Sidar, the soil of Argentina, 
 And its vast ocean.  
 
The song, set to what the article described as a “criollo melody,” romanticized Sidar’s 

mission, as could be expected, and referenced the motherland to claim the Spanish-born 

Sidar as a thoroughly Mexican hero.140 El Universal gave further tribute to Sidar when it 

published a poem by acclaimed poet and orator Horacio Zuñiga, whose invocation of 

heroism spanned much of the Western literary canon, from Greek and biblical references 

to the works of Cervantes and Shakespeare.141  

Artistic adornments to the new memorial tradition did not end with those featured 

in El Universal. Cervecería Modelo commissioned famed Spanish painter Juan Albert to 

paint a portrait of Sidar that representatives presented to the Air Force in a publicized 

                                                
140 “La ultima canción que cantó Sidar,” El Universal May 14, 1930. For José Martínez see Roger 

Martínez Peniche, “1920-1950 La época de oro de canción yucateca,” in Revista de la Universidad 
Autónoma de Yucatán vol. 239-240 (2006-2007): pp. 22-36  

141 Horacio Zuñiga, “Alas inmoviles a Pablo Sidar,” El Universal May 23, 1930. 
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ceremony.142 Cervecería Moctezuma, based in the industrialist center Monterrey, Nuevo 

Leon, likewise commissioned an ornamental wreath for the funeral. The wreath featured 

flowers crafted from porcelain and a gold inscription that touted his accomplishments and 

their financial support of his early flights. This fusion of cultural homage and corporate 

publicity, while opportunistic, illustrated the business community’s investment in the 

project of national aviation. 

   Press coverage in the wake of the crash revealed how aviators’ female loved 

ones were made to contribute to the gendered construction of the archetype. Descriptions 

of the grief stricken mothers and sexual partners of Sidar and Rovirosa counterbalanced 

those emphasizing masculine traits like bravery and sacrifice. El Universal sent reporters 

to Rovirosa’s house to interview his family as soon as they learned of the crash, but 

before its fatal nature had been confirmed. The article, written as a first-person feature, 

fixated on the mother and her overwhelming emotional distress when faced with the loss 

of her son. The reporter explained that when they first arrived, the family had put her to 

bed out of concern for her nerves. The newspapermen’s entrance into the house awoke 

her, and when she came down stairs, she collapsed into inconsolable lament, certain that 

their arrival meant that her son was dead. The author further described Rovirosa’s wife, 

Susana Mass de Rovirosa, and sister, María del Carmen Pérez, “madly” dashing to 

Balbuena field in an attempt to pry an update from military officials reticent to give out 

any information, and quoted the widow María as saying that she felt on the verge of 

                                                
142 “La cerveceria Modelo cede al cuerpo militar de aviacion, un retrato al oleo de Pablo L. Sidar,” 

El Universal May 15,1930; “El magnífico retrato del glorioso aviador Pablo L. Sidar, que la gran 
cervecería Modelo obsequiará a la Fuerza Aérea Nacional, como homenaje al héroe.” El Universal May 25, 
1930.  
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going crazy. 143 The paper also reported that the crash struck the former first family of 

Mexico in an extremely personal way, as Sidar was romantically involved with Plutarco 

Elías Calles’s daughter, Artemisa, and had planned to ask her father for consent to marry 

her upon his return.144 The link that El Universal made between Sidar and the Calles 

family further established the social importance of the deceased and alluded to the idea 

that the “Revolutionary family” would mourn him as one of their own.  

Such intimate, even invasive, stories created a gender dynamic essential to the 

archetype of the aviator. That is, the image of the mourning mother and window 

promised audiences that the sacrifices made by the aviator would be honored and 

remembered. Just as reports of heroic goodwill flights modeled bravery for men, such 

stories assigned women the role of carrying the emotional burden of these men’s deaths. 

Portrayals of mourning women as mentally fragile played to dominant conceptions of 

women as emotional beings, inferior to men in terms of rationality and physicality, and 

more sensitive to feelings of loss. Precisely because of their supposed vulnerability, 

women could express the emotional pain for the whole nation and were made central to 

the public displays of mourning. 

 PNR officials had refined their response in the two years since Carranza’s death 

in a way that highlighted the government’s paternal responsibilities. They appeared better 

prepared to assert a moral authority, which they did by collecting funds for the families of 

Sidar and Riviosa. Party president and former national President Emilio Portes Gil issued 

a statement saying that the tragedy touched all Mexicans. He called on everyone to 

provide a financial cushion to the grieving families by making monetary donations to a 

                                                
143 “Dolor y desesperacion en la casa del teniente Rovirosa,” El Universal, May 12, 1930. 
144 “Death Shatters A Brief Romance,” El Universal, May 13, 1930. 
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special fund. He praised the aviators as heroes whose technical abilities and strong 

characters befitted the Revolution and exemplified its values. The relief campaign was a 

public relations success, with President Ortiz Rubio leading the way with a personal 

donation.145 

 The ceremony and public displays of mourning instigated by Sidar and Riviosa’s 

funerals mirrored closely those for Carranza’s, but with several notable differences. The 

aviators’ bodies had suffered too much damage for display and had to be cremated. Their 

remains returned to the country on an airplane (the “Mayab”) rather than a train. This 

limited opportunities for mourners to pay respects to just a handful of stops made on the 

return journey. Once in Mexico City, the remains were placed on a biplane that Sidar had 

previously flown, called the “Ejército Mexicano.” The plane was incorporated into the 

ceremony, thereby sanctifying the technology vessel alongside the pilots. Finally, the 

presence of movie cameras at Sidar’s funeral preserved portions of the ceremony. The 

proliferation of nationalist symbols and the immense public participation remained as an 

important link between Sidar and Carranza’s funeral. Where Carranza’s funeral had 

established the aviator as an icon of Revolutionary progress, Sidar’s cemented their 

tradition of martyrdom.  

Nearly a hundred thousand people gathered to see the “Mayab” land at Balbuena 

field on May 23, 1930. A diverse crowd that spanned the city’s social classes filled stands 

erected at the airfield for the occasion. Students from the Escuela de Aplicación 

Aeronáutica and pilots of the Fuerza Aérea Militar gathered to greet the plane. Once it 

                                                
145 “Ayuda los familares,” El Universal May 13, 1930; Honda impression entre los señores 

diputados,” El Universal May 13, 1930; “Ayuda de los rotarios a los duedos de los pilotos muertos,” El 
Universal May 16, 1930;  “El auxilio para los deudos de las victimas,” El Universal May 14, 1930 “Para 
las familias de Sidar y Rovirosa,” El Universal May 15, 1930. 
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landed, urns carrying the ashes of dead aviators were placed on stretchers and then 

covered with the Mexican and Costa Rican flags. The dual flags draped over the 

stretchers recalled the Mexican and U.S. flags hung over Carranza’s casket. An officer 

then called roll, ending with Sidar and Rivirosa’s names, which elicited the students and 

pilots to shout in unison “present!” in place of the fallen aviators. High-ranking 

government and military officials joined in the ceremony to transfer the urns to the 

“Ejército Mexicano.” As the procession led by Secretary Amaro made its way to the city 

center shortly before noon, the band played Frederic Chopin’s Funeral March.146 

  Film footage of the funeral allows for a fuller appreciation of the procession’s 

pomp and ritual, and how it added Sidar and Rivirosa to a tradition of national aviation 

martyrs. The footage shows officers on horseback riding ahead of the airplane as crowds 

flank the procession on either side. A group of soldiers uses ropes to pull the plane like 

pallbearers shouldering the weight of a casket. As the plane passes close by the camera, 

the elaborate decorations of floral wreaths, bows, and flags covering it comes into clear 

view. Another contingent of soldiers and officers march on either side of the “Ejército 

Mexicano” and government officials and families of the deceased also join the entourage 

in cars and on foot.147 The plane served as both casket and hearse, and as a symbol of the 

aviators’ contribution to and sacrifice for the nation. 

 As the procession reached the city center, spectators on the balconies of the 

historic buildings threw flowers onto the plane.  The procession halted in front of the 

                                                
146 “ Recibe los restos sagrados el corazon de la republica,” Excelsior May 24, 1930; “Apoteosis 

sin precedente fue la de Sidar y Rovirosa” El Universal May 24, 1930. 
147 Fideicomiso Archivos Plutarco Elías Calles y Fernando Torreblanca (FAPECFT), Archivo 

Joaquín Amaro Filmoteca (AJAF), Homenaje al coronel Pablo L. Sidar y al teniente Carlos Rovirosa. 
Traslado de sus restos a Palacio Nacional e inhumación en la Rotonda de los Hombres Ilustres, sequence 
41:41–41:48. For list of prominent officials see “apoteosis sin precedente fue la de Sidar y Rovirosa” El 
Universal May 24, 1930. 
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national palace and the urns were removed from the “Ejército Mexicano” to be taken to 

the National Palace. The aviators’ remains were then brought into the Salon de 

Emabajadores at the National Palace and the public was allowed to pay their respects.148 

Afterward the urns were again transported to the Rotunda of Illustrious Men and laid to 

rest near Emilio Carranza’s grave. As with Carranza, officials raised Sidar’s rank 

posthumously to General. Their eulogies stayed consistent with the rhetoric that had been 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
148 FAPECFT, Archivo Joaquín Amaro Filmoteca (AJAF), Homenaje al coronel Pablo L. Sidar y 

al teniente Carlos Rovirosa. Traslado de sus restos a Palacio Nacional e inhumación en la Rotonda de los 
Hombres Ilustres, sequence, 41:49–43:03; “Apoteosis sin precedente fue la de Sidar y Rovirosa” El 
Universal May 24, 1930. 

Figure 7: The “Ejército Mexicano” takes the remains of Sidar and Rivirosa to the National Palace. Photograph courtesy of 
FAPECFT, Archivo Joaquín Amaro (AAJA), album Secretaría de Guerra y Marina vol. 1, 1913-1930, no. 4, photograph 644. 
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a part of Sidar’s flight since the beginning. Although the goodwill flight failed to break 

distance and speed records, officials succeeded in making the most of his funeral.149 

 Officials again succeeded in salvaging many of the goodwill flight’s most 

important goals, as they had with Carranza’s funeral in 1928. The enthusiasm and 

anticipation for the flight helped to mobilize public support for national aviation. The 

funeral focused on this sentiment. It also elevated the symbolic status of the aviator as a 

national hero and martyr. Sidar’s flight, and his death, also fostered a sense of unity with 

other Latin American nations. After the fatal crash Mexico received an outpouring of 

emotion from countries throughout Central and South America.150 An editorial published 

just days after the funeral suggested a Pan-American pact as a viable alternative to the 

Monroe Doctrine.151   

Sidar’s failed flight set back crucial goals for the national government’s aviation 

program. While sympathy for Mexico brought it closer to other Latin American countries 

diplomatically, the crash did not raise the country’s standing as an aviation leader. Air 

Force Chief General Juan Azcárate resigned in the days after the tragedy to pursue an 

aircraft-manufacturing venture. That is not to say that his business aspirations were a 

smoke screen. His company signed a major contract to sell airplanes to the Secretary of 

                                                
149 “ Recibe los restos sagrados el corazon de la republica,” Excelsior May 24, 1930; “Sidar y 

Rovirosa descansan de la rotunda, creca del Cap. Carranza,” Excelsior May 25, 1930; “Apoteosis sin 
precedente fue la de Sidar y Rovirosa” El Universal May 24, 1930.  

150 “La Prensa Lamenta el Triste Fin de Sidar,” El Universal May 13, 1930; “Condolencias por la 
Muerte de Sidar,” El Universal May 13, 1930; “Costa Rica declara dia de Duelo Nacional el de hoy, como 
Homenaje a Sidar y Rovirosa,” May 15, 1930.  

151 “”Doctrina Monroe o pacto panamericano” El Universal May 27, 1930. 
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War and the Navy the same day that his resignation was announced to the public.152 

Nevertheless, the timing looked more than coincidental. Sidar’s death also raised doubts 

about the efficacy of goodwill flights as a means for publicizing national aviation. Those 

doubts became clear as Fierro embarked on his tri-continental journey. 

 While the nation fixated on Sidar’s death, Roberto Fierro readied for his tri-

continental flight. At the start of June, he appeared ready to embark after suffering delays 

due to mechanical concerns. His flight from Mexico City to Los Angeles nearly ended in 

catastrophe just outside of the Lockheed factory where the government had purchased 

him a powerful Lockheed-Sirus monoplane that he dubbed the “Anahúac.”153 After 

running more tests and rescheduling his flight from Los Angeles to New York, he was 

almost forced to delay again when the organizing committee for the flight, chaired by 

Compañía Mexicana de Aviación vice-president Gustavo Espinosa Mireles, intervened 

with concerns about the status of his life insurance.154 The anxiety over Fierro’s 

wellbeing was palpable within official circles and in the press.     

 Tensions increased when mechanical problems forced him to make an emergency 

landing just outside of San Antonio, instead of his scheduled stop at Kelly field.155 Public 

discussion took a deeply pessimistic tone. An editorial in El Universal came to the 

defense of national aviation and rebuked the mentality of fatalism held by a growing 

                                                
152 AGN. Fondo Ortiz Rubio. Exped 321 (1931) 2885. Contract between the Secretary of War and 

airplane manufacturer Juan F. Azcárate S. en C.; “Importantes cambios en la jefetura de la Fuerza Aérea,” 
El Universal May 29, 1930. 

153 “Fierro Retarda su vuelo de los Angeles a Nueva York,” El Universal May 16, 1930. AGN. 
Fondo Ortiz-Rubio. Exped. 3074-A. Letter from the Secretary of Foreign Relations to the Office of the 
President. June 9, 1931. 

154 “Fierro sale Hoy Para N.Y.” El Universal June 1, 1930. 
155  Fierro salio de Los Angeles; Nada se sabe de su paradero,” El Universal June 2, 1930; “Porqué 

aterrizó el Cor. Fierro,” El Universal June 3, 1930. 
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sector of the population.156 The need for such an editorial spoke to how severely 

Carranza’s and Sidar’s deaths shook public confidence in national aviation. The near 

miss in Texas resulted in more delays. It forced Fierro to conduct another round of 

mechanical examinations and to consult once more with the committee organizing his 

flight. The next leg of his journey proceeded as planned and he landed in Montgomery, 

Alabama on June 6, 1930 without incident. A storm forced another unplanned landing 

just as he got to New York, obliging him to land at Floyd Bellett airfield in Long Island 

rather than at Curtiss airfield. Fierro’s journey to New York did little to restore public 

confidence, but he remained determined and prepared for the next stage of his tri-

continental journey.157 

 Fierro’s next flight raised the stakes, and public apprehension, to another level.  

He planned to make the same non-stop trip from New York to Mexico City flight that 

Carranza had died attempting in 1928. Fierro spent two weeks making adjustments to his 

plane and waiting for the weather to clear up before announcing he was ready. A crowd 

of about 200 people gathered at Roosevelt Field as he took off at about 2:30 in the 

morning on June 21, 1930. He landed at Balbuena Field in Mexico City sixteen hours and 

twenty-seven minutes later, shattering Lindbergh’s record by more than 10 hours. An 

exuberant crowd of thousands gathered to greet him. Fierro’s success caused a sensation, 

and the nation breathed a collective sigh of relief. The international press hailed his flight 

as a triumph, and high-ranking government officials and industrialists from both Mexico 

                                                
156 “Fierro salio de Los Angeles; Nada se sabe de su paradero,” El Universal June 2, 1930.; “En la 

defensa de nuestra aviación,” El Universal June 4, 1930. 
157 “Fierro Salio de Los Angeles; nada se sabe de su paradero,” El Universal June 2, 1930. “Fierro 

ya está en N. York,” El Universal June 8, 1930; “Fierro ouiere salir, pero el mal tiempo se lo impide” El 
Universal June 18, 1930; Hoy salio Roberto Fierro rumbo a Mexico” El Universal June 21, 1930; “Roberto 
Fierro rompio el record del Cor. Lindbergh,” El Universal June 22, 1930. 
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and the U.S. sent their warm congratulations to Fierro.158 California Standard Oil 

Company of Mexico took went as far as taking out a full page add in El Universal 

congratulating him on his flight and touting his use of their aviation oil.159  

 As Fierro readied to continue his journey, President Ortiz Rubio announced the 

suspension of all future long-distance flights during an interview with El Universal about 

Fierro’s mission. The official declaration stated that the benefits to the country did not 

warrant the sacrifice made by the nation’s aviators. The next day, June 24, The 

Organizing Committee of the Tri-Continental flight announced that Fierro would indeed 

cancel his proposed trip. The decision to suspend goodwill flights reflected government 

officials’ desire to quit on their own terms, albeit not while they were unarguably 

ahead.160 Fierro’s success made the statement that aviation officials set out to make, and 

did so convincingly, while taking some of the sting out of Sidar’s death.  

Goodwill flights allowed government officials, industrialists, and the media to 

showcase the nation’s technological progress as they pushed to industrialize the 

economy. Goodwill aviators served as examples for what Mexicans could be and do. 

Through their visits to foreign capitals they fostered a sense of fraternity and 

commonality between Mexico and its neighbors. Their all too frequent deaths 

complicated the linear narrative of technological progress that elites presented to the 

public. Government authorities nevertheless responded artfully, employing elaborate state 

                                                
158 “Fierro espera buen tiemp para probar su aeroplano,” El Universal June 12, 1930; “Fierro 

quiere salir, pero el mal tiempo se lo impide” El Universal June 18, 1930; Hoy salio Roberto Fierro rumbo 
a Mexico” El Universal June 21, 1930; “Roberto Fierro rompio el record del Cor. Lindbergh,” El Universal 
June 22, 1930; “La sincera opinion del General J. Amaro,” El Universal El Universal June 22, 1930 
“Entusiasta recibimiento al Coronel FIerro,” El Universal June 22 1930; “La prensa de E.U.y el gran vuelo 
del Cor. Rob. Fierro,” El Universal June 23, 1930. 

159 California Standard Oil Company of Mexico advertisement, El Universal June 22, 1930. 
160 Maniel Ramírez Cárdenas “No habrá ya ás vuelos,” El Universal June 23, 1930; “El Cor. 

Fierro no hara ya el vuelo por tres continentes” 
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funerals to transform Carranza and Sidar into unifying figures. Officials used these 

figures to strengthen national identity and cohesion at a time when the country had not 

fully healed from Revolutionary conflict, nor from deeper-seated regionalisms. 

Nevertheless, the dual trauma of Carranza’s and Sidar’s fatal accidents proved too high a 

price for patriotic glory and symbolic gain. Ortiz Rubio’s decision to suspend long-

distance flights recognized the limitations of his government. 

 

Epilogue: Los Españoles Desaparecidos, Barbarán y Coller 

 The country’s history of goodwill flights did not end with Ortiz Rubio’s decision 

to suspend long-distance journeys in 1930. Goodwill flyers reemerged as cultural icons in 

the late 1930s as Lázaro Cárdenas and the national party contemplated the next step in 

industrialization and the first steps toward world war. The country received goodwill 

flyers from other nations in the interim. Hosting foreign goodwill aviators whetted the 

public’s appetite for spectacle that Lindbergh’s flight first wetted in 1928. It kept the 

nation connected to international aviation’s most exciting competition, and if it happened 

to encourage interest in national aviation, so much the better. In June 1933 Spanish 

goodwill flyers Mariano Barberán and Joaquín Collar began a trip with planned stops in 

Cuba and Mexico. When they failed to arrive in Veracruz after leaving Havana, their 

mysterious disappearance sparked suspicions of intrigue in Mexico and Spain, and 

questions about their fate continue to interest aviation enthusiasts. Ceremonies held in 

Mexico City reinforced the tradition of the goodwill martyr and film footage illustrates 

the aviator’s place in popular culture. 
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    Mexican interest in Barberán and Collar’s flight grew after their direct flight 

from Sevilla, Spain to Camagüey, Cuba on June 11, 1933, set the world record for 

longest flight over the ocean. Enthusiasm was especially prevalent in the country’s 

Spanish community, and leaders of the Colonia Española worked with Mexican 

government officials and Spanish embassy officials to plan warm receptions to entertain 

the aviators during their stay, starting with a formal dance at the Casino Español. Other 

events followed a more nationalist theme. Organizations such as the National Association 

of Charros and the Metropolitan Association arranged for displays of horsemanship for 

the aviators. Workers’ unions planned a large parade in Mexico City during which they 

would deliver a message expressing their solidarity with Spanish workers.  

Government and military officials organized meetings with the aviators 

reminiscent of those that Carranza, Sidar, and Fierro attended on their goodwill flights. 

The first of these would be a review of the Air Force’s First and Second Regiments that 

gathered in Veracruz under the command of Coronel Gustavo G. León. Coronel León 

planned to lead 10 of these planes to greet the Spanish goodwill flyers as they neared the 

coast and escort them back to the airfield on June 20. Unable to find Barberán and 

Collar’s plane, the “Cuatro Vientos,” Léon’s welcoming party became the first in what 

expanded into a massive search over the next several days. Civilian joined with military 

aircraft to scour much of the country’s Southern and Gulf regions.161 Filmmaker René 

Cardona sought to capture the drama of Barberán and Collar’s flight as a documentary. 

His film, “El Vuelo Glorioso” de Barberán y Collar, gives insight into the nation’s 

                                                
161 “Entusiasmo delirante de Españoles y Mexicanos,” El Universal June 12, 1933; “Barbberan y 

Collar iran hasta Chicago,” El Nacional June 19, 1930; “Barberan y Coller salieron de la habana rumbo a 
Mexico,” El Nacional June 20, 1933; “Los aviadores Barbberan y Collar estan perdidos,” El Nacional June 
21, 1930. “32 Aviones y 10,000 soldados en busca del ‘Cuatro Vientos,’” El Universal June 22, 1930. 
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response to the disappearance of the two aviators and illuminates the intersection of two 

developing technologies: aviation and film.  

  Cardona’s use of documentary and reenacted footage added a level of cohesion 

and drama to the narrative of the martyred aviator that the Mexican public had not yet 

seen. By attaching cameras to the planes that had originally flown off to escort the 

“Cuatro Vientos” he let audiences glimpse the pivotal moment when these pilots 

transitioned from a welcoming party to a search party. The aerial footage also offered 

audiences the vicarious spectacle of flight. Cardona used these shots to establish a sense 

of realism and emotional connection between viewer and pilot. Shots of planes flying in 

formation and extended dolly shots of planes preparing to take off sought to relate a sense 

of the professionalism and technological sophistication of the national Air Force.162 

Cardona interwove this documentary footage with reenacted and staged sequences. He 

gives no indication in the films that these deviate from the documentary footage, which 

was a common but confusing practice of filmmakers at the time. Such sequences filled in 

gaps and presented a more coherent narrative than those previously available, including 

the documentary footage taken of Sidar’s funeral.   

Cardona relied on recognizable images and symbols to connect his film to the 

tradition of the goodwill martyr. Shots of Roberto Fierro among the officials waiting for 

Barberán and Collar to arrive, and later among those at the funeral, provided an element 

of continuity with Mexican goodwill flights. Footage of high-ranking government 

officials giving eulogies for the disappeared aviators reinforced this idea of the goodwill 

aviator as a hero with diplomatic and national importance. Shots establishing the locale as 
                                                

162 René Cardona,“El vuelo glorioso” de Barberan y Collar (Industrial Cinematografíca, S.A. 
Mexico) 1933.  
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the national palace, where Sidar’s remains received public respect, and crowds of 

mourners, also provided identifiable cues to audience members. Cardona used repetition 

and symbolism to strengthen the tradition that began with Carranza’s death in 1928. 

Cardona expanded the potential for participation in this tradition with his film beyond 

those who mourned at ceremonies, to include anyone viewing “El Vuelo Glorioso” de 

Barberán y Collar. 

 Cardona’s greatest contribution to amplifying the symbolic power of the 

goodwill martyr was inserting the figure into popular culture. The recent 

commercialization of sound opened up possibilities to filmmakers, and in 1931 the first 

film with sound came to Mexico. In 1933, sound was still very much a novelty in 

Mexico. As a result, “El Vuelo Glorioso” de Barberán y Collar is a rare hybrid: silent for 

most of the film but with sound during select portions of the movie. Cordona took 

advantage first to provide audiences with the roar of airplanes taking off–another attempt 

at supplying realism and a vicarious thrill. More powerful was his use of music at the end 

of the film. Following the documentary footage of the crowds of mourners gathering in 

Mexico City’s, Cardona included a rendition of the corrido “Aguilas Heroicas” 

composed by Raul Castell. The band La Pareja Quirós performs the song, accompanied 

by famed guitarist Antonio Bribiesca. The ballad tells the story of the lost aviators against 

a background of a monoplane. Six soldiers line up on the left side of the screen along the 

wing of the plane as the musicians line up on the right, near the propeller. They frame a 

woman dressed in an elegantly embroidered huipil, sash, and a long skirt who sits on the 

edge of the wing, singing with Bribiesca. Her hair, put into two long braids that drape 

over each shoulder, recalls popularized ideas of indigenous fashion. The thoroughly 
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nationalist imagery of the scene–the soldier’s uniforms, the indigenous dress, and 

Bribiesca’s sombrero–helps Cardona to claim Barberán and Collar’s legacy for Mexico.  

Search parties never found Barberán and Collar’s bodies or a crash site. Rumors 

and false reports were reported and debunked in the press in the days following the 

crash.163 An investigation by the head of the Department of Military Aeronautics of the 

Republic of Spain found a tire and other possible wreckage near Veracruz. The report 

concluded that the plane had likely crashed off the coast.164 Speculation continued for 

years after the report, much of it fantastic and all uncorroborated.165 The latest attempt to 

find the wreckage was an expedition made in December 2002. Poor underwater visibility 

and bad weather impeded divers and the search team was forced to return to land before 

finding anything.166 The longevity of the rumors and attempts at finding closure speak to 

the impact of the disappearance on the mentality of the public and the history of national 

aviation. 

 

The Future of Goodwill Flights in Mexico  

Portraits of the goodwill flyers as great men, singular forces capable of 

determining the national trajectory, proved false during the late 1920s and early 1930s. 

This overly optimistic view of aviators reflected how administrations from Calles to 

Rodriguez struggled to institute widespread industrialization and cultural modernity 

outside of the country’s urban centers. Government focus shifted back towards the 
                                                

163 “Consternación en la ciudad por la falta de noticias,” El Nacional June 21, 1930; “No tuvieron 
exito las expediciones militares y civiles,” El Universal June 22, 1930. 

164 Alfonso Domingo “Informe sobre la investigación del vuelo y desaparición del avión ‘Cuatro 
Vientos,’” Quauhtli no. 5 (2003): unpaginated. 

165 See, for example, AGN. Fondo L.C.R. exped. 5.11/6. Letter from Manuel Santaella Odriozola 
to the Office of the President. 

166 Domingo “Informe sobre la investigación del vuelo y desaparición del avión ‘Cuatro Vientos,’” 
Quauhtli. 
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countryside during the first four years of Lázaro Cárdenas’s Presidency. Nevertheless, 

industrialists gained political strength ahead of the 1940 election and established close 

ties to opposition candidate Juan Almazán and the official party candidate Manuel Ávila 

Camacho. International politics also took a dramatic turn. The threat of fascist activity in 

the Western hemisphere placed a new urgency on Pan-Americanism in the late 1930s and 

1940s. The Mexican government favored a united Latin America for protection against 

intrusion or invasion from fascist governments in Europe. The goodwill flyer reemerged 

as a cultural icon in 1939 and 1940 under these conditions.  
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CHAPTER THREE 
Cárdenismo and el Conquistador del Cielo: Civil Aviation 1934–1940 

 

 
Figure 8: Cover of Jueves del Excelsior commemorating the anniversary of Francisco Sarabia’s death 

June 1, 1940 
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And such was the fate destiny set for them, 
The dead had to return to the motherland. 

Carranza met his demise as murderous lightning struck, 
So did Sarabia in the waters of the Potomac River 

 
~Felipe Valdez Leal, “Corrido de Francisco Sarabia” 

 

The Cárdenas administration left an indelible mark on national aviation. The 

industry regained momentum after suffering stagnation in the early 1930s as the economy 

recovered from the Depression. Cárdenista officials took advantage of these improved 

conditions to reorganize and expand civil aeronautics, transforming it to reflect their 

attitudes toward industry. They desired to both reduce foreign influences while increasing 

their access to the technology, training, and materials needed to expand the nation’s air 

network. Authorities grew ever more preoccupied with the latter concern as the domestic 

and international political climate appeared increasingly unstable toward the end of the 

decade. Consequently, aeronautics attained significantly greater cultural importance in a 

society increasingly concerned with both its industrial capacity and protection from 

foreign aggression by the late 1930s. The intersection between the politics of the 

Cárdenas era and aviation development illuminates the shifting priorities of the national 

party. It also provides a unique vantage point for viewing the country’s transformation 

from an agrarian to an industrial society, and the political divisions that characterized the 

era.  

This chapter argues that both the national aviation program and the archetype of 

the aviator transformed to reflect defining elements of cárdenismo. Civil aviator 

Francisco Sarabia embodied the cárdenista agenda as a non-military goodwill pilot and 

entrepreneur whose business competed with major foreign-backed airlines. His 
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appearance in film gained him celebrity and increased the visibility of the symbolic 

aviator in public life. Movies also contributed to the archetype’s construction as a 

masculine figure and continued to juxtapose it with feminine passivity, although 

Sarabia’s wife, Agripina, complicated this dynamic by taking an active role in the airline 

industry after her husband’s death. Challenges to the central government led various 

groups to reimagine the aviator as an opposition figure, revealing the diverse influences 

invested in the construction of this symbol. The official interpretation nevertheless 

prevailed and the aviator once again appeared as a unifying figure at a time when the 

country faced the growing possibility that it would be pulled into World War II.      

 

The Cárdenas Presidency 

On July 20, 1935, engineer Juan de Dios Avellaneda wrote to President 

Cárdenas’s office proposing a reorganization of the Department of Civil Aviation. He 

urged the government to take drastic measures that involved conscripting civilian pilots 

into reserve brigades that the Secretary of War could call into service in the event of an 

invasion by the United States. Obligatory service for all civilian pilots was just the first 

part of his plan. He implored the government to expand the nation’s air capabilities by 

training new aviators and mechanics until Mexican pilots outnumbered U.S. pilots ten to 

one. Only by committing to air superiority, Avellaneda explained, could officials keep 

Mexican children from becoming slaves to the Americans.167 However dramatic the 

letter, it captured fears common in contemporary politics. Anti-Americanism and a 

general preoccupation with national security were well established in the discourse of the 
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day, and reached a fever pitch ahead of the 1940 elections. Avellaneda’s project did not 

receive serious consideration, but Cárdenas did oversee major changes to the national 

aviation program. Officials strengthened nationalist protections and expanded the 

country’s aviation capabilities, starting with a reorganization of the Department of Civil 

Aeronautics. Doing so served the administrations goal to reduce dependence on foreign 

entities, while refusing to succumb to the panic expressed by Avellaneda in his letter. 

Cárdenas’s inauguration marked the beginning of a new era in politics. The 

president wanted to step out from under the shadow of Plutarco Elías Calles, the 

perceived Jefe Maximo, by launching his own reform programs. Doing so nevertheless 

required careful maneuvering and a great deal of political capital, which Cárdenas did not 

have. He began laying the groundwork needed to pursue a bolder and more independent 

agenda than those of the three interim presidents who preceded him. He ran a populist 

campaign based on his reputation as a champion of the poor, which he had earned while 

governor of his native state of Michoacán. He toured the country extensively during the 

campaign, despite a consensus among political insiders that his election was a foregone 

conclusion. Once president, he redistributed land and established a program that 

supported ejido farming, steps intended to fulfill the Revolutionary promise of land 

reform. The policies won him support in the countryside but vexed Calles, who warned 

Cárdenas to take a less radical approach. The president did not moderate his policies, 

choosing instead to forge alliances with national political figures such as ex-President 

Emilio Portis Gil, San Luis Potosí strongman Saturnino Cedillo, and former callista 

Secretary of Communications Juan Almazán. The president’s new coalition proved 

capable of countering the pressure exerted by Calles and his acolytes in the Chamber of 
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Deputies. Cárdenas also reached out to labor, developing a relationship with union leader 

Vicente Lombardo Toledano. The two worked together to outmaneuver Luis Morones 

and the pro-callista CROM, and in 1936 Lombardo Toledano took control of the newly 

formed Confederación de Trabajadores de México (CTM). Cárdenas’s inroads into 

organized labor gave him a stronger position from which to separate himself from Calles. 

Their dispute eventually led to an open confrontation that ended with Calles’s expulsion 

from the country in 1936. Calles’s exile freed Cárdenas to institute a bolder agenda that 

prioritized social justice, but the repercussions created instability within the national party 

and strained the government’s relationship with industrialists.168  

The conflict between Cárdenas and Calles polarized industrialists and their 

workers, creating disharmony that plagued the administration up until the 1940 election. 

As the confrontation between the president and the ex-president came to a head, Calles 

denounced Cárdenas for allowing oil and railroad workers to lead a wave of strikes in 

1935.169 Calles’s appeal to industrialists did not keep Cárdenas from sending him into 

exile, but callistas remaining in the country after 1936 joined with industrialists to form a 

bloc that opposed Cárdenas’s regime. This coalition had a major impact on limiting the 

scope of Cárdenas’s reforms, especially after 1938.170  

Acrimony between Cárdenas and industrialists grew as the president expanded 

worker protections and increased the power of labor unions, while industrialists, 

particularly the Monterrey-based organization COPARMEX, pushed for a laissez-faire 
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approach. The dispute peaked when Cárdenas nationalized the oil industry in 1938. The 

decision angered not only industrialists in the country, it sparked outrage from foreign 

business interests in the United States and Britain. Fearing that the growing backlash 

might lead to a reversal of his reforms, Cárdenas undertook measures to consolidate his 

gains. He reorganized the party into the Partido de la Revolución Mexicana (PRM), 

which mitigated the power of the military and balanced the voices of rural and industrial 

labor unions within the party. His administration focused on industrial policy over rural 

land reform after 1938. The shift marked a turning point whereby industry fully and 

finally overtook agriculture as the primary focus of the government’s development 

strategy. This fundamental shift in economic policy correlated with growth in the 

country’s aviation capabilities.171    

Civil aeronautics policy under Cárdenas reflected the administration’s concern for 

protecting workers’ rights and exercising greater national control over industry. This 

began with the selection of Francisco Múgica, the president’s former political mentor, as 

the Secretary of Communications and Public Works. Múgica’s background as leader of 

the Jacobins during the constitutional conventional endeared him to the far left of the 

PNR. He used his official position and close relationship with Cárdenas to influence the 

president’s agenda, becoming a vocal advocate for populist, social reforms.172 His 
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oversight of civil aviation led to the enforcement of article 440 of the General 

Communications Law, requiring that pilots be Mexican citizens by birth. Companies had 

violated this law with impunity before 1936.173 He used this approach to furthering 

national controls–enforcing existing legislation that previous administrations proved 

unable or unwilling to put into effect–to further social justice repeatedly during the 

Cárdenas sexeñio, the most famous example being the oil expropriation.174 

Cárdenas appointed famed goodwill flyer Roberto Fierro to head the Department 

of Civil Aeronautics. The shake-up was part of Cárdenas’s ongoing restructuring of the 

government, as he worked to consolidate national political power while strengthening his 

administration’s position in front of callista loyalists and other opposition forces within 

the national party. Although Fierro had some connection to Calles, he posed minimal 

threat as a potential political agitator. He had found himself in the unenviable position of 

having to deny charges that he had conspired to betray Calles and overthrow the 

government of Ortíz Rubio while serving as governor of Chihuahua.175 Fierro vigorously 

asserted that the charges carried no merit, but the incident showed his position outside of 

Calles’s inner-circle. This marginality made him a politically safe choice for Cárdenas, 

and his celebrity gave him a clear advantage as head of Civil Aeronautics.  

Fierro pushed for reforms that put the national aviation program closer in line 

with those in the United States and Western Europe. He wrote to Cárdenas in August 
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1934, outlining what he saw as the major impediments to national aviation and potential 

solutions for boosting a lagging aviation industry. By 1935, he had formalized his 

recommendations into a proposal for a new department he called the Autonomous 

Department of Aeronautics. His proposals provided insights into the state of national 

aviation at the onset of Cárdenas’s presidency. Fierro argued that after an initial period of 

vigorous interest, officials had grown complacent, slowing progress and halting 

momentum. The military, which remained hugely influential in the aviation industry, did 

a poor job of nurturing technological growth. Most officers simply lacked the scientific 

background to properly manage national aviation. He warned that the government risked 

wasting what it had already invested by failing to keep pace with innovations abroad.176  

Fierro hoped the proposed department would help to solve these problems by 

facilitating a more productive exchange between military and civilian aviation. Its 

organization imitated similar bureaucratic organizations in countries like England, 

France, German, Italy, Spain, and the United States. He recommended that any 

department head should have previous experience as a pilot. In concert with the 

organizational changes, he requested that the president increase federal expenditures on 

aviation, and that the officials use the money to purchase larger numbers of inexpensive 

airplanes. Fierro argued that the expanded fleet could better take on a variety of tasks and 

responsibilities while providing the greatest benefits relative to the costs incurred. Such a 

fleet could not only extend air postal service, they could use it to combat fires and 

disease, improve agricultural production, facilitate shipping to and from remote areas 

(such as mines), and provide emergency medical service. The government could also 
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employ planes to provide transportation for cultural missions, deliver educational 

materials to rural schools, and bolster surveillance on smugglers and bandits along the 

country’s frontier. Realizing this amplified role for aviation nevertheless called for more 

than just new planes: it required new pilots. This meant building and funding air schools, 

which became a defining challenge for aviation officials during the Cárdenas years.177  

 The restructuring of aviation under Cárdenas unfolded alongside larger changes to 

the national government and the party controlling it. More specifically, changes to civil 

aeronautics reflected the agenda and ideology of the new president and his supporters. 

Mugica’s enforcement of the General Laws of Communication foreshadowed even bolder 

national control over the economy, culminating in the lawful expropriation of the oil 

industry in 1938. The president’s desire to curb the influence of the military, which he 

accomplished politically by reorganizing the PNR into the Partido de la Revolución 

Mexicana (PRM), was likewise carried out by Fierro in his reforms of the national 

aviation program. 

Although efforts to professionalize aviation had been a priority of government 

officials since the mid-1920s, Fierro’s efforts to bring national aviation up to date by 

limiting the role of the military revealed a change in what officials thought of as modern. 

The army had long functioned as an important moderator of national life and many high-

ranking officers saw the institution as a protector of the Revolution. Cárdenas and his 

inner-circle looked on this view as outdated and antithetical to modern government. They 

illustrated this point in 1937, when they reduced the military’s strength following the 

reformatting of the national party into the Partido de la Revolución Mexicana (PRM). 

Other aspects of Fierro’s plan proved less compatible with the realities of Cárdenas’s 
                                                

177 Ibid. 
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presidency. Fierro hoped that a stronger political connection with the United States would 

speed growth in the aviation industry, but diplomatic relations with that country remained 

strained for most of Cárdenas’s presidency due in large part to U.S. anger over the oil 

expropriation.178 

 
 

Air Schools and Everyday People 
 

 In 1938, Elfego Castaneda of Tehuacán, Puebla, wrote to the president pleading 

for assistance in realizing his life-long ambition to become a pilot. The 18 year-old 

Castaneda laid out his case in effusive prose. He explained that Cárdenas’s beneficence in 

helping thousands of others inspired him to ask for help. His family, although poor, held 

deeply patriotic beliefs, and his brothers planned on serving in the military when they 

grew old enough. He already possessed the necessary determination and needed only 

some financial support from the government to begin his studies.179 Castaneda’s letter 

was one of hundreds of such pleas that the president’s office received during Cárdenas’s 

term.180 

Requests such as Castaneda’s illustrate both the appeal that aviation held for 

everyday people and the obstacles that impeded a career in the field. Poor and rural 

people saw a career in aviation as a path for advancement, but class structures made it 

difficult for them to begin training. Aspiring mechanics, engineers, and pilots needed to 

obtain a secondary school education before administrators would even consider admitting 

them to their desired program. They needed money to pay tuition and enough financial 
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stability to allow them to concentrate on their studies instead of working full time. On top 

of this, few such programs existed in the 1930s. Those who did not wish to join the 

military had fewer options still. Most had to uproot their lives, leaving their communities 

and traveling long distances to attend an air school. These obstacles limited social 

equality and preserved ideas that the air remained the dominion of a privileged few who 

enjoyed the means to spend years training at one of a handful of institutions. This, almost 

categorically, excluded the rural poor. 

Many people living in the countryside, such as Manuel Espinosa of Jarácuaro, 

Michoacan, did not have access to the level of education required to gain admittance into 

an air school. He wrote an appeal to Cárdenas expressing the hope that the president, 

himself a native of Michoacan, could understand the hardships of the poor in his state and 

would intervene on his behalf. Espinosa explained that he had dropped out of school at a 

young age to work so that he could support his brothers and aged mother.181 Those with 

the requisite education still needed money to pay for tuition at an aviation school. Some 

made straightforward requests for scholarships. Humberto Caceres Rubio stated simply 

that he wished to enroll in the Military Aviation School because he was young and 

looking for adventure.182 Others strengthened their cases by mobilizing community 

support. Officers of the Union Cooperativa de Trabajadores de la Industria y Similares 

de Yucatan wrote to Cárdenas on behalf of Humberto Concha. They explained that the 

young man wanted to train as an airplane mechanic, but needed assistance to begin 

studying at Francisco Sarabia’s civil aviation school. With a one thousand-peso 
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scholarship he could take classes in the morning, then earn money to support his parents 

in the afternoon as an employee of the workshops owned by Sarabia’s airline.   

Some voiced frustration with the social barriers that factored so heavily into their 

ability to break into the industry, and called on Cárdenas as a champion of social equality 

to right the wrong. Roberto Huesea Mejía complained that, after fighting for the ideals of 

the patria his entire life, he found the doors to the Escuela de Aplicación de Aeronautica 

opened only to the privileged, leaving the multitude of citizens overlooked and excluded. 

Ernesto Villássis Jara from the Chinameco ejido of Veracruz wanted assistance gaining 

admittance to the Escuela de Aviación in the capital, explaining that he planned to use his 

training to help the country achieve stability and to fight against the class suffering he 

witnessed growing up. He gave few details about how exactly this would work, but the 

letter demonstrated his understanding of the rhetoric used by officials, which he 

strategically replicated in an attempt to win their favor.183 

 Students’ financial problems were not the only impediment to training the skilled 

workers needed for a nationalist civil aviation industry to function. Administrators at air 

schools sometimes encountered difficulties in procuring enough funding to keep their 

doors open. The director of the Escuela de Aviacion Civil ‘Viniegra’ found it necessary to 

repeatedly press the government to make good on its commitment to help finance the 

school. This included providing fuel, lubricant, raw materials, radio equipment, office 

furniture, second-hand planes from the Mexican Air Force (FAM), tens of thousands of 

pesos, and scholarships for their students. Even with government assistance, by 1940 the 

school was struggling to provide courses and training, and encountered difficulty 
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maintaining order. Residents in the surrounding neighborhood of Coayoacán complained 

that the students abandoned the school at night and wreaked havoc. They allegedly got 

drunk and assaulted people while gleefully shouting, “We are aviators!”184 Their behavior 

was highly incongruous with the ideals of modern citizenship to which authorities 

expected students to aspire. 

 The country’s ability to produce aviation experts improved in the 1930s, despite 

these limitations. The Instituto Politécnico Nacional, or Poli as it was known, began 

offering an aeronautics-engineering program through its Mechanical and Electrical 

Engineering School in 1939. The government also funded students to travel abroad to 

study aviation at schools in the Untied States, including scholarships to send pilots to 

Texas and California, for continuing education with advanced classes.185 U.S. schools 

took advantage of the enthusiasm by promoting correspondence courses in Mexico. The 

National Schools’s Instituto Practico Rosenkrantz, based in Los Angeles, California 

published Spanish-language pamphlets titled Ciencia y Mecanica. These publications 

detailed advances in technology as a way of demonstrating how the school could help 

students begin careers in fields such as aviation.186 Some people living abroad felt 

confident enough in the country’s aviation development to seek aeronautics education in 

Mexico. Both citizens who had emigrated to the U.S., and foreign nationals living in 
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Central America, petitioned for assistance in enrolling in flight schools and other 

aeronautics programs in Mexico. The number of people looking to enter the country to 

train as pilots, engineers, and mechanics increased in the late 1930s as resources 

improved and fears about the growing global conflict convinced many of the urgent need 

to protect the patria.187   

Cárdenista officials had succeeded in upgrading the country’s ability to train 

aeronautics experts by the late 1930s. The enthusiasm with which everyday people from 

all over the country embraced aviation, not as an abstract symbol of the country’s 

modernity but as a career, nevertheless proved too much to accommodate. The 

dissonance between the Cárdenas government’s desire to promote social equality in the 

industry, and what it could reasonably do to cultivate expertise, demonstrated how 

material restraints continued to hamper national growth after the end of the Depression. 

This started to change in the final years of the president’s term, with the opening of Poli’s 

aeronautics-engineering program and officials’ increased efforts to find funding for 

schools and students. These additions did not amount to a sea change in the country’s 

production of pilots, engineers, and mechanics. They nevertheless mirrored an enduring 

shift from agriculture to industry as the focus of the economy that, along with the onset of 

World War II, led to a dramatic expansion in aeronautics training. 

 

Landing a Plane: Bringing Aviation to the Provinces   
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Regional agents played a crucial role in expanding the country’s air network. 

People in state capitals, small towns, and ejidos did their best to gain access to regular 

flights in and out of their communities. What state and local authorities hoped to gain 

nevertheless differed from, and could even contradict, the goals of powerbrokers in the 

capital. Development did not benefit everyone equally, and some local people 

experienced disruption and displacement.  

The efforts of private citizens and community leaders who worked with 

government officials and business interests were largely responsible for the establishment 

of aviation in state capitals and other regional centers. Social organizations called air 

clubs frequently took on the responsibility of initial planning and fundraising to bring the 

basic necessities for development to their communities. Building airstrips, offering 

classes, and acquiring equipment were usually priorities. This was the case for the 

Aspirantes Aviadores de Coahuila, who coordinated with the Sociedad Mutualista y 

Recreativa ‘Manuel Acuña’ to lobby the Department of Industrial and Tourism 

Propaganda for an airfield, and money to provide courses in civil aviation.188 Members 

saw themselves as fulfilling a patriotic duty, but the clubs also served as the focal point of 

social interaction for community members. The Aero-Club Tamaulipas’s charter began 

by emphasizing its goals to establish civil aviation in the state by holding conferences, 

courting aeronautics experts, and opening dialogue with similar clubs. The document 

went on to acknowledge the importance of promoting the social and cultural betterment 

of its members, and it laid out protocols for hosting parties and other informal 
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gatherings.189 The technological focus and community activism of these sorts of 

organizations epitomized the precise spirit of modernity and civic virtue that party 

officials hoped to cultivate as the basis for Revolutionary identity. 

Political insecurity in the 1930s led air clubs to take care in shaping their public 

image. During this period, private groups periodically faced accusations that they acted as 

fronts for communists, fascists, religious zealots, or other actors considered anti-patriotic 

in mainstream politics. Clubs relied on cooperation from a wide range of public and 

private supporters and could ill afford the appearance of intrigue. The founders of Aero-

Club Tamaulipas included in their charter a bylaw that prohibited members from 

engaging in political activism in the club’s name. 190 This rule reflected members’ desire 

to avoid the entanglements that came with overt political engagement. The apolitical 

image adopted by clubs nevertheless belied the fact that their pro-industrial agenda made 

them inherently political.  

Although apolitical in theory, clubs supported the national party’s plans for 

development in practice, and shared its vision of progress. The Club Aéreo in Sonora 

received a personal thank-you telegram from President Cárdenas in May 1939 for helping 

fulfill his six-year plan, citing the group’s community oriented work and its outreach to 

youths. 191 The president’s praise highlighted the contributions such clubs made by 

evangelizing for technological and infrastructural development. Clubs, in turn, relied 

heavily on patronage from the national government. In 1940, the Aero Club Tampico 

suggested to the president that its pilots could assist in monitoring petroleum operations 
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in the state. The offer, contextualized by the onset of World War II and a heightened 

concern over securing the country’s resources from sabotage, illustrated the cooperative 

nature of their relationship. Cárdenas responded personally and asked the Secretary of 

Defense to donate new equipment to the group in return for their patriotic gesture.192 

Maintaining close relationships with officials gave clubs a better chance at acquiring the 

material and financial support they needed to complete their projects, while extending the 

national government’s influence at state and local levels. 

Finding the resources to build basic infrastructure was only the first hurdle that 

communities needed to clear before accessing the benefits of national aviation. Even after 

members connected their city to the air network, most relied on commercial airlines to 

secure service. Airlines oftentimes canceled unprofitable routes or stopped regular flights 

because of logistical problems or contract disputes. Cancelations left residents and 

businesses without vital services, like postal access, and could wreak havoc on trade. 

Community leaders loudly protested suspensions of service, and petitioned the airlines to 

resume flights as quickly as possible. If that strategy failed, they requested government 

intervention. When engineer Francisco Buch de Parada’s airline Comunicaciones Aéreas 

de Veracruz failed to maintain regular service to the community of Gutierrez Zamora, 

Veracruz, a broad coalition of labor leaders and business interests appealed to the SCOP 

to allow the CMA to provide service. The government sided with Buch de Parada. SCOP 

sub-secretary Vicente Cortés Herrera declared that competition between the two 

companies would prove ruinous, and that the public needed to make sacrifices for the 

greater good of aviation development. Eventually, the airline did improve its standing in 
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the state. Industrialists and laborers in Veracruz banded together again in 1940, this time 

to defended Comunicaciones Aéreas de Veracruz as the region’s best option for 

maintaining regular service.193 The tempestuous relationship between the airline and the 

public highlights the complexities of establishing aviation outside the capital.    

Frustrations with the inconsistency of commercial airlines extended beyond 

Veracruz, and a contentious dispute between Buch de Parada’s Comunicaciones Aéreas 

de Veracruz and the Aero Club de Tampico illustrated the persistent unreliability of air 

service in some areas. Aero Club de Tampico members took the initiative of constructing 

an airport in the mid-1930s, as part of their efforts to encourage commercial flights in the 

region. Club members initially used their own money to build the airport, although they 

later convinced Secretary of Communications Múgica to provide 20,000 pesos as partial 

recompense, and as payment to members who worked at the airport. On March 14, 1937, 

Comunicaciones Aéreas de Veracruz secured an experimental concession to run 

commercial flights to Tampico and surrounding towns. The airline soon became 

embroiled in a dispute with the club, whose members complained that the company had 

received their concessions through nepotism. The group charged that Angel Lascurain Y 

Osio, one of the fathers of the national aviation program, had improperly used his 

influence to help Buch de Parada, with whom he was related. Club members argued that 

because they had trained pilots and other workers, and because they had constructed the 
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airport, the Department of Civil Aeronautics should grant them a concession to provide 

service to the route connecting Ciudad Madero, Alamo, and Poza Rica. The dispute 

reveals how air club members saw their role in the aviation industry. That is, they 

behaved not simply as social clubs or community organizers, but felt entitled to serve as 

mediators between the public and commercial airlines.194  

National officials often argued that rural and agrarian communities stood to gain 

the most from aviation, because it provided isolated populations with access to trade 

routes and material goods. Cárdenas’s desire to create greater opportunities for rural 

populations served as an impetus for building land strips in these communities. State and 

local authorities largely embraced the logic espoused by Department of Civil Aeronautics 

officials, and praised the arrival of aircraft in the countryside as a positive sign of 

progress. Rafael Melgar, the governor of Quintana Roo, hailed airfields as the answer to 

the communication problems that plagued the Maya populations around Chetumal, 

Cozumel, and Merida.195  In 1936, the governing council of the ejido El Huizache Santa 

Rosa in Aguascalientes wrote to the president announcing that the campesinos they 

represented had taken it upon themselves to construct an airfield and name it “Lázaro 
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Cárdenas.”196 The experience of the ejiditaros of El Huizache Santa Rosa demonstrated 

how some everyday people shared their leaders’ optimistic take on aeronautics, and 

actively sought to gain access to the nation air network.  

Although the potential advantages that aviation offered increased in rural areas, so 

did the challenges that impeded its establishment and reliable service. Workers frequently 

encountered difficulties finding replacements for broken equipment, and poor weather 

conditions and incursions from livestock could make maintaining airfields difficult. In 

Suchiate, Chiapas, cattle posed an ongoing problem by repeatedly wandering onto the 

landing strip, creating a hazard for incoming pilots. The situation stood in stark contrast 

to the image of modernity that officials painted when talking about aviation.197 The state 

continued to experience many of the pitfalls characteristic of rural flights for well over a 

decade. In 1941, the governor lamented that unreliable air service caused serious harm to 

communications in the countryside, where mules served as the only alternative to air 

postal service in some areas.198 Excessive rain continued to pose problems as late as 

1958, causing floods and erosion that interfered with pilots’ ability to land safely.199  

Most communities welcomed the arrival of aviation, but many individuals did not 

like having a landing strip in their back yards. The sound of airplanes taking off and 

landing annoyed some, and generated great anxiety in others. Aviation constituted more 
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than just a noisy disruption to residents living near airfields or along flight paths.200 

Inhabitants feared accidents, which, while not common, were not unheard of. Residents 

living around Balbuena field in Mexico City complained about problems caused by low-

flying military and civilian aircraft. In 1939, a bomb that accidently fell during a training 

flight killed a couple in the Peñón de Banos neighborhood, leaving their five children 

orphaned.201 Such accidents undermined public confidence in the government’s plans to 

harness technology as a positive force for national transformation. 

 

Airstrips, Expropriation, and Ejido Land 

Frustrated residents not only struggled with the disturbances that flights created, 

they also resented airfields for encroaching on their land. State governments applied 

article 27 of the Constitution, which allowed for the expropriation of private property. 

Provisional governor of Durango Alberto Terrones Benitez called the measures necessary 

for the development of industry in the state, and for the scientific progress of civilization 

at large.202 Individuals who lost their land embarked on arduous attempts to receive 

compensation. Many people who tried endured significant hardships while they waited 

for officials to resolve matters. Querétaro resident Mónico Gonzalez bemoaned that 

officials did not give him a single centavo after they expropriated his land to build an 

airfield, leaving him in miserable financial straits.203 Antonia Guitrón de Valera sparked 
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an investigation searching for malfeasance between local officials and commercial 

airlines in Guadalajara when she complained that the municipal president inappropriately 

handed over land to Rutas Aéreas Occidentales, leaving her unable to graze her 

animals.204 Expropriations cast doubt on the idea that the arrival of aviation would 

uniformly uplift rural people, instead illustrating how this process, like many others, 

produced winners and losers along the country’s path to modernization.   

The land issue remained a problem that for decades disproportionately impacted 

poor and agrarian communities.205 Cases involving ejido lands offer particularly striking 

examples, because they mirrored a defining shift away from the focus on social equality 

in the countryside towards industrialization and urbanization in the late 1930s and 1940s. 

Members of the La Cieba ejido in Tuxpan, Veracruz, received property in 1938 as part of 

the Cárdenas land reform, but plans by the Cía Mexicana de Aviación and the Cía de 

Industrias y Terrenos to build a new airfield in 1944 jeopardized their holdings. CMA 

workers leveled a mango grove on ejido property that posed an obstacle to development 

without receiving prior permission. Soon after, Cía de Industrias y Terrenos 

representatives lobbied the government to expropriate an additional 64 hectares of land 

used by the ejiditarios to graze livestock. Ejido leaders, coordinating with to the Liga de 

Comunidades Agrarias y Sindicatos Campesinos del Estado Veracruz, organized their 

opposition based on property rights. They denounced the Cía de Industrias y Terrenos’s 

expropriation plan and the CMA’s occupation, but avoided impugning industrialization 
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as a whole. They stated that they did not wish to stand in the way of national progress, 

signaling that the ejidal commission would consider a resolution that allowed for the 

continued development of an airfield if they retained ownership of the land and their 

communal interests were preserved.206 The dispute illustrated how industry in the 1940s 

created competition for land that pitted airlines against agricultural groups, and how the 

latter attempted to adapt. 

The expropriation of land belonging to the El Fresno ejido of the La Comarca 

Laguna region highlighted the severe power imbalance that dictated interactions between 

airlines and rural communities. The dispute was especially poignant considering the 

symbolic importance of La Comarca to the cárdenista land reform program, and because 

it exemplified the shift away from the campesiño friendly social policies of Cárdenas era 

and towards an emphasis on expanding markets and making production more efficient 

through the use of technology. Large-scale cotton and wheat cultivation developed on the 

heels of irrigation projects during the mid and late 19th century. Foreign investment and a 

booming demand for cotton caused production to flourish. The operation became a model 

for modern agriculture during the Porfiriato, but inequality and poor labor conditions 

among agricultural workers and peasants pervaded, and persisted after the Revolution’s 

onset. Frustrations led to a broad-based labor movement that culminated in a massive 

strike that began on August 19, 1936. The strike ended on September 3, when Cárdenas 

redistributed the land possessed by large haciendas to the workers. The president 

patterned his land reform program after the La Comarca Laguna redistribution. The 

region that once epitomized the Porfirian vision of agricultural modernization now 
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exemplified the cárdenista model, which used the achievement of social equality as a 

partial measure of national progress. The government’s endorsement of this model 

nevertheless proved short-lived.207 In 1944, the Ávila Camacho government handed over 

some of the land to the airline Companía Lineas Aéreas Mineras to build a new airport 

for the city of Torreón, the region’s center. 

Companía Lineas Aéreas Mineras began in 1934 as a single-plane operation that 

provided service to the San Luis Mining Company in Sinaloa and Durango, founded by 

the wife and husband team of Judith Martínez and U.S. born Barry Gordon. Gordon had 

flown for the Companía Aeronáutica de Transportes, and acquired one of its Bach tri-

motor airplanes when the company folded. His status as a foreigner complicated the 

legality of his ownership of an airline and role as pilot, but Martínez, a citizen by birth, 

served as president and ran the business side of the operation. Her leadership proved 

especially crucial in dealing with the federal government. She developed a close 

relationship with Francisco Múgica, and negotiated the extension of the airline’s routes 

through central and northern Mexico. By the late 1930s, the quickly expanding airline 

identified Torréon as an important market because of the city’s connection to mining and 

industry. Its success drew the attention of United Airlines, which purchased 75% of the 

company’s shares in 1943 and went forward with plans to build new airports in Ciudad 

Juárez, Torreón, and San Luis Potosí. 208      

State government officials and the business community in Torreón welcomed the 

proposed construction. Coahilla Governor Benecio López Padilla organized a 
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commission for finding a suitable location for the airport, which recommended it be 

placed on property belonging to the El Fresno ejido in La Comarca, finding that much of 

the land was too salinated to cultivate. The governor endorsed a plan, as did the state 

chamber of commerce, and both wrote to the president asking him to expropriate the land 

so that development could move forward. Supporters, convinced of the economic benefits 

that the city would receive from having a new, improved airport, further asked that the 

government hand over the expropriated land to the airline rent-free for forty years, at 

which point it would pass into the possession of the municipality of Torreón. They 

included a list of 35 people who had pledged a total of 33,000 pesos to help cover the 

cost of expropriating the land. The list included the names of banks, major businesses 

with interests in the area, individual business leaders, local and state government 

officials, and one military commander. That is to say, the region’s most powerful people 

threw their weight behind the plan. An announcement that the president had expropriated 

200 hectares of land belonging to the El Fresno ejido appeared in the local paper on June 

18, 1944.209 

 The nation’s economy had shifted from the countryside to the factory, but for the 

ejiditarios of El Fresno, the land issue remained as important as ever. The El Fresno 

ejidal commission carefully crafted a response to the proposed expropriation that blended 

a strong assertion of their rights with a willingness to cooperate. The national government 

had granted them 436 hectares in the wake of the 1936 strike, and the plan presented 

would strip them of nearly half of that. It would leave approximately 40 campesinos 
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without land and could destabilize the economy of the rest of their ejido. They recognized 

the efforts taken in Torreón to raise money to help cover the cost, but asserted that they 

did not want a cash payment. They could only guarantee security for themselves and their 

families through ownership of agricultural land, so any solution required compensation in 

the form of equal or superior territory. That did not just mean that the quality and size of 

any new land should remain comparable, but because they prioritized keeping their 

community together, they needed lands close by.210 

 Changes to the political landscape altered the ability of the La Comarca 

campesinos to resist the region’s business interests. The power of wealthy landowners 

had declined since the Revolution and approached its nadir during the Cárdenas years, 

whereas industrialists had emerged as the country’s new economic leaders. Ejiditarios 

lacked the network of support that had been available to them in the previous decade, and 

the Ávila Camacho government did not sympathize with their cause to the extent that 

Cárdenas’s had.211 The Department of Agriculture conducted a study of the situation, and 

the findings painted a grim picture for the El Fresno ejiditarios. Carlos Peralta, the 

engineer who authored the study, valued the land at 120,000 pesos, four times the amount 

that the federal government had asked Lineas Aéreas Mineras to pay as an 

indemnification. Coahuila Senator Joaquín Martínez Chavarría argued that it was 

impossible to replace the lands, and that a cash payment should suffice given the city’s 

urgent need for a new airport and the relatively few people that the expropriation would 
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effect.212 State officials and leaders of commercial aviation hailed the airport as an 

important step in modernizing the country at its inauguration on March 25, 1946.  

For ejiditarios like those of La Cieba and El Fresno, progress came at the expense 

of what they had gained from land reform. The loss of nearly half their land spelled 

disaster for the El Fresno ejido, bringing about the precise community dissolution and 

economic hardship that the ejidal commission had predicted. About a year after the press 

printed the decree, leaders writing to the president from the Hotel Mérida in Torréon 

complained that they were still displaced. The airline had built on the productive land, 

leaving the territory that the state government’s commission had described as too 

salinated to be arable.213 This example highlights the complexities and costs of regional 

aviation, and industrial modernization in general, which many national and regional 

officials were quick to gloss over or dismiss. 

 

Aviation as Resistance: San Luis Potosí and the Cedillo Rebellion 

Aviation development on the state level often diverged from the course set by 

national party officials, but nowhere did it contradict their plans for centralizing power 

and achieving national unity so directly as in San Luis Potosí. On the afternoon of May 

21, 1938, four pilots flying two commercial airplanes outfitted with military equipment 

targeted the city center of San Luis Potosí, and its airport, in an attempt to kill the 

president and federal troops stationed there. The first pair, José Martínez and Rafael 
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Herrera, dropped explosives near the plaza where they believed the president was staying, 

not knowing that he had left to discuss the state’s tense political situation with local 

officials at the “Escuela Hijos del Ejército.” They also bombed the airport, but high 

altitude and gusty winds caused them to miss badly. The bombs fell relatively harmlessly, 

producing no casualties and minor damage. The second pair, Rafael Rico and Alfonso 

Leos Ardito, released leaflets proclaiming a general uprising against the Cárdenas 

government.214 The incident marked a crossing of the Rubicon for strongman Saturnino 

Cedillo, placing his incipient rebellion past the point of no return. Cedillo oversaw the 

establishment of a robust aeronautics program that factored heavily into his efforts to 

increase state autonomy, culminating in a direct challenge to central government 

authority.  

The son of a rancher who rose to prominence during the revolution, Cedillo was 

an unlikely candidate to become the godfather of aviation in San Luis Potosí. He wielded 

great power over the state, first as governor (1927-1931) and later through an unofficial 

network of patronage. He relied on agrarian militias and local ejidatarios, protecting land 

in exchange for political loyalty and military service. His support for land reform, but 

disdain for Cárdenas’s ejido program and secularization of education, earned him a 

national reputation as a moderate opposition leader and potential presidential candidate in 

the late 1930s. Detractors were quick to point out his lack of formal education, painting 

him as little more than a bandit heading an army of passionate but ignorant peasants.215 
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His investment in aviation nevertheless reveals a man of greater dimension: an agrarian 

warlord who owed his power to a rural army, but who possessed a deep and personal 

interest in technology, and who believed industry to be essential to his long-term goal of 

establishing a more self-reliant San Luis Potosí.  

The determination of national politicians and businesses to connect the country 

via aviation network in the late 1920s positioned Cedillo to take the industry in his state 

to new heights. Cedillo’s ability to nurture aviation in San Luis Potosí relied on timing 

and location. The state’s history with commercial aviation extended as far as anywhere in 

the country. Its first airport opened in 1921, and was included in the first national 

commercial concession granted by the federal government, which went to Compañía 

Mexicana de Transportación.216 The city’s geography made it an ideal hub for airlines for 

the same reason it had developed into an important railroad center in the 19th century. It 

was perfectly placed for companies servicing central Mexico’s industrial mining sector, 

and served as a stop over for traffic to and from the U.S. and crossing between the Pacific 

and Gulf coasts.217  

Some of Cedillo’s early interactions with aviation parallel those of Calles, who 

oversaw the establishment of the Department of Civil Aeronautics. Like Calles, Cedillo 

witnessed the potential for aviation first as a military apparatus, used in the campaigns 

against Adolfo de la Huerta, the Yaquis, the Cristeros, and finally against José Gonzalo 

Escobar, when in 1929, pilots and aircraft from Matehuala joined federal forces to put 
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down the escobarista rebellion.218 Cedillo also traveled to Europe in 1930, as Calles had 

in 1924, although his impressions of the continent differed from those of the Jefe 

Maximo. Germany’s worsening economy and labor unrest troubled him, and he instead 

looked to France as the better model for national development. He found life in the 

French countryside impressive, particularly the sophisticated use of agricultural sciences 

and the discipline of French peasants who engaged actively in political life.219 His 

impression of France’s peasant culture resonated with his vision for Mexico, whose 

campesinos he believed could similarly harness science and technology to maximize 

production and improve the overall quality of life in the countryside. He returned to San 

Luis Potosí with connections to European business and politics that helped him minimize 

his reliance on the federal government while developing his state’s aviation program.  

San Luis Potosí boasted one of the most developed aviation industries in the 

nation during Cedillo’s governorship. He funded the Escuela Civil de Aviación de San 

Luis Potosí, which began operations at the end of 1929, and La Companía Constructora 

Aeronáutica de San Luis Potosí, which produced its first plane, dubbed the “Triunfo 

Potosino,” in 1930.220 He cultivated friendly relationships with industry leaders at elegant 

state functions. At a champagne lunch on Nov. 7, 1929, Cedillo met with Javier 

Santibánez Jofre, President of the Companía Interamericana de Transportes Aéreos, and 

Alfred Chandler, head of sales for The Bellanca Aircraft Company, to discuss the 

purchase of planes and the acquisition of instructors for the air school. The meeting made 

a favorable impression on Chandler, and the following day representatives of The 
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Bellanca Aircraft Company voiced their admiration for the state government’s dedication 

to aviation development.221 

Repurposing the national government’s strategies for raising support through 

cultural spectacle, state officials and businessmen organized their own goodwill flights 

and airshows. An elaborate military airshow welcomed Cedillo after he arrived home 

from his trip to Europe.222 On January 5, 1929, pilot Antonio Cárdenas, in conjunction 

with the Comite Pro Aviación de Matehuala, San Luis Potosí, announced a non-stop 

flight to New York to help publicize the state’s aviation industry. Less than a week later, 

on the January 11, officials held an air exhibition to promote the state’s civil aviation 

school. The program advertised a series of daring feats, including barrel rolls, loop-de-

loops, and walking on the wings. The show also featured stunts by well-known pilot 

Alonso Garibaldi, nicknamed “El Loco del Aire.”223 The spectacles, like their 

counterparts in the capital, were intended both to generate public enthusiasm and 

financial investment.   

San Luis Potosí’s imitation of federal government strategies extended to dealing 

with high-profile crashes. Cedillo’s niece, María Marcos Cedillo, became the first female 

aviator in state history, and the second in the country. When she died on June 5, 1933, 

after crashing her plane, state officials and the press responded in a way nearly identical 

to their national counterparts following the deaths of Carranza and Sidar. Grief over her 

death offered an opportunity to unify Potosian society, and Governor Ildefonso 

Turrubiartes, a close political ally of Cedillo’s, announced plans to erect a monument to 
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María Marcos and her co-pilot, José Ramírez. The San Luis Potosí-based magazine Alas 

eulogized her as a martyr, superwoman, and embodiment of secular humanistic ideals.224  

Contradictions between Cedillo’s plan for aviation development in San Luis 

Potosí and the federal government’s agenda of national unity were not plainly visible 

until 1938. The state’s air program continued to grow while he served as Secretary of 

Agriculture and Livestock under Cárdenas from 1935 to 1937. San Luis Potosí governor 

Mateo Hernandez Netro, a close political ally of Cedillo’s, obtained airplanes from the 

military for use by the state’s air school.225 Only after Cárdenas pressured Cedillo out of 

office in July 1937, and shortly before his rebellion in May 1938, did cárdenista officials 

begin to appreciate that federal funding for the aviation program in San Luis Potosí had 

benefitted their political foes.  

Cárdenas and Cedillo had worked together to oust Calles, but a rift grew because 

of Cedillo’s vocal opposition to the spread of cooperatively worked ejidos. His vision of 

land reform favored small, individually owned plots. He also feared the new national 

agrarian union, the Confederación Nacional Campesina, created as part of Cárdenas’s 

reform. The new organization had begun to replace a crucial cog in his political machine 

in San Luis Potosí, the Confederación Campesina Mexicana, thereby reducing the need 

for powerful regional middlemen like Cedillo to coordinate interactions between the 

federal government and local agrarian unions. Cedillo’s political footing slipped further 

when he suffered a prolonged string of embarrassing political defeats in 1937 that 

culminated in Cárdenas forcing his resignation. His departure from the cabinet caused 
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him to weigh the possibility of running for president in 1940. Feeling betrayed, he 

returned to San Luis Potosí where he reached out to conservative opposition figures, and 

looked for alternatives to the federal government that could keep his aviation program 

afloat. 

 Cedillo considered rebellion from the beginning, viewing it as a viable alternative 

should his presidential ambitions fail. He hoped to tap into a well of discontent shared by 

former callistas marginalized in national politics after the exile of their leader, and 

industrialists who wished for more business-friendly policies. They were joined by a 

more nebulous assortment of militarized-extreme nationalists upset with secular 

education, the persecution of Catholics, and what they believed was the growing 

influence of communists in the government. Cedillo sent an emissary to Monterrey to 

solicit a 140,000-peso loan from representatives of the city’s industrialists, which he 

received. 226 Cedillo also relied on Nicolas Rodríguez, the head of the notorious Acción 

Revolucionaria Mexicana, to help him smuggle arms and airplanes into San Luis Potosí. 

Rodríguez’s Gold Shirts, as they were known, employed violence and fascist vitriol in 

their attacks on labor unions and student groups. They opposed Cárdenas’s reform 

agenda, and allied themselves with the Monterrey industrialists’ Acción Civica Nacional. 

Cedillo also discussed the possibility of acquiring airplanes from the Nazi government in 

Germany, and in 1937, used German Freitz Bieler and American Clyde Clevenger to 

purchase two Howard DJ-8 airplanes in Chicago for $14,800 each, and smuggle them 

back to San Luis Potosí.227 Cedillo’s choice of friends illustrates how his attempts to rally 
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opposition against Cárdenas led him closer towards the radical, even fascist spectrum of 

politics.   

Cedillo, inspired by necessity, thus improvised an air force. The Howards were 

among the fastest aircraft available commercially during the period, but were not 

designed for combat. He ordered the establishment of an air base at El Zenzontle, which 

already possessed a working radio station. There his followers began preparing the 

Howards, and six other planes, for use as military aircraft. He brought in Luftwaffe pilot 

Erick Stephen as a flight instructor, and hired Austrian-national Andrés Gómez Unga to 

teach students at the state’s Escuela Industrial to build bombs for airplanes. To pilot his 

slapdash squadron, he planned to use students from the Escuela Civil de Aviación, led by 

the norteamericano Clevenger.228 

Cedillo’s preparations did not go unnoticed by the national government, and in 

the spring of 1938, Cárdenas took measures to curb his activities. The president’s 

nationalization of the oil industry on March 18, 1938, complicated the country’s political 

landscape, and restricted Cedillo’s options. On its surface, the immediate aftermath of the 

expropriation seemed positive for Cedillo. It had enraged the nation’s industrialists and 

foreign investors. A sense of urgency pervaded opposition forces that believed something 

needed to be done to reverse the direction in which the country was headed.229 
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Nevertheless, nationalization gave the president enormous public support, making a 

popular rebellion nearly impossible. Generals Gilgardo Magaña and Antonio Ríos 

Zertuche, supporters whom Cedillo counted on to extend his reach beyond San Luis 

Potosí, visited him at his estate in Palomas. There they informed him that neither would 

join in an armed uprising. Cárdenas made changes to the military personnel in San Luis 

Potosí soon after, moving Cedillo’s ally Francisco Carrera Torres to Oaxaca and 

installing cárdenista loyalist General Genovevo Rivas Guillén as the state’s new military 

commander. On March 31, he ordered Cedillo to take command of the Michoacan 

military zone. The transfer would have removed Cedillo from his base of power and 

placed him under the president’s watchful eye. He also ordered the closure of the Escuela 

Civil de Aviación de San Luis Potosí, a direct move to curtail Cedillo’s pet project. He 

had outmaneuvered Cedillo, who now felt backed into a corner. Cedillo resisted the 

impulse to choose between rebellion and capitulation. He opted instead to delay, claiming 

he had fallen too ill to travel. Secretary of Defense Manuel Ávila Camacho saw through 

the ruse, but on Cárdenas’s orders gave him six weeks to report to his new assignment.230 

Cedillo continued to organize his agraristas into a fighting force, all the while 

negotiating with Cárdenas through intermediaries. He wavered over the next month, and 

his indecision bought him little outside of an even weaker position at the bargaining 

table. He constructed a number of airfields in the countryside, established a workshop for 

making bombs near Palomas, and welcomed a small group of pilots from the recently 

disbanded air school. He personally drafted flight plans for his planes, moving them from 

airbase to airbase to keep them safely hidden until he needed to call on them. All the 
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while he hoped to strike a compromise whereby he could remain in San Luis Potosí and 

keep the state government intact, but retire from the military and political life. Twice he 

set a date to begin the uprising but delayed, feeling that he was close to a breakthrough 

with Cárdenas.231  

It became clear just how untenable his strategy was shortly after the second 

postponement. Federal officials believed Cedillo could field an army of 5,000 agraristas, 

which, supported by aircraft, they feared could trap the military in a humiliating debacle. 

Adding to this concern, Cárdenas had caught wind of a plot between oil companies and a 

number of important military and political figures unconnected to Cedillo. These 

developments convinced the president to take a more proactive approach to maintain 

order.  He traveled to San Luis Potosí on May 17, and gave a public address calling on 

Cedillo to hand over all his arms, and to order his followers to stand down. Cedillo 

listened to the speech from his bathtub as it was broadcast over the radio, and gave the 

order to rebel.232  

The timing could hardly have been worse. He had just sent home 1,500 militants 

two days earlier, and now scrambled to mobilize them. The federal army placed 10,000 

troops in the state capital, and on May 19, sent two Air Force squadrons to join them. The 

planes participated in a propaganda campaign by dropping copies of Cárdenas’s speech 

across the state. United States authorities had meanwhile detained Clevenger in New 

York, depriving Cedillo of his most experienced pilot. By the time Cedillo received word 

that Rico and Martínez’s bombing had succeeded neither in killing the president nor 

crippling the Federal Air Force squadrons stationed in the capital, his uprising was on its 
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way to becoming a fiasco. The attack had convinced governor Hernandez Netro to resign 

and go into hiding, stripping Cedillo of his last allies who could still provide an open line 

of communication to the president. On May 26, Cedillo ordered his followers to cease 

operations and lay low while they regrouped, which effectively ended his revolt.233  

The attempt on the president’s life turned the hunters into the hunted. The pilots 

flying Cedillo’s Howards managed to elude the federal planes that gave chase, but the Air 

Force now dominated the skies, tracking rebel movements and attacking their airfields. 

Yet Cedillo’s fantasies of threatening the national government from above died 

stubbornly. Airplanes dropped pro-Cedillo leaflets as far away as Tampico, Tamaulipas, 

over the next several days. He even explored the idea of bombing targets in the Federal 

District. Finally, on May 27, the army caught up with the rebel air squadron. Federal 

troops and bombers raided the airfield at Zenzontle, capturing planes, automobiles, 

bombs, and gasoline. A number of pilots managed to escape in one of the Howards, but 

later abandoned their plane between Estanzuela and Peñasco. The federal victory over 

Cedillo’s air fleet coincided with the demise of his revolt. The night before the raid, 

Cedillo had decided to disband his group of militants, save 15 of his most loyal followers, 

and then took to the mountains. The small band of guerrillas focused solely on evading 

capture, which they managed to do for six months. Finally, on January 11, 1939, federal 

troops ambushed the group, killing Cedillo, his son, and two of his other followers.234 
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Cedillo’s death marked an important victory in the national government’s 

campaign to consolidate political power and helped to validate federal investment in 

aviation. The threat of rebellion from opposition groups continued through 1940, but the 

days of Revolutionary generals such as Adolfo de la Huerta, José Gonzalo Escobar, and 

Saturnino Cedillo leading armed uprising in an attempt to force national change had 

ended. Government and military leaders praised the Mexican Air Force as the decisive 

factor in quelling the revolt.235 Cedillo’s implementation of aeronautics had nevertheless 

added a wholly new dimension to the technology’s place in the country’s larger political 

narrative. To the extent that the unrest of the 1920s and 1930s can be seen as a struggle 

between those who desired to preserve regional autonomy and those wishing to expand 

central authority, aviation always seemed to serve the latter impulse. The San Luis Potosí 

experiment, however briefly, made it appear that it could work for the former. As 

Cedillo’s vision for aviation faltered, politicians in the capital walked away from the 

experience more convinced than ever in its unifying potential.     

 

Francisco Sarabia: When the “Conquistador” Fell 

The return of the goodwill flyer in the late 1930s signaled a revival of aviation as 

political theater, but officials faced higher stakes than those their predecessors had 

experienced a decade before. The national government now confronted existential threats 

at home and abroad. The Cárdenas administration had overcome one obstacle by 

defeating Cedillo, but now opposition forces rallied around Juan Almazán. He, like 

Cedillo, served in Cárdenas’s cabinet, but Almazán was in a much better position to 

challenge the official party in the 1940 election. He was one of the wealthiest men in the 
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country, with ties to the Monterrey industrialists and the military. Many people believed 

that he would reverse most of Cárdenas’s social reforms if he won.236 The looming 

international conflict amplified the nation’s political divisions. Anxieties about foreign 

influence, be it communism, fascism, or Yankee imperialism, became a central part of the 

campaign. This atmosphere complicated the diplomatic mission of Francisco Sarabia, 

who, at the request of the Cárdenas administration, made a record-breaking flight to New 

York as part of the opening ceremonies for the 1939-1940 World’s Fair. Sarabia’s trip 

offered Cárdenas a chance to mend his relationship with Franklin Roosevelt’s 

government, which had been strained by disputes over Mexico’s new oil policy. Both 

sides wanted to move past the disagreement so that they could form a united front against 

fascist aggression in the hemisphere. Opposition organizers in the capital saw a chance to 

rally their base and deal Cárdenas a political defeat by derailing this process, and they 

seized it. 

 Sarabia was the first aviator to become a household name in the country since 

Sidar’s death in 1930. He differed from the celebrity aviators of the previous decade in a 

number of important ways. Born in Ciudad Lerdo, Durango, on July 3, 1900, he was only 

a boy when the Revolution broke out. He spent much of his early life traveling to and 

from the United States, where he first formally studied mechanics. He graduated from the 

Sweeney Automobile School in Kansas City in 1917, and in 1919 returned to Mexico to 

work in the automobile industry. His curiosity about mechanical technology pulled him 

back to the U.S., and in 1924 he enrolled at the Chicago Aeronautical School. After 
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earning his wings, he flew for airshows, and like Fierro and Sidar before him, learned 

about the business and showmanship of aviation.237  

Unlike the previous generation of goodwill pilots, Sarabia began his career as a 

civilian aviator. His background distinguished him as something of a new breed, free 

from the political entanglements that ensnared anyone who participated in the last two 

decades of fighting. He returned to Mexico prepared to capitalize on the promise of 

Revolutionary progress. While seeking his fortune, he put into practice the gospel of 

development preached by politicians in the capital. In 1933, he established Transportes 

Aéreos de Chiapas, identifying the nation’s southern region as having the most to benefit 

from aviation. Dense, sparsely populated jungles made conditions for communication and 

transportation in Chiapas among of the most challenging in the country. His company 

provided agrarian interests with a way to ship their products to larger markets faster and 

more efficiently. It quickly grew to dominate air service in the state, especially for the 

chicle market, and extended to neighboring states in the southeast.238  

Sarabia developed a symbiotic relationship with the national government that 

proved crucial to his success. Transportes Aéreos de Chiapas caught the attention of 

Secretary of Communications Fransico Múgica, who saw it as emblematic of his own 

ideals for the aviation industry. Sarabia’s company was one of the few that developed 

into a profitable enterprise without succumbing to larger, foreign-owned multinational 

businesses. Múgica’s office helped Transportes Aéreos de Chiapas as much as it could, 

as did the military, which cooperated by clearing airfields and taking on infrastructural 

projects that the company needed to expand. By the late 1930s, Transportes Aéreos de 
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Chiapas’s fleet of over 30 airplanes provided service throughout the southern half of the 

country, and connected some of the most remote communities in the nation. Sarabia 

founded the aeronautics school Escuela de Pilotos y Mecánicos de la Empresa 

Transportes Aéreos de Chiapas, thereby ensuring that his company maintained access to 

a pool of skilled workers, while contributing to the SCOP’s efforts to generate a larger 

group of home-grown experts by founding the aeronautics school.239 His company’s 

accomplishments lent credibility to the government’s programs and helped restore the 

public’s faith in aviation, which had waned since the parade of tragedies that beset 

goodwill flyers in the late 1920s and early 1930s. 

Sarabia’s talents as a pilot complemented his business acumen. He was a 

masterful pilot who understood the emotion that flight could evoke. His ability to elicit 

this sense of marvel proved valuable for promoting Cárdenas’s policies, and his own 

brand. As a young pilot he followed closely the flights of Barbarán and Coller, and 

cooperated with government officials to organize a goodwill flight from the capital to 

Seville in honor of their memory in 1933. He worked with the producers of the film El 

Vuelo de la Muerte, a fictionalized account of an aviator who died searching for the 

Quatro Vientos, and attended the premier as a way to generate support for his own 

flight.240 Sarabia’s plans fell through when the plane, specially constructed for his trip by 

the Talleres Nacionales de Construcciones Aeronáuticas, encountered technical 

problems.241 The experience nevertheless illustrated his talent for cross-promotion. The 
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goodwill flight presented him with an opportunity to achieve celebrity, advertise his 

business, and curry favor with officials. His brush with the film industry showed that he 

could compound this exposure by taking advantage of the new mass media culture that 

expanded rapidly in the country during the 1930s and 1940s. 

Sarabia received a chance to revive his role as a goodwill flyer in 1939 as part of 

the government’s efforts to achieve an important publicity victory within the country, and 

to organize a defense against international fascism across the hemisphere. Foreign powers 

launched a propaganda campaign beginning in 1938 that fueled fears of an offensive by  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Image from El Vuelo de la Muerte. Photograph courtesy of UNAM, Filmoteca 
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forces aligned with the Axis powers, and emboldened the most radical sectors of the 

industry, including aviation. Pro-Franco elements had also found fertile ground among 

the country’s many opposition groups, including Rodríguez’s Gold Shirts, the 

Sinarquistas, and the Unión Nacional de los Veteranos de la Revolución (UNVR). The 

potential for cooperation between the domestic opposition movement and the Axis 

powers to create chaos worried both Cárdenas and Roosevelt, and each believed that it 

was in their respective nations’ best interests to work together to curtail fascist threats. 

Doing so first required them to bridge the divide that had formed in the wake of the oil 

expropriation. A boycott of Mexican oil by multinational corporations had forced 

Cárdenas to explore selling oil to Germany, and put Roosevelt in a difficult political 

position domestically. Tension between the two countries grew sufficiently strained for 

Cárdenas’s ambassador to the U.S., Dr. Francisco Castillo Nájera, to worry that 

Roosevelt might abandon the Good Neighbor Policy.242 Mexican foreign-policy officials 

believed that goodwill flights could ease this strain, while reasserting the country’s 

leadership role in the hemisphere and generating public support domestically. Officials 

reached out to Sarabia and began organizing a trip to coincide with the 1939-1940 

World’s Fair. 

Sarabia once again displayed his knack for publicity as he prepared to fly to New 

York in the summer of 1939. He purchased from U.S. businessman Charles Babb a 

custom model QED Gee Bee airplane, which engineers had designed to fly in a race 
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between London, England and Melbourne, Australia. Babb’s employees equipped it with 

a Pratt & Whitney “Hornet” motor for increased velocity, and specialized fuel tanks that 

could be jettisoned in the case of an emergency.243 The aircraft featured a highly 

recognizable design that included a flat nose. Sarabia baptized it the “Conquistador del 

Cielo,” and had the name printed clearly across the side of the plane.  Sarabia intended its 

uniqueness to add an iconic element to the trip, which he hoped to cement by breaking 

Amelia Earhart’s record for the fastest flight between Mexico City and New York.244  

The public received two chances to preview the “Conquistador del Cielo” prior to 

the flight to the World’s Fair. Sarabia flew to Guatemala on April 10, meeting with Jorge 

Ubico on behalf of President Cárdenas.245 The meeting served as a prelude to the U.S. 

trip, and helped garner press attention. Sarabia received even greater publicity by once 

again teaming up with filmmakers. He flew as a stunt pilot for the 1939 film Hombres del 

Aire. The movie told a love story about the daughter of a military commander and a 

dashing young pilot. In many ways it reinforced ideas about patriotic service and gender 

roles endorsed by the government’s cultural programs. Director Gilberto Martínez 

established the “Conquistador del Cielo” in a five-shot scene in the movie’s opening 

sequence. It was barely visible at first, as part of an extreme long shot in which the 

camera tracked it descending slightly from left to right as it shot across the screen. 

Martínez used aerial perspective to show it passing seven planes flying in a tight V 
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formation in the fourth shot, then cut to a close up that gives the audience a clear view of 

Sarabia’s custom aircraft, with the plane’s name recognizable in the shot.246 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Martínez intended the scene to set the main character, Captain Roberto González 

(Ramón Villarino), apart from the other pilots both literally and figuratively. In the 
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Figure 10: Image from Hombres del Aire, courtesy UNAM, Filmoteca. 
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scenes before and after, dialogue revealed that González was breaking a speed record, 

and a crowd celebrated him as a hero for his accomplishment.247 Sarabia’s plane is 

unmistakable upon landing and when González exited the “Conquistador del Cielo,” a 

jubilant crowd hoisted him on their shoulders and carried him away.248 The parallels 

between the film and Sarabia’s forthcoming trip revealed an attempt at cross promotion 

aimed broadly at the public. The high degree of planning between the government, the 

director, and Sarabia spoke to the sophistication of the publicity campaign, from which 

all parties derived clear benefits. 

Hombres del Aire also presented the archetype of the aviator as a dominating 

heterosexual figure empowered to exert his will over his sexual partner in ways that 

mirrored discourses relating to man’s civilization of nature. In a sequence in the film’s 

first act, Gonzáles approaches his airplane to discover the General’s daughter and 

unnamed female love interest (Alma Lorena) leaning against her car, parked by the 

hangar. The daughter tells Gonzáles that the General has ordered him to take her up in his 

plane, prompting Gonzáles to ask for a written copy of the orders. The daughter, after 

finding her father absent from his offices, forges orders and returns to Gonzáles. Once in 

the air, she admits the ruse but asserts that she is not scared of flying. Gonzáles, smiling 

devilishly, puts the plane into a series of loop-de-loops. The daughter screams frantically 

for him to stop, but the Captain, still smiling, does not relent and instead goes into a spin, 

causing the young women to scream ever louder. González then inverts the plane causing 

her to sob as she cries for him to stop. As the plane lands, a medium shot shows the 

daughter passed out, having succumbed to the overwhelming sensation of the experience. 
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Gonzáles then smirks as he looks back over his shoulder to see her unconscious. This 

thinly veiled metaphor for a sexual encounter between the two served as warning to 

young women about the perils of flirting with strange men without permission from their 

fathers. The daughter seeks out a thrilling and dangerous experience only to change her 

mind once the reality of the situation sets in. The aviator proves his masculine vigor by 

ignoring her and instead overwhelming her with his power, something the director 

suggests that she secretly wanted by virtue of her falling in love with him later in the 

film.249  

The metaphor not only justified rape, it paralleled the often-sexualized process of 

civilization wherein nature was gendered female and technological industrialization was 

gendered male. Such allegory was commonplace in popular images in the 1920s and 

1930s, appearing in such famous works as Diego Rivera’s mural The Mechanization of 

the Countryside, wherein he represented Mother Nature with an indigenous woman and 

industrialization with male-operated tractors and airplanes. It also appeared in children’s 

stories like the airplays of “Troka el Poderoso,” an XFX program that featured a male-

gendered anthropomorphized technological entity know as Troka who dominated female-

gendered images of nature.250 In Martínez’s Hombres del Aire, the figure of the aviator 

used his airplane to dominate the body of a young woman, who first screams for him to 

stop, but later loves him for taking control. This symbolized the use of technology to 

industrialize an agrarian society, a process that, while potentially painful and frightening, 

was considered by elites to be in the country’s best interest.   
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Sarabia’s stardom and the return of aviation to the silver screen illustrated the 

reappearance of the aviator as a popular symbol. The success of Transportes Aéreos de 

Chiapas convinced many that the aviation industry had turned a corner, and cárdenista 

officials invested fully in Sarabia as the face of their new diplomatic campaign. By the 

time Sarabia prepared to embark on his trip to New York, plans had begun to extend his 

tour to Latin America and the Caribbean.251 Such a major expansion affirmed Cárdenas’s 

faith in the Pan American Conference System to respond to, even resolve, international 

conflict.252 The idea echoed the diplomatic strategies of the previous decade, and 

illustrated the desire of the Secretariat of Foreign Affairs to reassert the country’s 

leadership role in the hemisphere. 

On May 24, 1939, Sarabia took off from Balbuena Field in Mexico City at 7:52 in 

the morning. He landed at Floyd Bennett Field in New York ten hour and 42 minutes 

later, with exactly one gallon of fuel remaining. The flight beat Amelia Earhart’s 1935 

record by over four hours.253 On May 27, Sarabia gave a speech at the Fair’s opening 

ceremony held at the Mexican Pavilion, part of the Hall of Nations. His address to the 

crowd emphasized the need for Mexican-U.S. unity, sentiments that his fellow speakers 

echoed. Consul General Rafael de la Colina and the Fair’s president, Grover A. Whalen, 

pointed out Mexico’s industrial gains, and its strength as an investment for international 

businessmen wishing to expand their portfolios.254 Sarabia later traveled to Washington, 

D.C. where he visited the White House and delivered a note from President Cárdenas. 

                                                
251 SRE, III-481-1, letter from Secretary of Communications Melquiades Angulo to the Secretariat 

of Foreign Relations, Jan. 5, 1940.  
252 In 1936, Cárdenas had even suggested to Roosevelt that it could help maintain peace in Europe 

and Asia. Schuler, Mexico Between Hitler and Roosevelt, p. 127. 
253 Ruiz Romero, “Francisco Sarabia,” pp. 104-105; New York Times, “Flyer Sets Record From 

Mexico City,” May 25, 1939. 
254“Weather Brings out a Throng of Fairgoers,” New York Times, May 28, 1939.  
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Afterward, he attended a luncheon held by the aviator’s club and met with officials at the 

embassy.255   

On June 7, 1939, Sarabia made his final review of the “Conquistador del Cielo” in 

preparation for his return flight from Washington to his home state of Durango, and told 

supporters that he wanted to surprise his mother.256 At daybreak, he kissed his wife, 

Agripina, and 10-year-old son, Francisco Jr. goodbye. He waved enthusiastically to the 

crowd of about 30 people who had gathered at Bolling Field to see him off, which 

included notable figures such as Dr. Luis Quintanilla, counselor of the embassy in New 

York, Lieutenant Commander Manuel Zermano, naval attaché, Charles Babb, president 

of the company that provided Sarabia’s plane, and Sarabia’s brother, Santiago. Four 

minutes after the plane took off the motor failed without so much as a warning sputter, 

and the “Conquistador of the Cielo” plunged into the Potomac. 257 For a moment, a 

sizable plume of water engulfed the plane. Once everything settled, the tail remained 

visible, jutting out 15 feet from the riverbed. As a stunned crowd looked on, appalled, 

Quintanilla and Zermano ran down the mile-long runway towards the river. The officials 

stripped off their clothes upon reaching the bank, and dove into the water. They swam the 

75 feet to the “Conquistador” but could not pry open the hatch to the cabin. It would have 

made no difference. The autopsy showed that the impact had killed Sarabia instantly.258 

 

 

 

                                                
255 AGN, LCR, letter from president Lázaro Cárdenas to president Franklin D. Roosevelt 

(undated); Army Bomber to Bear Hero Home to Mexico,” The Washington Post, June 8, 1939. 
256 Ibid. 
257 “Ace Mexican Flyer Killed Before Eyes of Wife, Son,” The Atlanta Constitution, June 8, 1939. 
258 “Como murio Sarabia segun el relato de testigo presencual,” El Nacional, July 10, 1939. 
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Figure 11: Francisco Sarabia waves goodbye before his fatal flight on June 7, 1939. Photograph courtesy of Instituto 
Nacional de Antropología e Historia (INAH), Sistema Nacional de Fototecas (SINAFO), National Photographic Archive, 

inventory no. 129308 
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The U.S. government responded quickly. Roosevelt assigned a B-15 “Super 

Flying Fortress” to carry the body back to México just hours after receiving the news.  He 

invited Ambassador Dr. Francisco Castillo Najera, U.S. Assistant Secretary of War Louis 

Johnson, and Santiago Sarabia to accompany the body.259 Roosevelt also drafted a tribute 

note for Johnson to deliver personally. The public’s response exceeded the outpourings 

that followed Carranza’s and Sidar’s deaths a decade earlier. A crowd of 200,000 people 

gathered at the airport in México City to greet the fallen hero. High-ranking government 

officials and U.S. Embassy workers joined thousands of soldiers, sailors, and police 

officers in a national display of bereavement. Another 300,000 people assembled along 

the four-mile route to the Federal Communications Building, where Sarabia would lie in 

state. Officials buried his body in the Pantheon of National Heroes, and posthumously 

awarded him with the Army Aviation Medal of Merit. The responses by both 

governments demonstrated their desire to maintain the sense of unity that purposed 

Sarabia’s trip from the start. Foreign Minister Eduardo Hay related his gratitude through 

the country’s embassy in Washington, thanking Roosevelt and his government for their 

cooperation and sympathy.260  

Past funerals gave officials a template for how to turn tragedy into a unifying 

experience for the country, but in the divisive political climate pervading the country in 

1939, Sarabia’s death presented government dissenters with an opportunity to lash out at 

Cárdenas and the PRM. Demonstrations appeared in the capital on the night the body 

                                                
259 “Regresó a los Estados Undos en el B-15,” El Universal, June 15, 1939; “Army Bomber,” The 

Washington Post; “Una medalla a FCO. Sarabia,” El Nacional, May 17, 1939. 
260 AGN, LCR, 511.3/2, letter from president Franklin D. Roosevelt to president Lázaro Cárdenas, 

June 7, 1939; “Una inmensa multitud en la recepción,” Excelsior, June 11, 1939; Inhumacion en la Rotunda 
del Panteon Civil,” El Nacional, June 12, 1939; “Bomber Takes Sarabia Home” Associated Press, June 10, 
1939. 
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returned to Mexico, some of them turning violent. Opposition news organizations 

released reports claiming that the U.S. government sabotaged Sarabia’s plane, and orators 

demanded justice for what they referred to as his murder. Police arrested 25 

demonstrators, accusing them of throwing rocks at the B-15 that carried Sarabia’s 

body.261 Students of the Polytechnic Institute marched to the American School on avenue 

Insurgentes, where they clashed with students from the American School. Later that 

night, many of the same marchers attempted to make their way to the U.S. Embassy.  

The clashes brought to light just how wide spread frustrations with the Cárdenas 

government had become. A significant number of the protesters were not bitter ex-

callistas or powerful industrialists, but educated young people from the Mexico City’s 

nascent middle-class who harbored strong, ideological disagreements with the 

government. They were the same dissenters who later flocked to Manuel Gómez Morín 

after he formed the Partido Acción Nacional (PAN) in September that same year. Morín 

and his supporters wanted a smaller, less centralized government, and a greater emphasis 

on family values. They endorsed personal, civic action as a way to save the country, and 

called for electoral reform and the abolition of an official party.262 Although PAN 

leadership joined with the myriad groups that supported Almazán, the party pulled away 

from the loosely unified anti-government movement after 1940, growing into the 

country’s premier opposition voice over the next 60 years.     

Government authorities responded to the protests in two ways. First, they made it 

clear they would not tolerate disorder. They called in the army to support the police, who 

                                                
261 “Sarabia Paid Final Tribute,” Los Angeles Times, June 12, 1939.   
262 Collins to S.S., Accion Nacional Convention at Tampico, Jan. 11, 1940 [USDS] 8.12/30894.  

See also Aaron Navarro, Political Intelligence and the Creation of Modern Mexico, 1938–1954 (University 
Park, Penn: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2010):, pp. 27-29. 
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employed force to break-up the protests. Infantrymen carrying rifles with fixed bayonets 

were deployed to protect the embassy, while police used tear gas to disperse 

demonstrators. Second, officials drew attention to public displays of unity between their 

government, the Sarabia family, and the United States. Agripina Sarabia made statements 

that same night to members of national and foreign press organizations, denying the 

possibility of sabotage.263 Sarabia’s family members later presented Major Caleb V. 

Haynes, the pilot of the plane that flew the elder Sarabia’s body back to México, with a 

jaguar that they claimed Francisco Jr. had kept as a pet.  Shortly afterward, officers told 

reporters that while they acknowledged the growth of anti-American sentiment, no one 

had harassed them during their stay.264 The success of this strategy hinged on Agripina 

Sarabia transforming the established role of the grieving widow into a figure of authority, 

asserting control over her late-husband’s legacy when the government alone proved 

unable to do so. Her refusal to accept the passive role expected from an aviator’s widow 

foreshadowed her willingness to defy gendered norms, as her stewardship over 

Francisco’s memory extended to her taking control of his company.   

As a civilian aviator and business owner, Sarabia represented values that 

resonated with PRM officials and industrialists alike. Although an undisputedly patriotic 

figure, he had not fought for any faction during the Revolution. This ambiguity allowed 

opposing political actors to lay claim to his legacy in the immediate aftermath of his 

death. His surviving family eventually settled the matter. Sarabia had forged a strong 

                                                
263 AGN, LCR, 511.3/2, letter from Agripina Sarabia to the President, June 8, 1939; “Riot Echoes 

Flyer’s Death,” Los Angeles Times, June 9, 1939. 
264 Haynes’s squad adopted the jaguar, referred to as a kitten by the crew of the B-15, as their 

mascot. Officers in the crew also claimed that they never saw stones or mud flung at their plane. This 
contradicted numerous reports carried in newspapers both in the country and abroad. “Fliers Saw No Mud, 
Stones, at Mexico City,” The Washington Post, June 25, 1939. 
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relationship with the Cárdenas government, and his wife and brother continued to honor 

that arrangement.265 Their cooperation allowed the government’s calls for unity to 

withstand the attempts to replace it with an appeal to anti-Yankee sentiments. 

Correspondence from across the country and abroad arrived at the president’s office in 

the following weeks, offering condolences to Sarabia’s family and the country as a 

whole.266  

The battle to control the narrative of Sarabia’s death foreshadowed greater 

challenges for the party that loomed on the horizon. Almazán supporters turned out in 

large numbers for the 1940 election, especially in the capital. Riots broke out across the 

city when soldiers and pro-Ávila Camacho groups forcibly took over Almazán held 

voting booths. The government responded in the same heavy-handed manner that it had 

when dealing with student protesters after Sarabia’s death: police and army personnel 

detonated gas bombs and fired into crowds to break up the demonstrations.267 The 

Monterrey industrialists accepted the outcome when PRM officials announced that Ávila 

Camacho had won the election, although many in the pro-Almazán camp did not. Ávila 

Camacho’s presidency marked an important shift to the center for the national party. His 

administration abandoned the dramatic reform programs that defined the Cárdenas 

presidency, and focused on developing the country’s industrial capacity and securing it 

against fascist aggression. The aviation industry benefitted as a result, as access to 

materials and training increased to levels never before seen in the nation’s history. 

                                                
265 AGN, LCR, 511.3/2, letter from Agripina Sarabia to the President, June 8, 1939; Telegram 

from ambassador Francisco Castillo Najera to Agustrin Lenero, June 8, 1939.  
266 Dozens of such letters and telegrams appear in AGN, LCR, 511.3/2. Agripina Sarabia also 

references the outpouring of support in a letter to the president. See AGN, LCR, 511.3/2, letter from 
Agripina Sarabia to the president, June 26, 1939. 

267 Telegram, Grey to S.S., July 7, 1940 [USDS] 8.12/31138; 31143. 
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 Epilogue: Sarabia in Popular Memory 

Sarabia remains one of the most enduring names in the annals of national 

aviation. Writers have told his story in songs and children’s books, and in 2000, 

representatives from across the industry gathered to celebrate the centennial of his birth at 

the Museo Francisco Sarabia in Ciudad Lerdo, Durango. Examining his legacy reveals 

important aspects about his family’s continued collaboration with the Cárdenas 

government, and his place in the popular recollection. His memory occupied a 

complicated middle space linking patriotic achievement and national tragedy that retained 

its relevance in the 1940s, when the figure of the aviator reached its cultural peak.  

Mourners struggled to make sense of what seemed like a reoccurring nightmare: 

the sudden death of one of the country’s brightest stars just as he arrived on the world’s 

stage. The press quickly connected Sarabia’s death with Carranza’s fatal accident more 

than a decade before, as did everyday people. Felipe Valdez Leal gave the pilot a popular 

eulogy by writing the “Corrido de Francisco Sarabia,” which evoked bad luck and 

destiny as dooming the two pilots.268 The fatalism of his lyrics reflected the struggle to 

explain what surely felt like an improbable continuation of disastrous misfortune. This 

became the preferred explanation, as most people abandoned the hypothesis of sabotage 

as far-fetched at best. Even an editorial in the conservative Excelsior wrote it off as pure 

fantasy, and an inquiry conducted by Mexican officials categorically ruled out any 

possibility of foul play by the U.S. agents. Investigators found that the airplane’s engine 

                                                
268 See, for example, “Adquiere mayor relieve la iniciative de ‘La Prensa’” La Prensa, June 12, 

1939; Felipe Valdez Leal, “Corrido de Francisco Sarabia”. 
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failed, causing the crash.269 Remarkably, their report did not produce the level of concern 

and scrutiny about goodwill flights that the country experienced in 1930, which had led 

Ortiz Rubio to suspend such endeavors. Framing the accident as a product of chance 

helped steer the conversation past the more difficult discussion about its cause, and 

toward the topic of Sarabia’s immortalization. 

Agripina Sarabia continued to fulfill the social expectations of the aviation widow 

as devoted to honoring the memory of her dead husband, but did so in ways that 

empowered her to act authoritatively and which took her into male gendered areas. The 

government had issued commemorative stamps to help finance the goodwill flight, and 

Lázaro Cárdenas now granted Agripina permission to sell a portion of them to pay for a 

monument at Francisco’s final resting place in the Rotunda de Hombres Illustres.270 She 

also worked with Francisco’s brother Santigo to save her husband’s company from 

collapsing, reorganized it into the Compañia Aeronautica Francisco Sarabia in August 

1939. The company’s new symbol pictured Sarabia’s face in front of an eagle, and 

flanked by pilot’s wings. The president stepped in to assist Agripina in her efforts get the 

struggling company back on its feet, by increasing the fee for the company’s mail 

concessions in Yucatan. The company faced major challenges going into the 1940s 

despite this support, and entered the new decade as only a shadow of the business that 
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emblemized the spirit of national aviation under Cárdenas.271 Agripina’s efforts to keep 

afloat the country’s largest truly Mexican controlled airline nevertheless illustrated a 

dramatic reimagining of the dominant gender relationship presented by the archetype of 

the aviator.  

 

Conclusion 

Aviation recovered from the Depression during Cárdenas’s presidency. By the 

end of the decade, the industry entered a sustained period of growth without parallel in 

the nation’s history. Most everyday people welcomed the expansion of the aviation 

network as a chance to participate more fully in national life, and as an opportunity for 

economic gain. Officials helped cultivate this rosy view of progress, but lingering 

material constraints placed real limits on most people’s ability to benefit from the new 

airfield or aviation school that appeared near their community. Some saw encroachments 

on their land reverse the progress they had made toward securing a sustainable future and 

attaining a measure of social justice. The cultural importance of aviation continued to 

grow despite these problems, and even thrived during the political uncertainty that 

engulfed the country ahead of the 1940 election. Although politicians grew increasingly 

divided about the direction in which the country should head, most believed aeronautics 

technology could help them arrive faster. 1940 ushered in a new era, defined in large part 

by the country’s entry into World War II.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Avilacamachismo and Aviation during World War II 

 
Ready up your steed, your war machines, 

And may the soil of Mexico shiver for joy! 

~From Enrique de Avila y Villalvazo’s “El Vuelo de las Aguilas,” 1945 

 

The aviator as an archetypal hero reached the height of its symbolic importance 

during the 1940s. Air Force pilots catalyzed the country’s involvement in World War II 

and facilitated a redefinition of Mexican-U.S. relations. Squadron 201, the country’s most 

direct contribution to the war effort, proved a particularly potent agent for promoting the 

national agenda abroad and at home. Squadron members served their country not simply 

as diplomats who represented Mexico’s ascension as an industrialized nation, but as 

soldiers fighting the existential threat posed by Axis powers. The squadron’s direct 

engagement in a foreign conflict gave everyday people a sense that they, too, had 

something invested in national aviation. The squadron achieved status as a cultural 

phenomenon, inspiring songs, poems, and a major motion picture that further galvanized 

public support for both the war and government policy in general. Material gains made 

through participation in the war spread to the civil sector, where airlines profited from the 

U.S.’s aid and the establishment of a tourist industry. Commercial growth did not benefit 

everyone equally, and progress came at the expense of the worker’s movement. 

Domestically owned airlines suffered, squeezed by equipment shortages, and foreign 

companies such as PanAm and American Airlines continued to dominate the industry. 

Expansion nevertheless attracted national investors, who sought greater control during 

the post-war period. This chapter argues that aeronautics technology reached a tipping 
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point during the war that caused it to become embedded in PRI development plans as an 

essential component of the national interest. 

 

The Goodwill Flyer Rides Again: Hemispheric Unity Under Fascism’s Long 
Shadow 

 
On August 26, 1940, a squadron of U.S. army bombers rumbled across the sky 

above Puerto Limon, Costa Rica, fixing the attention of the assembled crowd upward. 

The site of these airborne colossi heightened anticipation of Lieutenant Colonel Antonio 

Cárdenas Rodríguez’s arrival, the Mexican air force pilot who embarked three months 

earlier on a goodwill tour of Latin America. 272 The trip, which included scheduled stops 

in nearly every national capital in the hemisphere, highlighted a shift in foreign policy 

objectives that characterized the government’s response to the onset of World War II. 

Officials moved past their disputes with the world powers, outraged by President 

Cárdenas’s audacious exercise of his government’s constitutionally guaranteed control 

over the country’s mineral resources, specifically oil. Foreign policymakers now 

concentrated on building a coalition of American governments based on mutual 

economic and military interests, and a common cultural heritage.  

Cárdenas Rodríguez, empowered by his image as a daring pilot and patriotic 

soldier, proved an adept representative for his government’s diplomatic ambitions. His 

role as celebrity-diplomat built on a tradition established by Emilio Carranza in 1928. 

Goodwill pilots continued to tout their country as poised to assume a leading role in Latin 

America’s technological development in the 12 years since Carranza’s death. Officials in 
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the Secretariat of Foreign Relations now tasked Cárdenas Rodríguez with helping to unite 

the hemisphere against the specter of international fascism, as the country prepared for 

the increasingly likely contingency that it would be forced to pick a side in the expanding 

conflict. 

  Past tragedies threatened to weigh down the lofty aspirations of Cárdenas 

Rodríguez’s goodwill mission. He had inherited the trip from Francisco Sarabia, whose 

recent death had exposed deep fissures in people’s attitudes toward aviation and the 

direction in which their country was now headed, including the government’s increasing 

interest in reconciling with the United States. The fatal crash further threatened to throw 

plans for a larger goodwill tour into disarray. High-level officials in the Secretariat of 

Communication and Public Works, Foreign Relations, and National Defense, 

nevertheless believed the project was too important to abandon.273 In the final year of 

Cárdenas’s presidency, foreign policy makers launched a campaign that pushed to the 

forefront the Política del Buen Amigo, a diplomatic response to Roosevelt’s Good 

Neighbor Policy that advocated greater collaboration among Latin American nations. 

Authorities had introduced the policy years earlier, but they did not prioritize its 

implementation until after 1937. Undersecretary of Foreign Affairs Ramón Betata made 

the policy the focus of the government’s diplomatic strategy in 1940. In January, he 

organized a three-month voyage by the naval destroyer Durango that sent military, 

commercial, and cultural ambassadors to ports throughout South America, and published 

a paper in the Annals of the American Academy in March that clarified the country’s 

                                                
273 Unsigned letter from the Department of Civil Aeronautics under the SCOP to the Secretary of 

Foreign Relations, January 10, 1940, III-418-1, SRE. 
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foreign relations position.274 Cárdenas Rodríguez’s flight added an element of spectacle 

to Betata’s diplomatic blitz, and as a decorated air force pilot and veteran of the Cedillo 

fracas, his selection harmonized with the tone that organizers hoped to set: one that rang 

with authority and trumpeted their country’s virtues as a regional military and industrial 

leader.    

Sarabia’s death put officials in an awkward position, not simply because it forced 

them to find a new pilot, but because they conceived of the trip as an homage to Pablo 

Sidar, whose fatal crash in 1930 had led president Ortíz Rubio to suspend goodwill 

flights. At the risk of drawing too much attention to the gloomier elements of the 

country’s history with aviation diplomacy, organizers agreed to go forward with the 

memorial. As Cárdenas Rodríguez touched down at La Sábana airport in Costa Rica, that 

country’s Minister of War, serving as a representative for the president Rafael Calderón 

Guardia, the Minister of Government and Public Security, a military commission, and a 

crowd of civil authorities, diplomats, journalists, and everyday Costa Ricans, met the 

pilot upon landing. After the initial greeting, Cárdenas Rodrígeuz joined officials from 

both countries in a ceremony paying homage to Sidar. The memorial culminated with 

Cárdenas Rodríguez throwing flowers into the ocean near where the previous goodwill 

flyer had crashed. President Guardia received him at the Presidential residence later that 

afternoon, allowing the pilot an opportunity to deliver the customary letter of friendship 

signed by his country’s president.275  

                                                
274 Amelia Kiddle, “La Polítia del Buen Amigo: Mexican-Latin American Relations During the 

Presidency of Lázaro Cárdenas, 1934-1940” (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Arizona, 2010): pp. 15, 263; 
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Social Science vol. 208 (1940): pp. 170-180. 

275Letter from Minister Lic. Romeo Ortega to the Secretary of Communications, September 4, 
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ultima etapa de su vuelo el aviador Cárdenas,” in La Nuevo Prensa (Costa Rica), Aug 25, 1940. 
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Ceremonial exchanges and symbolic presentations continued for the entire three-

day visit, presenting numerous opportunities to promote the various facets of the 

government’s diplomatic program. Officials had gambled when they chose to move 

forward with the memorial after Sarabia’s accident, and it had paid off. The excitement 

and emotion surrounding the event outstripped any lingering pessimism about the 

country’s air program. The media picked up the narrative, and various Costa Rican 

newspapers printed flattering articles praising Cárdenas Rodríguez’s flight for turning 

Sidar’s dreams of uniting American civilization into a reality.276  

Beyond the symbolic gestures and public spectacles, Cárdenas Rodriguez’s 

goodwill tour opened the way for significant, multi-national discussions about the 

pressing need for developing aviation in the Americas amid common security concerns. 

Government authorities participated in international conferences in the 1920s and 1930s 

with the goal of creating a cooperative framework for facilitating growth in the industry 

across the hemisphere. Many of these conferences occurred under the auspices of the Pan 

American Union, which members of the Cárdenas government and the Mexican press 

had at times criticized for enabling U.S. economic and military domination, but now 

warmed to. Beteta acknowledged the shift in his article “Mexico’s Foreign Relations,” 

citing the increased need for a united hemispheric defense.277 This, of course, was the 

other reason behind Cárdenas’s Rodríguez’s trip. Receptions held in his honor, which 
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were usually held at each stop, offered him a chance to promote his country’s plan for 

keeping Latin America safe from fascist aggression.278   

The tour succeeded as much in rallying people behind the idea of hemispheric 

economic unity as it did in convincing them about the need to cooperate on defense. On 

August 20, 1940, the Quito-based newspaper Ultimas Noticias printed an editorial that 

lauded Rodríguez’s goodwill trip. The article endorsed his mission as part of the larger 

strategy of cooperation among Latin American nations that would shield the continent 

from fluctuations in the world economy. The author reasoned that building an aviation 

network would make trade within the hemisphere efficient enough to provide for the 

needs of Latin American consumers, and further argued that this would hasten the arrival 

of a second stage of continental independence.279  However exaggerated these 

expectations for aviation as a transformative force now appear, they illuminate a 

perspective widely held by the author’s contemporaries. Many industrialists, politicians, 

and everyday people fostered similar hopes about aviation’s ability to revolutionize 

commerce in Latin America, both because of its ability to speed the exchange of goods 

and its promise to connect even the most isolated communities to trade networks.  

Each stop that Cárdenas Rodríguez made on his goodwill tour adhered to a basic 

pattern intended to maximize the aviator’s time with a given country’s wealthiest and 

most influential figures. That is, Rodríguez Cárdenas engaged in a similar style of 

cultural diplomacy to those who had sailed aboard the Durango, performing a series of 

symbolic acts specific to each nation in order to make authorities, and the public, more 

receptive to his mission and the message of unity that he espoused. In his stay in Lima, 
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Peru, for example, he delivered the requisite letter signed by President Cárdenas to the 

Peruvian President Manuel Prado and laid flowers at the late Peruvian aviator Jorgé 

Chavez’s grave. He then met with the board of directors of the Aereo-Club de Lima, 

along with many other members in the country’s civil and military aviation institutions, at 

a special happy hour. Later, he sat by President Prado’s side while the two attended an 

international polo match between Peru and Chile. He also attended a luncheon hosted by 

representatives of the city’s Mexican community and accepted a special invitation from 

the Jockey Club to watch the Sunday races. 280 The itinerary changed depending on the 

host, but in large part followed the precedent set by the Durango earlier that year.  

Rodríguez Cárdenas’s mission, like those of the Durango, highlighted the 

government’s diplomatic priorities. Countries deemed strategically important, such as 

Argentina, Brazil, and Chile received special attention from the pilot and his counterparts 

in the SRE. Most American countries, including Mexico and the United States, adopted 

an official policy of neutrality in response to the war, and the 1939 Pan American 

conference held in Panama City further affirmed the position of most member nations 

that they wished to stay out of the war.281 By the summer of 1940, both Mexican and U.S. 

officials increasingly believed that neutrality was unsustainable. They feared fascist 

forces would either attack the hemisphere directly or through the so-called fifth column 

of Germans and German descendants living in Latin American countries. Argentina, 
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Brazil, and Chile all had large German and Italian populations, and all three were 

significant economic and military powers in the region. Gaining the cooperation of these 

nations was therefore deemed crucial for the success of any project centered on 

hemispheric unity. The proposal for cooperative defense forwarded by Mexican officials 

and promoted by Cárdenas Rodríguez’s flight resonated with these governments percisely 

because it was loosely defined and largely open to interpretation. 

Rodríguez Cárdenas’s trip began with an attempt to fly from Mexico City to 

Buenos Aires, with only a brief stop in Lima, Peru. Engine trouble forced him to land in 

Cali, Colombia.282 Buenos Aires held some symbolic value, as Sidar had chosen it as the 

destination for his fateful 1930 flight and the choice also reflected diplomats’ eagerness 

to address a possible weak link in hemispheric defense. The number of Nazi sympathizers 

in Argentina’s government alarmed foreign observers, who feared it could become a 

staging ground for fascist activity. Its government’s strict adherence to neutrality 

throughout most of the war frustrated Allied nations, 283 and although Mexico did not 

declare war against the Axis powers until 1941, the trip demonstrates officials’ efforts to 

take a leading role in regional military affairs. Fostering greater cooperation with the 

Argentinians seemed like a crucial first step, and in this regard, Cárdenas Rodríguez was 

well received. The Argentinian army and Minister of war bestowed high honors on the 

pilot. He also met with the Commandant of Army Aviation, Coronel Antonio Paradi, and 

the Chief and sub-Chiefs of the national air base. Ambassador to Argentina Félix 
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Palavicini saw an opportunity to further his country’s aviation capabilities, writing in a 

report that the National Aviation School could potentially purchase airplanes constructed 

by Argentina’s army for much less than those it bought from the U.S. To this end, he 

arranged for Cárdenas Rodríguez to make a return visit to tour the Fábrica de Aviones del 

Ejército in Córdoba after completing his stay in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 

Both Brazil and Chile shared Argentina’s reluctance to choose sides between the 

Allied and Axis powers. Officials in both countries pursued import substitution 

industrialization in the 1940s (ISI), an economic strategy wherein state officials sought to 

boost their country’s industrial capacity while creating domestic markets for the goods 

produced, and they perceived Germany as a potentially important trade partner that could 

supply them with heavy manufacturing equipment. Brazilian dictator Getúlio Vargas had, 

moreover, modeled his Estado Nôvo government on European fascism, and Chile’s 

historical frustrations with the U.S., coupled with sizeable German and Italian 

communities, meant that neither Brazil nor Chile was in a rush to end relations with the 

Nazi government.284 Brazilian and Argentinian officials pursued industrial modernization 

in the 1940s, and they perceived the Nazi government as a potentially important trade 

partner that could supply them with heavy manufacturing equipment.  

Reservations about the war did not prevent Cárdenas Rodríguez from receiving 

enthusiastic receptions in both countries. Brazilian authorities awarded the pilot the 

Cruziero do Sul, and his warm reception by military officials boded well for the 

Conferação Universitária Brasileira do Desporto Universitário’s proposed diplomatic 
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mission to Mexico that same year.285 Ambassador to Chile Octavio Spíndola, who had 

been instrumental in organizing the Durango mission, wrote that Cárdenas Rodríguez’s 

goodwill flight renewed the profound emotion and solidarity established by the ship’s 

mission earlier that year. He remarked that the Chilean Air Force gave an especially 

enthusiastic reception, and he arranged for Cárdenas Rodriguez to visit the port of 

Valparaiso with the head of the Navy. The pilot met with Mexican Naval officers 

completing submarine training at Talcahuano naval base, and went for a short underwater 

ride onboard one of their training vessels.286  

Cárdenas Rodríguez’s goodwill mission improved opinions about the country’s 

political direction, even among administrations wary of Mexico’s Revolutionary 

program. Diplomats frequently encountered difficulties in dealing with the openly hostile 

government of Guatemalan dictator Jorge Ubico, who had at times denied audiences with 

embassy staff. Cárdenas Rodríguez, by contrast, experienced a very cordial interview 

with Ubico, although the Guatemalan strongman used the opportunity to bring up rumors 

of a possible uprising in the pilot’s home country.287 After spending a day in Guatemala, 

Cárdenas Rodríguez flew directly to Havana, Cuba, where he received as enthusiastic a 

reception as any on the tour.  The military awarded him with the Condecoración de la 

Orden Carlos Manuel de Cespedes,288 and authorities invited him to attend celebrations 

commemorating the 1933 revolt against Gerardo Machado. The Cuban press extended an 

especially warm welcome. Famed Cuban writer Jesús González Scarpetta penned a 
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glowing account of the pilot’s exploit’s in an editorial for El Mundo, and the national 

paper Pueblo published an article praising him for taking up the mantle left after 

Sarabia’s death, and denouncing suspected machinations by Almazán, who had fled to 

the island in July after losing the presidential election.289 

Cárdenas Rodríguez achieved great success in promoting the general idea of 

cooperation among Latin American nations, but his tour yielded its most tangible results 

from an unscheduled meeting with U.S. officials in Panama. General Daniel Van 

Voorhis, U.S. commander of the Panama Canal Zone, extended courtesies to the goodwill 

pilot well beyond those expected by the Mexican embassy. After meeting with 

Panamanian interim president Dr. Augusto Boyd, Cárdenas Rodríguez accepted an 

invitation from U.S. authorities to fly the length of the canal in a B-654 U.S. Army 

bomber.290 Head of the U.S. air forces in Panama General H.A. Dargue used the occasion 

to suggest that the Department of War wished to work out an arrangement to ease 

restrictions for pilots from either nation traversing the other’s territory.291 The overture 

signaled a major shift in Mexican-U.S. relations, characteristic of the wartime 

cooperation pursued by the Ávila Camacho administration, and highlights a frequently 

overlooked continuity between the outgoing policies of the Cárdenas presidency and 

those of the president-elect.  

 
The 1941 Reciprocal Air Agreement: A Foundation for Wartime Cooperation 
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On October 23, 1940, ambassador to Panama Alfonso de Rosenzweig Díaz wrote 

to the Secretary of Foreign Relations to follow up on General Dargue’s proposed military 

air agreement. He conveyed to his superiors its importance to their U.S. counterparts, 

who continued to push the idea and had fast-tracked Mexican traffic in the Canal Zone 

since Cárdenas Rodríguez’s flight.292 U.S. Department of War officials sought an 

unprecedented access to Mexican airspace and related resources. Attaining such an 

agreement would help enormously with a pressing logistical need–namely, securing a 

faster and more efficient route to the Panama Canal Zone. The negotiations came to 

exemplify incoming president Ávila Camacho’s approach to diplomacy with the United 

States: that is, he embraced a cooperative spirit to best position the country to receive 

long-term benefits from the wartime economy. 

Policymakers in Washington believed that the odds of securing a deal would 

improve after Ávila Camacho took office in December, as they viewed the incoming 

president as much friendlier to the United States than his predecessor. Roosevelt, intent 

on starting off on the right foot with the new administration, sent Vice President Henry 

Wallace to attend the inauguration. Wallace’s appearance marked the first official trip by 

a sitting vice president to any Latin American nation, and it proved most eventful. Pro-

Nazi agitators attacked his caravan as it arrived at the U.S. embassy in Mexico City, 

driving home the importance of fortifying the country against Axis influences. After 

attending the inauguration, Ávila Camacho publicly praised him to the nation’s Chamber 

of Deputies, and Wallace took the opportunity to stress the importance of Pan-

Americanism in the current global political climate. The trip was a public relations 

success for the U.S. and Wallace returned home convinced that his government could 
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both resolve the oil dispute and reach an agreement that gave the U.S. military a 

substantial boost in the region.293 In the first drafts of the document sent to the Secretary 

of Foreign Relations, U.S. officials asked for free access for their military planes to fly 

over pre-determined routes in Mexico, provided they give 24 hours notice. Manuel Ávila 

Camacho signaled his willingness to make a deal, but only after his foreign policy 

advisers had a chance to amend its terms.294  

In principal, the agreement was grounded in reciprocity, affording each country 

the ability to fly military aircraft in the other’s territory with minimal restriction. The 

U.S. military nevertheless stood to gain the most from the deal, at least directly. For this 

reason, it garnered considerable support in the U.S..295 Ávila Camacho and his advisers 

recognized the imbalance but granted considerable concessions to their U.S.-counterparts 

for strategic reasons. The administration’s decisions made sense in the context of their 

long-term goals. Foreign policy makers saw the agreement as an investment with 

minimal costs that could yield returns later on, most significantly in the form of material 

aid from the Unites States. 

Not everyone supported Ávila Camacho’s decision to sign the pact. Members of 

the press and the government expressed fears that it would weaken sovereignty and draw 

the country into a global conflict unnecessarily. An editorial in Hoy accused the U.S. of 

going to war on behalf of the entire Americas. It warned that without a popular 

movement to resist the war in Mexico and other Latin American nations, the U.S. 
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recklessness would result in the slaughter of untold numbers of Latin American youth.296 

Authorities in the Ávila Camacho administration acknowledged, at least internally, that 

the U.S. prioritized the Panama Canal in its approach to hemispheric defense, and that the 

rest of the Americas were something of an afterthought. Secretary of Defense Pablo 

Macías Valenzuela asserted that the country had made a promise to work inclusively with 

all American nations to develop a defense plan, and it had a moral obligation beyond 

helping the U.S. to secure the Panama Canal Zone.297 

Concerns over sovereignty deepened when the U.S. pushed for permission to 

station troops at select airports in and near the Yucatán peninsula. Representatives argued 

that they needed U.S. Army mechanics available at select landing sites because their 

military fielded so many new types of aircraft that no one else could conceivably keep up 

with changes in design.298 They further proposed the creation of so-called Hemisphere 

Defense Areas, installations housing air and naval forces for the purpose of defending 

against Axis aggression. The plan included a promise that the U.S. would pay for the 

establishment and maintenance of such facilities, which would be open for use by other 

American republics. It called for Mexican soldiers and police to guard the facilities, but 

also included a clause allowing U.S. armed forces to assist if necessary.299  

SRE officials pushed back. They asserted that the proposals ran counter to the 

spirit of the agreement and correctly noted that the 1917 constitution prohibited foreign 

countries from permanently stationing troops on the nation’s soil. Ambassador Castillo 
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Nájera suggested that they could come to an arrangement whereby his government would 

fast-track the necessary immigration permissions for Pan-Am mechanics from the U.S., 

and they could work on the planes. 300 Abelardo Rodríguez, the commander of the 

Caribbean Zone, warned that the U.S. military build up harkened something sinister. In a 

letter to the president, he asserted that allowing foreign troops on the nation’s soil set a 

dangerous precedent, and while Roosevelt might sincerely believe in the fundamental 

principals of the Good Neighbor Policy, members of his cabinet and high-ranking 

military commanders wished to dominate Latin America after the war. He reasoned that 

discouraging hegemonic ambitions now would prove much easier than in the future, and 

recommended that Mexicans assume sole responsibility of patrolling their territory.301  

The war’s escalation in Europe helped convince both sides to find a compromise. 

The Ávila Camacho administration allowed Roosevelt’s government to station civilian 

experts contracting with the U.S. Army at airports in Tampico, Veracruz, and Tapachula. 

The mechanics received temporary permits, and only ten were permitted to work at each 

airport.302 The two countries agreed to a lucrative new trade agreement, just days after 

they resolved the matter. Two months later, the U.S. went ahead with a massive loan to 

the country and agreed to a settlement on the oil issue that Ávila Comacho’s government 

found highly favorable.303 The flurry of diplomacy validated the president’s view that 

military cooperation would translate into economic benefits that would help him 
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industrialize the country. The agreement also highlighted aviation’s importance to the 

administration’s wartime plans. Aeronautics remained at the center of the country’s 

contribution to the war, as top officials took steps to involve the nation directly in the 

fighting.     

 

Preparing for War 

The country’s new military partnership with the U.S. experienced its first real test 

when Japanese planes attacked Pearl Harbor on Dec. 7, 1941. Ávila Camacho severed 

relations with Japan the next day, and with Germany and Italy soon after. Tensions 

escalated over the next five months, as federal authorities cracked down on suspected 

Axis agents. Meanwhile, Nazi submarines targeted Latin American shipping lanes in the 

Atlantic, sinking Brazilian and Venezuelan boats.304 The growing sense of insecurity led 

the U.S. to extend the lend-lease program to Mexico on March 28, and in the first 

shipments the Roosevelt government sent a patrol bomber, hydroplanes, and radio 

equipment. The catalyst for war, which for some months seemed inevitable, finally 

occurred on May 14, 1942, when an Axis torpedo sank the Mexican oil tanker Portero de 

Llano off the coast of Florida. Fourteen sailors died in the attack, and Foreign Minister 

Ezequiel Padilla responded by demanding and apology and full compensation from 

Germany. The German government refused, and released propaganda telling everyday 

Mexicans that their president had made them vassals to the United States. The Nazis’ 

strategy initially bore fruit. Public displays of anti-U.S. sentiment appeared across the 

country and rumors spread that the U.S. had sunk the ship in a plot to pull the country 

into the war. The Ávila Camacho government did not back down, and the Chamber of 
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Deputies and the Senate began discussing the possibilities of formally joining the 

conflict. On May 22, German submarines blew up another oil tanker, the Faja de Oro, 

effectively settling the matter. Ávila Camacho issued a declaration of war against the 

Axis powers the next day.305 

Over the course of his career, statesman and former army general Ávila Camacho 

had cultivated a reputation as a man of compromise and peace. His inclination to 

negotiate a resolution to the Cristero war prompted critics to dub him “the Virgin 

Sword,” a not-so-subtle attack on his masculinity, although he argued that his aversion to 

violence stemmed from his respect for human life. Contemporaries widely viewed his 

presidency as having a moderating effect on the country, cooling the hot-tempers that 

prevailed during the previous regime. He signaled the end of government assaults on the 

Church shortly after the election, declaring himself a “believer” in an interview printed in 

Hoy. He installed a balanced cabinet that included both Cárdenistas and conservatives, 

and pursued a centrist agenda that discouraged labor disputes by curtailing the power of 

labor organizers.306  

His aversion to domestic conflict nevertheless belied not simply his willingness, 

but outright eagerness, to see Mexican soldiers fight in a foreign war for the first time in 

national history. From the time of the country’s entry into the global conflagration, Ávila 

Camacho searched for a way to involve the military directly in the fight against fascism. 

U.S. Ambassador George Messersmith noted that the president’s fascination with the 

war’s strategy led him to convert several rooms at the presidential palace Los Pinos into 
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staging fields, where he recreated battles in miniature. He instructed his aides not to move 

the model pieces on the war map, as he relished doing so himself.307 However risible, this 

portrait of a boyish president living out the vicarious thrill of war through an overly 

elaborate board game oversimplified his motivations. The apparent contradiction between 

his dovish approach to domestic affairs and his hawkishness on the particular issue of 

World War II had more to do with far-sighted foreign policy plans. By volunteering his 

nation to participate in the fighting he improved his country’s leverage in international 

political and economic affairs after the war. 

Officials in Washington initially lacked a clear idea of how to harness Ávila 

Camacho’s enthusiasm. He reached out informally several times in the fall of 1942 and 

the spring of 1943, but could not convince the U.S. to move forward with a project that 

put his forces into action alongside the Allies. Roosevelt privately lamented to U.S. Army 

Chief of Staff General George Marshall, who had just returned from a meeting in Mexico 

City, that they could not engineer a way to put even a token group into action. Obstacles 

on both sides of the border inhibited sending Mexican troops overseas. Ávila Camacho’s 

government lacked the financial means to undertake such a mission, and high-ranking 

members of the country’s military recognized that their soldiers required better training 

before engaging in combat abroad. On the U.S. side, Roosevelt’s officers cautioned that 

cultural differences, especially language, would make it difficult to incorporate them into 

a U.S.-led venture. Public opinion further complicated the issue. Cooperating with the 

U.S. was one thing, but selling the public on a plan that put their countrymen in harm’s 

way was quite another. For these reasons, the project went on the back burner while 
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officials looked to take the necessary steps to make it viable.308 

 In April, 1943, a group of officers traveled to North Africa to study Allied 

operations. Among those who took part in the mission was Colonel Antonio Cárdenas 

Rodríguez, whose goodwill flight helped to catalyze Mexican-U.S. wartime cooperation 

three years earlier. From the moment he arrived in Tunis, the professionalism and scale of 

Allied operations impressed the colonel. The command he joined had dealt a fatal blow to 

Germany’s Afrika Korps just weeks before, and he enthused about the opportunity to 

learn from such accomplished warriors in his memoire. His excitement grew when 

authorities embedded him with the 97th brigade of the 5th Air Division, under General 

James Doolittle. Cárdenas Rodríguez integrated completely into the group, even flying on 

combat missions in the Mediterranean. His time in North Africa proved fruitful. He 

learned a great deal as he studied each step required to successfully operate an air force, 

including planning, training, logistics, communications, tactics, strategy, and technical 

issues. On July 4, he left to continue studying in England, and was shocked to see the 

damage that the Luftwaffe had wrought on the country. He returned home convinced of 

the need to bring a speedy defeat to the Axis and confident that his nation could, under 

the right conditions, help play a roll.309 

The idea of sending a fighting force abroad regained popularity among top 

officials during the late summer and autumn of 1943. Lázaro Cárdenas, now the Minister 

of Defense, informed U.S. members of the Joint Mexican-United States Defense 

Commission that the country had addressed its issues and felt ready to participate in 
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combat operations. Ávila Camacho worked to cultivate support among military officers 

and the larger public, and the new push gained the attention of policy makers in 

Washington. Finally, in January, 1944, U.S. officials agreed that if Ávila Camacho 

wished to send an air squadron or two, they could incorporate it into the fight against the 

Axis. It took almost two months of concerted effort to overcome opposition by the army, 

but on March 14, 1944, the president committed the country to establishing an 

expeditionary air force squadron for use in the U.S. military’s overseas offensive. 

Members of the group, which came to be called Squadron 201, were the only contingent 

of the country’s armed forces to experience combat in the war.310  

 

For the Patría! Squadron 201 as a Fighting Force and Cultural Phenomenon 

Squadron 201 marked the height of aviation as a unifying and diplomatic force, 

and the aviator as an archetype of modern, Revolutionary citizenship. Formed in the 

midst of a massive government campaign to rally support for the war, the squadron 

resonated with everyday people as a symbol of the patriotic service and self-sacrifice 

required to see the nation through the current international crisis. It also represented a 

badge of national honor that legitimized the country as a regional leader and signaled its 

emergence as a modern, industrialized economy. In these ways, the group’s success 

highlighted the triumph of several of the Ávila Camacho administration’s most important 

foreign and domestic policy goals. First, the president used wartime aid to support rapid 

industrialization. Second, he evoked the crisis created by the war to promote national 

unity and to quiet dissenting voices. Third, the war helped him to forge a new 

relationship with the United States, which the president saw as crucial to the country’s 
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economic development during the post-war period. Squadron 201 served as the best 

possible advertisement for these policies, making the administration’s will appear 

indivisible from the good of the patria.  

The formation of Squadron 201 showcased the wisdom of Ávila Camacho’s 

foreign policy strategy. The U.S. covered the lion’s share of the costs associated with the 

project, largely through the lend lease program. Both governments agreed to designate 

the squadron under the umbrella of the U.S. military and to train the personnel at Kelly 

Field in Brownsville, Texas. This allowed the U.S. tremendous oversight over everything 

from the unit’s day-to-day activities to its deployment and missions. The agreement did 

provide the Ávila Camacho government with some important control. The president 

reserved final say over the selection of pilots, commanding officers, and support staff 

chosen from the ranks of the Fuerza Aerea Mexicana (FAM). It also set the salary of 

service members at a level comparable to U.S. soldiers, a provision that avilacomachista 

officials were understandably adamant about, and the U.S. provided the Mexican War 

Department with the money to pay the troops as part of the lend-lease program.311  

This partnership testified to the evolution of the Mexican-U.S. relationship over 

the course of Ávila Camacho’s presidency. Since the 1941 air agreement, the two 

governments cooperated on a number of major economic initiatives designed to maintain 

or improve production for the war, including the Bracero program and the 1942 

Reciprocal Trade Agreement.312 A common spirit linked these and other wartime 

projects. The exchange of labor and raw goods from Mexico for money, training, and 
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manufactured goods from the U.S. established the basis of a new diplomatic relationship. 

The mutual trust gained along the way made collaboration on Squadron 201 possible.  

The public responded enthusiastically to the announcement that the country 

intended to send a special unit to fight overseas. It inspired volunteers from all over the 

nation to apply to the training program, which proved great fodder for propagandists in 

the government. The Oficina Federal de Propoganda was deeply invested in a campaign 

aimed at unifying the public in favor of the war. A patriotic fighting force that bridged 

regional divides made for a powerful embodiment of the cohesive national identity 

cultivated by the administration. Officials knew to make the most of the opportunity. The 

squadron adopted the moniker Águilas Aztecas, implementing a tried-and-true method of 

promoting the defense of the modern patria by invoking symbols from the country’s 

glorified indigenous past. The president wisely tapped Cárdenas Rodríguez to command 

the unit. The choice gave the squadron a recognizable leader with well-known 

credentials. Government authorities could hardly wish for a more potent symbol of 

nationalism to stir up domestic support for the war effort.313 

Beginning in 1944, the Air Force sent three hundred recruits to the United States 

to train beginning in 1944, 36 of them pilots and the rest support personnel. The majority 

of the pilots had previously received some flight training in the U.S. through a 

scholarship program operated by the U.S. Army and Navy Air Corps.314 After undergoing 

rigorous training designed to teach them how to operate the P–47 Thunderbolt fighter 

plane at the Army base in Pocatello, Idaho, they transferred to Major’s Field in 
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Greensville, Texas, for the final stages of their instruction. This stage of their training 

alone required pilots to complete a 21-mission course, flying a minimum of four missions 

a day. The missions entailed having recruits attack a 20-foot white screen target, towed 

by a B-26 Marauder via a 1,500 foot cable. Instructors taught the pilots to attack in 

tandem using what was known as a 90-degree high side attack. The sophisticated 

maneuver demanded teamwork and coordination between the two planes. The guns on 

each fighter used different color slugs so that individuals could determine their accuracy 

by counting the holes left on the target crowned in a particular pigment. Instructors 

required pilots to hit an average of five percent of their shots to pass the course, which 

each did, with some surpassing 10 percent accuracy. Technicians also mounted cameras 

on the guns so that pilots could go back and study the film and learn how to improve their 

performance.315  

The training was a diplomatic success, too. The squadron members’ high marks 

impressed U.S. instructors and gave their superiors back home confidence in how the 

country was being represented. The appearance of Mexican Air Force trainees at Major’s 

Field generated interest among Greenville locals, who followed their progress in local 

newspapers. An editorial in the Majors Field publication Flight Report touted the 

international friendships forged during the recruits’ time in Texas, and officials from both 

countries celebrated their close relationship during the ceremony held to commemorate 

the completion of the squadron’s training. The national radio station XEW carried the 

ceremony and film crews documented it for newsreels, allowing both governments to 
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make full use of the event as an opportunity for propaganda.316  

Recruits’ experiences were not all positive. One pilot crashed and died during a 

training exercise near Padre Island. The accident served as a reminder to squad members 

of the gravity of their situation, although the unspoken customs of military aviation 

required squadron members to brush off the incident as little more than unfortunate. 

Airmen were surely mindful of the perils at hand, as even the public understood the risks 

that flying entailed after the high-profile crashes of the 1920s and 30s, but experiencing a 

fatality even before entering combat could not have boosted their morale. Social 

problems also appeared while the squadron was in Texas. Lieutenant Joaquín Ramírez 

Vilchis complained that when he arrived in Greenville, he found the town’s only 

restaurant and gas station displaying a sign stating it did not serve Mexicans. The owner 

refused to yield when the Lieutenant went inside to press the issue and show his orders.317 

Such discrimination extended to the airmen’s families, who encountered difficulties 

finding landlords who would rent them housing.318 The collaboration on Squadron 201 

nevertheless showed great promise to officials on both sides of the border despite these 

incidents, and the unit prepared to deploy overseas. 

Members of Squadron 201 left Texas in March for California, where they readied 

for their deployment. They received an advance in pay to send back to their families 

before shipping off, but security protocols observed by all members of the armed forces 

prohibited squad members from giving loved ones any specifics about where they were 
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headed. After considerable discussion, decision makers in Mexico City and Washington 

decided to place them under General MacArthur’s command. The general welcomed the 

squadron’s help in his campaign to re-take the Philippines, going so far as to write 

personal thank-you note to Ávila Camacho. In his note, he mentioned that he found it 

fitting for the squadron to serve in the Philippines because of the countries shared history. 

Morale in the squadron was high as the group set sail aboard the Fairisle from San 

Francisco to the island of Luzon on March 27, 1945.319       

 Squadron 201’s morale faced a difficult test on the long voyage. It took the 

Fairisle over a month to travel to its destination. The men received news of Roosevelt’s 

death while on board. Cárdenas Rodríguez recalled that the U.S. president’s 

transformative role in diplomacy as the architect of the Good Neighbor Policy and as a 

leader in the fight against fascism led them to mourn his death as a great loss to the world 

as a whole, and they took it on themselves to write letters of condolence to the widowed 

Eleanor. Squadron members dealt with cramped quarters, severe seasickness, and 

prohibitions on smoking, and blackout orders that limited access to light after dark. The 

group dealt with the stress by organizing boxing matches (where they bested their 

norteamericano brothers-in-arms), played music, and gambled at cards and dice. Such 

activities served not only as welcome diversion from a rather monotonous trip, but as 

opportunities to assert national identity in a situation where U.S. customs dominated. 

Squadron members handled the hardships of life on board a cramped sea vessel with 
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grace, and their exemplary conduct earned them a special commendation on arrival in 

Luzon.  

Conditions in Philippines were dire for all soldiers. The wreckage of Japanese 

ships and floating mines left over from the battle to take Manila Bay forced the Fairisle 

to set anchor far from the harbor. Once safely on dry land, Squadron 201 met a welcome 

party that included U.S. General George Kenny, the Filipino Governor, and famed 

Filipino aviator and honorary consul Alfredo Carmelo, whose two daughters 

accompanied him, dressed in the traditional traje of the China Poblana.  The squadron 

was initially housed in a temporary camp with only tents and dirt floors as shelter, 

although conditions did improve after the squadron commander complained that it 

constituted a risk to good hygiene and demanded that wood floors be installed. The group 

spent another month training before it received its first combat mission.320 

Squadron 201’s service in the Philippines helped the Allies to break the 

entrenched Japanese resistance on the island of Luzon. The group as a whole performed 

admirably, despite having to adapt to a different role than the one for which the pilots had 

initially prepared. Much of their training had been rendered moot because the Japanese 

Air Force had abandoned their fight for Luzon by the time squad members joined the 

fighting. They instead attacked ground targets and supported larger bombers. In one 

instance, the 201 supported a ground assault that included Yaqui troops that captured the 

strategic junction at Bagabag.321 General George MacArthur awarded two pilots the 

Legion of Merit for their bravery, although a high accident rate concerned top U.S. 
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commanders. 

Seven pilots died between the start of training and October 19, 1945, when the 

squadron received its orders to return to the U.S. Five of these deaths occurred during 

combat operations, and although they were all classified as accidents, squad members 

disputed this classification for one of the incidents. Lieutenant Fausto Santander died on 

June 1, 1945, during a mission to destroy a Japanese munitions cache. Authorities listed 

the reason for his fatal crash as a high-speed stall, but two pilots flying alongside him 

reported that enemy forces shot down his plane. The group suffered a rash of non-fatal 

accidents shortly after. General Kenney felt that the number of accidents was much to 

high to warrant Squadron 201’s use beyond the campaign to retake the Philippines, and 

suggested that the U.S. end their partnership with the squadron as soon as they defeated 

the Japanese.322 Officials nevertheless kept such reservations about the group’s 

performance close to their vest.  

Popular memory retained little, if anything, critical about Squadron 201. 

Populations in the Philippines, the U.S., and the squadron’s home country celebrated the 

servicemen as heroic ambassadors of Mexico’s committed opposition to fascist tyranny. 

The diplomatic opportunity presented by the group’s departure from Luzon was not lost 

on Ávila Camacho. The President revived Cárdenas Rodriguez’s role as an emissary of 

goodwill by having him deliver a signed letter of friendship to Filipino president Sergio 

Osmeña. Before leaving the Pacific Theater, Filipino civil authorities thanked the  
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squadron for its roll in liberating the country from Japanese occupation with a ceremony 

that culminated in the dedication of a monument commemorating the squadron’s service 

and sacrifice.323 Squadron 201 continued to be the object of effusive praise when it 

returned to the United States in November 1945. A crowd of 500 people gathered to greet 

the squad members in San Antonio, Texas, and another 150 well-wishers cheered 

them at an early-morning reception in El Paso. The Mexican American communities in 

both cities took an active role in organizing the greetings, and local and military officials 

joined in the celebrations.324  

These celebrations paled in comparison to the adulation Squadron 201 received 

when it returned to its home country. The squadron had proved a tremendous motivator 

of public support since its conception, moving private citizens to pen letters, poems, and 

corridos acclaiming the heroism of its members. The content of these homages presented 

motifs stressing bravery, honor, and sacrifice. In the poem “Eagles of Anahuac” by Jesús 

Moreno Vargas, one stanza reads: 

From Guam, the Philippines, until the China Sea, 
They fought without rest Imperial Japan, 
Offering their lives for democracy, 
Defending gloriously our flag.  

The poem ends: 
  

Long live Mexico, Long live the Aguiluchos, 
Which our entire country honors with emotion, 
Long live the heroes fallen in the fight, 
Who are the pride of the entire nation. 

The finale of another corrido offered this explicit example of the conflation between the 
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government and the squadron: “Long live 201, Long Live the Supreme Government.” 

These patriotic responses give some indication about the public’s internalization of not 

just Ávila Camacho’s propaganda campaign, but also the technological determinism 

undergirding the figure of the aviator as the driver of national progress. That is to say, 

such active participation in the mythologization of the Squadron testifies to its 

importance as crucial cultural reference point for the imagined community.325  

On November 21, 1945, three days after the squadron returned to Mexico City, 

40,000 people gathered at the National Stadium in the capital to watch President Ávila 

Camacho present the servicemen with the medal of Servicio en el Lejano Oriente at a 

ceremony that featured performances by gymnasts from Colegio Mexico and dances 

arranged by the Escuela Altamirano and the Escuela Técnica Industrial y Comerical. The 

event constituted part of a larger government campaign that generated patriotic sentiment, 

which the administration hoped to benefit from as it transitioned to a post-war agenda. In 

August, the Secretariat of Public Education (SEP) approved the inauguration of the 

primary school Escuela “Escuadrón 201” in Tepoztlán, with the president and high-

ranking members of his cabinet attending the ceremony. Ávila Camacho also issued 

certificates to family members of those who served in Squadron 201 that recognized their 

sacrifice and contribution to the country.326 

Ávilacamachista officials proved especially savvy at collaborating with the media 

to connect people across the country with festivities honoring the squadron. On 
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November 19, the government-controlled radio station XEB broadcast a special program 

dedicated to Squadron 201 in conjunction with a congressional ceremony honoring its 

members. Two movie studios, Estudios Cinematográficos “Clasa” and Cinema 

Chapultepec, held their own homages to the Air Force that same day.327 The 

effectiveness of the Avila Camacho government’s partnership with the media is fully 

apparent in the movie Escuadron 201, director Jaime Salvador’s fictionalized account of 

the country’s most famous group of combat aviators. 

 
Una Mezcla de Metáforas: Representations of Modernity and the Patria in 

Escuadrón 201 
 

Escuadron 201 offers insight into the changing conceptions of the Revolution 

during the 1940s. Ávila Camacho oversaw an institutionalization of the Revolution that 

emphasized national unity and industrial development. The administration explained the 

shift away from issues such as land reform and worker’s rights as a logical consequence 

of entering a new stage of the Revolution, which included consolidating the gains made 

by past Revolutionaries. Officials similarly framed the country’s entrance into World 

War II as a necessary step to protect the nation’s Revolutionary values, and in keeping 

with its ideals. The Oficia Federal de Propoganda, with help from the Nelson 

Rockefeller’s Office of Inter-American Affairs (OIAA), capitalized on the growth of 

mass media to disseminate favorable portrayals of the national government’s new 

agenda.328 Salvador’s movie delivered an especially powerful version of the 

government’s message. He accomplished this by blurring distinctions between the 
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generic filmic treatment of the Mexican Revolution and World War II, visually aligning 

representations of modernity with Revolutionary ideals. That is to say, Jaime Salvador 

promoted concepts of progress (as defined by the Ávila Camacho’s administration) by 

juxtaposing visually coded representations of aviation and aviators with traditional 

symbols of Mexico, thereby fostering a semiotic of loyalty and duty to the patria 

The Revolution had produced a well-defined genre of film by the 1940s, shaped 

in no small part by the government’s nationalist cultural initiatives. Caudillos including 

Francisco Madero, Victoriano Huerta, Venustiano Carranza, Francisco “Pancho” Villa, 

and Emiliano Zapata, employed film as propaganda to promote their respective military 

campaigns and political agendas. During Carranza’s presidency, the Escuela Nacional de 

Bellas Artes made its principal objective the cultivation and dissemination of patriotic art 

that educated citizens about their country and instilled Revolutionary values. Visual and 

narrative representations of nationalist traditions in films such as Sergei Eisenstein’s 

¡Que Viva Mexico! and Fernando de Fuentes’s Vámanos con Pancho Villa informed 

conceptualizations of Mexicanidad in the 1930s, while helping to define the syntactic and 

semantic structures of the Revolutionary film genre.329  

Film in Mexico experienced monumental growth during the 1940s. The number 

of titles produced per year doubled between the time Ávila Camacho took office and the 

end of his term, generating more than 80 million pesos annually.330 Government 

investment fueled this growth, and the films released reflected the changes in the 

administration’s agenda. Even before 1940, some films, including Hombres del Aire  
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(1939), in which Francisco Sarabia flew as a stunt pilot, sought to balance traditional 

images of the patria with depictions of the country stressing its technological modernity 

and cosmopolitanism. Entrance into the war brought closer collaboration between 

Mexico and the U.S. that resulted in the production movies like Portero del Llano, which 

demonstrated to the public why their country joined the fight against the Axis powers. 

Greater U.S. influences in filmmaking also introduced elements of Hollywood’s World 

Figure 13: Lobby Card from Escuadrón 201, 1945. Courtesy Agrasánchez Film Archive. 
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War II genre.331 Salvador fused generic markers from World War II films into the movie 

Escuadrón 201 while keeping structures recognizable to audience members as 

fundamental to the Revolutionary film genre.  

 Escuadrón 201, from its conception, was a government-sponsored vehicle for 

promoting nationalist virtues. The Secretariat of Defense, the Secretariat of Government, 

and the Air Force underwrote the film and Salvador lobbied for special permission to use 

the national hymn. The opening two sequences set the tone by illustrating the point of 

intersection between modernity and tradition. Aerial footage of fighter planes streaking 

across the sky in formation faded into a shot of the squadron’s standard and the nation’s 

flag, held up by soldiers. The shot ended with the camera lingering on the image of the 

Aztec eagle. In the following sequence, a father, played by Domingo Soler, plowed the 

earth behind a pair of ox. He beckons his son to take a handful of earth, telling him “this 

is good land.”332 The sequences established two important points. First, the appearance of 

Soler, who played the title role in the in the 1936 film Vamanos con Pancho Villa and 

other Revolutionary melodramas, provided audiences with a recognizable face that 

informed their expectations for the film. Second, the father’s brief dialogue to his son 

conveyed an unmistakable message relating the inherent goodness of the country, and 

tied it to a pastoral image representative of the county’s traditions. Salvador, over the 

course of the film, made clear that the servicemen of Squadron 201 protect these 

traditions against destruction at the hands of the Axis powers. 
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Salvador continued to link modernity to tradition in the following sequence, 

which initiated another syntactic staple of the War genre, the heroes’ journey. The two 

brothers, Manuel (Ruben Rojo) and Pedro (Pedro Armendáriz), hailed from a rural 

pueblo, but news of fascist aggression and their country’s entrance into the war 

convinced them to fulfill their patriotic duty and enlist in the air force. Manuel, the more 

erudite of the two, must put off his studies and a promising career. Pedro, the dashing 

one, delayed his marriage to his love interest, Lupe. Following the scene of their 

departure from their farm and civilian lives, a short transitional fade gives an aerial shot 

of Mexico City. The shot shows the National Palace, Paseo de la Reforma, and other 

recognizable landmarks to begin the sense of journey.333 The shot underscores the 

distance traveled from the brothers’ little pueblo both literally and symbolically, as an 

allusion to the differences that separate rural and urban Mexico. The juxtaposition of the 

rural hacienda and the modern capital reinforced the need for México’s sons to urbanize 

and modernize to protect traditional ways of life.   

In the next scene, the two brothers stop at a bakery on their way to enlist in the 

army, and convince a very willing baker to join them. The aerial shot of Mexico City 

fades to an interior shot where a young man, later identified as Gregorio (Angel Garasa), 

sits in the foreground and reads a magazine, blurred images of the airplane barely visible 

on the pages. Meanwhile, an older man, Gregorio’s father, serves a young woman from 

behind the counter in the background. Both Gregorio and his father wear berets and 

striped, button-down shirts that signify their Spanish heritage. The older man, after 

helping the woman, castigates Gregorio about wasting his time. The son replies that he is 
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reading about airplanes, explaining that the magazine article tells about the newest 

bomber, and then he proceedes to detail the mechanical innovations of the new airplane.  

In this way the magazine sets up Gregorio’s passion for flight and his father’s initial 

hostility to his son’s fascination with airplanes, and by extension, to modernity.334 

The initial meeting between Gregorio and the two brothers also establishes the 

theme of comradery, an essential syntactic element of the World War II genre, and 

presents military service as a transformative opportunity for ordinary people who desire 

to become heroes. Gregorio dejectedly eats a pretzel after his father retired to the back of 

the store.  The brothers then enter and ask for some pasteries. Gregorio turns to fill their 

order when Manuel’s off-screen voice beckoned Pedro to look at the new bombers 

pictured in the magazine. The magazine once again prompts a conversation, this time 

allowing Gregorio and the two brothers to rapidly bond over the technological and 

mechanical minutia contained within. Gregorio refuses to let Manuel and Pedro pay, 

proclaiming that they are all brothers in arms, and that he will also enlist in the military. 

This sequence marks the start of a new family bonded by their shared military service.335   

Salvador’s inclusion of characters from different backgrounds makes effective use 

of the diversity of the actual Squadron 201 to transmit the government’s message of 

unity. He communicated the unifying character of the squadron by throwing brothers 

from a rural pueblo together with a baker from Mexico City. The characters were based 

in reality, including Gregorio, who was partially fashioned on Corporal Guillermo García 

González, who was previously employed in a Mexico City bakery.336 The group also 

exuded an important sense of reliability, a common feature of World War II films, which 
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conveyed the idea that anyone could become a hero if they joined the military, and by 

extension, elevated the status of those people whose loved ones served.337 

Manuel and Gregorio’s death scene demonstrates the sacrifices that soldiers and 

their loved ones back home made for the patria. Salvador’s implementation of semantic 

elements–in this instance the tail gun and the men’s blood–supports this theme. For the 

climax of the film, the crew attack an enemy base, prompting the enemy to give chase in 

fighter planes and providing an opportunity for Gregorio to operate the tail gun. 

Gregorio’s use of the gun legitimizes him as a symbolic defender of his country through 

his literal defense of the aircraft. The blood that appears on the men’s faces as they lay 

dying signifies their sacrifice, driving home the point that the patria requires the lives of 

some of its children to preserve the greater good.338 

Manuel’s death symbolized the bond of Mexican-U.S. relations and exemplified 

the connection between the soldier’s sacrifice on the battlefield to the sacrifices required 

by those on the home front. Manuel, stoic in death, thinks only of his novia, Louise 

(Gloria Aguiar), whom he can hear singing. The appearance of his love interest in his 

final moments served as a reminder for the audience of why the group traveled so far and 

risked so much in the first place: to protect the ones they love back home. The fact that 

Manuel’s love interest is a gringa showed further complexities. In Salvador’s film, 

Louise feels instantly the loss suffered by Manuel. Salvador illustrated this connection 

through Louise’s guitar. As Manuel dies he tells his brother that he can hear Louise 

singing to him. Salvador faded to an interior shot of Louise singing and playing a guitar 

while sitting and staring at a picture of Manuel. The misé-en-scene provided Manuel’s 
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picture as a symbolic cue that Louise has kept Manuel in her thoughts, while the guitar 

represented their connection. As Louise sings, a string on the guitar snaps, signaling 

Manuel’s death. Louise’s reacts by running to the window, looking up, and screaming in 

vain for it not to be true. The next shot cut back to Pedro’s hand closing Manuel’s 

eyelids. Salvador sets up their relationship as an allegory of the bonds uniting Mexican 

and U.S. interests, and the telepathic connection between the two demonstrates the 

strength of that bond.339 

Salvador’s merging of the Revolutionary and World War II genres produced an 

image of Squadron 201 that exemplified avilacamachista ideals of modernity and 

citizenship, and illuminated the influence that the administration had on the film industry. 

Through his implementation of themes such as duty, comradery, and patriotism, his 

movie promoted the war effort, and the national unity that government desired.  He relied 

on elements of mise-en-scène that are imbued with symbolic importance to introduce 

these themes.  Moreover, he interweaves the semantic elements in such a way as to 

inform the audience that only by embracing modernity can they protect their loved ones 

and the traditions of the patria. Just as the real-life squadron 201 was emblematic of 

Mexico’s contribution to the war, Salvador’s film represents the nation’s unique, 

hybridized take on the World War II genre. 

Aviation and the Post-War Economy 

The war profoundly impacted civil aeronautics. Officials’ partnership with the 

United States secured Mexico access to equipment and training that aviation 

professionals sorely lacked before the 1940s. This collaboration paved the way for a new 

economic relationship characterized by increased tourism and foreign investment. Ávila 
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Camacho used wartime powers to take a more active role in directing the economy and 

curtailing labor movements, the consequences of which helped move commercial 

aviation from a peripheral industry to a central part of the government’s new economic 

strategy. The transformation by no means solved all of the problems plaguing 

commercial flight, but aeronautic technology came out of the war sufficiently interwoven 

with society so as to render it inseparable with the national interest.340 

In 1943, the Secretariat of Government published a message from president Ávila 

Camacho to the nation that detailed his administration’s plans for the year ahead. His 

government had begun to study the possibilities of a post-war economy the year before, 

and his 1943 Mensaje a la Nación y Otros Discursos presented some initial 

considerations to the public. He briefly but emphatically made the case for government 

investment in civil aviation by arguing that the country could expect to reap social and 

economic benefits that dwarfed the costs of developing aeronautic and related 

technologies. Calling human flight one of the most profound phenomena in the world, he 

predicted that the lives of everyday people across the country would change after the war 

as a result of an expanded civil aviation network. High-ranking officials had made similar 

promises for years, but for the first time since Calles created the Department of Civil 

Aviation, they could now see a path past the material constraints that long inhibited 

growth.341 
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Figure 14: Approximate recreation of civil air routes in 1941 based on Secretariat of Communications and Public 

Works, Department of Civil Aviation Communications Air Route Schema, Feb. 1941. 
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The U.S. military provided two-dozen aircraft between March and September of 

1942, partially through the Lend-Lease program. Civil aviation schools, many of which 

chronically lacked the necessary planes and equipment to properly train students, 

received these as hand-me-downs from the government. The governor of Tamaulipas 

convinced the federal government to donate planes to the state’s civil air school as early 

as 1943. Some military transport planes even found a second-life in commercial aviation, 

after some refurbishing and modifications by resourceful mechanics.342 

The civil aviation program benefited tremendously from U.S. aid during the war. 

chronically lacked the necessary planes and equipment to properly train students, 

received these as hand-me-downs from the government. The governor of Tamaulipas 

convinced the federal government to donate planes to the state’s civil air school as early 

as 1943. Some military transport planes even found a second-life in commercial aviation, 

after some refurbishing and modifications by resourceful mechanics.343  

The U.S. aid also included training for pilots, mechanics, and engineers. The 

Ávila Camacho and Roosevelt governments collaborated to create two civil air schools, 

one in San Antonio, Texas, and the other in Ciudad Puebla, Puebla. The U.S. agreed to 

provide 10 light aircraft to each school and eight scholarships to Mexican students. A 

highly successfully U.S. Civilian Pilot Training Program augmented military training 

programs that contributed to the expanded pool of aviation professionals available after 

the war. This included members of Squadron 201 who entered the commercial sector 

upon leaving the Air Force, as well as three pilots who later flew for presidents. Joaquín 
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Ramíres Vilchis served as pilot for Miguel Alemán after his election in 1946, Ramades 

Gaxiola Andrade flew for President Adolfo Ruiz Cortínes, and after a career in the 

federal government’s commercial aviation division, Angel Sánchez Rebollo flew for 

President Gustavo Díaz Ordaz. Their success speaks to the importance of wartime 

training in the expansion of the country’s civil aviation capabilities.344 

The war proved particularly advantageous for airlines working to develop the 

tourist industry from 1940 to 1946. The OIAA launched a media campaign that, much 

like the patriotic messages espoused in the film Escuadrón 201, drew from the visual 

languages of both countries to promote cooperation. As part of this effort, the OIAA and 

U.S. business interests joined with the newly formed Mexican Tourist Association to 

promote travel from abroad. Airlines such as PanAm, American Airlines, and Braniff 

Airways began providing service to potential tourist destinations. Companies relied on 

marketing that played on romanticized conceptions of exotic natives to promote ancient 

indigenous ruins to vacationers. One advertisement for Aerovias Braniff that appeared in 

U.S. travel magazines touted the “rich travel market in Mexico” with a picture of an 

indigenous woman embroidering geometric patterns into a white cloth. CMA publicized 

the new airport it constructed in Mérida by touting its modern amenities, its proximity to 

Mayan ruins, and its cutting edge meteorological and radio communications systems. 

Once in Mérida, tourists could catch chartered flights directly to the pyramids of Chitzen 

Itzá. In 1942, Ávila Camcho even met with the Amon Carter, the president of American 

Airlines, and helped to expedite the establishment of two routes, one from Fort Worth to 

Mexico City and the other from El Paso to Mexico City. Carter gave the Mexican 
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president a Stetson cowboy hat and praised his far-sightedness. The airline mogul called 

Mexico City “one of the most beautiful and interesting cities” in the world and asserted 

that although the war impeded travel now, in the near future tourists would consider 

flights to the capital as scarcely more involved than an everyday commute. By 1946, 

Mexico had become a go-to destination for U.S. tourists.345   

The war also weakened larger companies’ competition for the emerging tourist 

market. U.S. fears of fascism in the hemisphere convinced officials in Washington to 

cooperate with PanAm in an effort to push airlines owned by Axis interests out of Latin 

America, and Ávila Camacho’s government expropriated property held by individuals 

and companies from Axis countries. All airlines struggled with equipment shortages 

during the war, but smaller and regional airlines encountered the most trouble. This 

period witnessed the demise of Francisco Sarabia’s airline that, after his death, his wife 

Agrapina took over and renamed Compañía Aeronautica Francisco Sarabia. Difficulties 

obtaining new planes or replacement parts for old ones caused the company to suffer 

frequent mechanical problems, and an alarming rash of accidents led the SCOP to 

suspend, then revoke, a number of its concessions. A hurricane that struck Quintana in 

1922 destroyed its hangers and much of its equipment in Chetumal, worsening the 

company’s already dire situation, and it dissolved in 1943.346 Sarabia’s airline 
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represented everything SCOP officials hoped the industry would become during the 

Cárdenas administration, making its demise a moral defeat for national aviation.  

Although U.S. based airlines did grow more powerful during the war, national 

interests made some important gains. A small group of wealthy businessmen negotiated 

the purchase of a significant interest in CMA. The company, which was worth 

approximately $300,000 when PanAm purchased it in 1929, was conservatively valued at 

$12,500,000 in 1944. The 13 investors, which included former president General 

Abelardo Rodríguez, purchased 45% of the company’s stock for $5,500,00. PanAm 

retained a controlling stake, but the deal nevertheless signaled a reinvigorated 

determination to expand domestic ownership over the industry.347   

The war further benefitted airlines in dealing with labor disputes by tilting the 

balance of power further in their favor. The Cárdenas administration received substantial 

criticism from industrialists and foreign interests for allowing striking workers to 

negatively impact the economy. Ávila Camacho’s 1940 campaign carried an implicit 

promise to reign in labor, and the state of emergency created by the country’s entrance 

into the war provided him with the leverage to do so. He called on labor and management 

to make sacrifices to ensure the nation’s economy remained stable during the current 

state of emergency.  The onus nevertheless fell greatest on the unions, which agreed not 

to strike. Carpenters and workmen in Mérida, Yucatan, complained that the Compañía 

Aeronautica Francisco Sarabia abused this during a contract dispute in June 1942.  
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Pilots for Compañía Mexicana de Aviación felt similarly aggrieved when the 

company’s management lowballed the pilot’s union Liga de Pilotos de Transporte de 

Líneas Aéreas Nacionales during negotiations over a collective bargaining agreement. 

When pilots asserted their constitutional right to strike, the company argued that the 

union’s existence was illegitimate. They based their claim on an interpretation of a 

passage of the 1928 Havana Convention on Commercial Aviation that likened pilots to 

merchant boat captains. The company posited that as such, they should be classified as 

representatives of management, and therefore should not receive the same rights as other 

workers. Convention delegates, of course, wrote the treaty at a time when it was the norm 

for aviators to own their own aircraft and control their own concession. The union 

countered that no person could reasonably conclude that CMA pilots and their crews 

functioned as administrators. These labor disputes highlight how the war helped to 

establish commercial aviation as an essential mechanism for attaining the economic 

prosperity and industrial modernization that, for elites, defined the national interest. As 

such, government officials worked with business leaders to entrench the industry against 

forces they deemed detrimental to its growth.348   

The expansion of commercial aviation globally convinced leaders around the 

world to create a new treaty structuring international air transportation for the post-war 

world. The Ávila Camacho government sent representatives to Chicago in 1944 for the 

International Civil Aviation Conference. There they took part in drafting a new treaty that 

replaced the 1928 Havana Convention on Commercial Aviation. CMA President Pedro 

Chapa chaired Mexico’s delegation, which included members from the government’s 
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Secretariats of Communications and Public Works, Foreign Relations, and the Economy. 

The final agreement kept the spirit of the previous treaty but broadened its scope and 

generally allowed for better coordination among member nations.349 

Civil aviation experienced tremendous growth in the 1940s, by several important 

statistical measures. In terms of passengers, luggage, and kilometers flown, the industry 

made significant leaps immediately after Ávila Camacho took office. The war 

strengthened the relationship between government officials and business leaders, and led 

to something of a technological renaissance. The CMA worked with the Ávila Camacho 

administration to develop a system of low-frequency radio navigation beacons along the 

country’s east coast, and to advance meteorological science and technology. These 

breakthroughs, together with advances in training and greater access to equipment, 

allowed the industry to clear the material hurdles that impeded it since 1928. The post-

war tourism boom appeared on the horizon in 1945, and government officials and 

industrialists looked forward to cashing in on their success.350  
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Figure 15: Data from Department of Civil Aeronautics, Oct. 1945. All figures are approximate 

Figure 16: Data from Department of Civil Aeronautics, Oct. 1945. All figures are approximate 
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Figure 17: Data from Department of Civil Aeronautics, Oct. 1945. All figures are approximate 

Figure 18: Data from Department of Civil Aeronautics, Oct. 1945. All figures are approximate 
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Conclusion 

The country emerged from the war profoundly altered. U.S. tourists who flew 

down on vacation in 1946 expected to encounter a culture caught in amber. They 

disembarked, excited to climb Mesoamerican pyramids and gaze at exotic Indians 

dressed in stark white linen or brightly colored huipiles. Many undoubtedly saw what 

they wished, but to millions of the people who lived there, evidence of Ávila Camacho’s 

modernization policy appeared inescapable. The politics of social justice and fiercely 

nationalist culture so closely associated with the Cárdenas administration gave way to a 

reinvigorated global capitalism. The same technology that brought gawking tourists and 

their dollars connected producers to new markets. A flood of consumer goods poured into 

the country, and some reached communities previously inaccessible to even the largest 

Figure 19: Data from Department of Civil Aeronautics, Oct. 1945. All figures are approximate 
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transnational corporations. People talked about using airplanes to connect every corner of 

the country for decades, but never before did it feel so inevitable. 

Squadron 201 inspired innumerable young people to reach for the sky. Emilio 

Carranza and Francisco Sarabia likewise captured the country’s imagination, but a dearth 

of air schools, not to mention jobs, meant that only a handful ever received the chance to 

break into the industry. Unlike the many who had their ambitions frustrated by the lack of 

opportunities available in the 1920s and 1930s, the aspiring pilots, engineers, and 

mechanics of the post-war period entered a national aviation program at least somewhat 

capable of absorbing them. That is not to say that the problems plaguing the industry 

wholly disappeared after Miguel Aléman took office. Nevertheless, the war established 

aviation as a fixture of everyday life in the country.     
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CHAPTER FIVE 
Aviation, Institutionalized: The Post-War Era, 1946–1958  

 
“Pip…Pip…Pip…” 

 ~Sputnik, as reported in El Universal, October 5, 1947 
 

 In Compañía Mexicana de Aviación’s 1946 annual report to the public, the 

company announced that although it faced a difficult transition from the state of 

emergency created by World War II, it was nonetheless poised to dramatically expand its 

operations. It had more than doubled its number of employees since 1942 and prepared to 

add new Douglas C-54s to its fleet, increasing the speed and efficiency of its passenger 

flights. Executives, with support from the federal government, planned to expand routes 

throughout the hemisphere and to Europe.351 Put another way, the company promised 

investors and the public that it had entered a renaissance of sorts. The optimism 

expressed in the report proved well-founded, at least at first. A fruitful partnership 

between the government and commercial airlines had led to nearly a decade and a half of 

economic growth in the industry. The country had benefited enormously from wartime 

aid and trade from the United States, and because of that, the most significant material 

obstacles hindering aviation development could now be conquered. Government officials 

and private interests cooperated to acquire new technology, to train more aviation 

professionals than ever before, and to upgrade infrastructure to support greater numbers 

of travelers. While these elites accomplished much of what they set out to do, the 

industry nevertheless faced financial shortfalls and labor unrest by 1958, with CMA 

experiencing the worst disruptions. The industry’s success and the onset of crisis during 
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the last years of the 1950s depended on the alliance between the new generation of 

political leaders and commercial aviation in the country.   

 Civil aviation entered a new stage of development during the post-war period, 

becoming a powerful social and economic institution that was not merely symbolic of, 

but integeral to, official plans for modernization. New, government-led strategies to grow 

the economy relied on increasing industrial output and tourist revenue. Commercial 

aviation facilitated both processes, and because of this, it enjoyed generous financial 

backing by the federal government and friendly regulations designed to benefit the 

industry. Just as civil aviation represented the business paradigm promoted by officials, 

the professionals and highly-trained blue collar workers employed in the industry 

embodied their plans to nurture an urban, middle-class comparable to that of other 

industrialized countries. Depictions of pilots in popular culture, specifically films, 

presented audiences with heroes whose actions and choices appealed to the sensibilities 

of the newly minted middle-class. No longer martyrs of Revolutionary progress, these on-

screen protagonists ultimately experienced happy endings wherein they settle down and 

enjoy the stability afforded by the Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI), the post-

war incarnation of the official party. In reality, this stability came at the price of 

depressed wages for workers and increased reliance on foreign investment, strategies that 

exacerbated inequalities and created structural weaknesses in the economy. The era of the 

aviator as a symbol of Revolutionary progress came to an end as new technological 

innovations in aerospace technology came to embody modernization in the eyes of the 

international community, and aviation began to better represent the policies of political 

and economic institutionalization under the PRI. 
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Miguel Alemán’s New ISI, Tourism, and the Middle-Class 

The aviation industry’s remarkable ascendance during the post-war period arrived 

as part of a financial boon that contemporary observers heralded as a “miracle.” Experts 

credited the policies of the new president, Miguel Alemán (1946-1952), who diverged 

from the more ideological approaches of previous generation of Revolutionaries, 

although Ávila Camacho had set the precedent by pivoting away from supposedly radical 

Cárdenismo during the war. First under Alemán, and later under President Adolfo Ruiz 

Cortines (1952-1958), national politicians sought to compound the country’s wartime 

gains by redoubling their commitment to the Impor Industrialization (ISI), but with 

several notable modifications. ISI policies traditionally had featured active government 

intervention to develop industrial production and create domestic markets for what was 

produced, along with direct and indirect investment in utilities and transportation to aid 

business and facilitate trade. Government had also enacted protectionist tariffs and so-

called Mexicanization laws, like the 1930 Civil Aeronautics Act discussed in Chapter 

One. Beginning in the Alemán years, officials worried less about foreign influence or 

class struggle. They relaxed nationalist protections and embraced the tourist industry. 

Workers’ wages were depressed under the new model, while businesses enjoyed low tax 

burdens. These policies resulted in tremendous, and tremendously uneven, growth.352 

One of the greatest ironies of the “Mexican miracle” was that the country grew 

more reliant on U.S. businesses. The government originally instituted ISI policies to 

combat foreign dependence by increasing domestic industrial development, but after the 
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infusion of aid during the war, heavy industry continued to rely on U.S. partnerships for 

machinery and capital. That is not to say that officials gave up on domestic industry 

during the post-war period. On the contrary, direct and indirect government investment 

remained a cornerstone of industrial policy during the period. Nevertheless, the wartime 

alliance had diminished the stigma of cooperation with U.S. interests. Policymakers 

believed that working with U.S. businesses offered the best chance at rapidly expanding 

their country’s industrial output and speeding the emergence of the urban middle-class. 

The revival of airplane manufacturing in the country followed the ISI strategies used by 

the now-dominant industrial elite: a group composed of current and former government 

officials and domestic and foreign businesses executives.353         

Former president Abelardo Rodríguez once again partnered with General Juan F. 

Azcárate to form the San Luis Potosí based aircraft manufacturing company Lockheed 

Azcárate in 1958. Mexican interests held a 51% stake in the company, with Lockheed 

Aircraft Corporation owning 49%. Lockheed Azcárate endeavored to reach a similar goal 

to that which General Azcárate aspired in 1930, namely, developing, marketing, and 

selling lightweight aircraft for use in Latin American countries. He and Rodríguez felt 

optimistic that the region was poised for tremendous growth and that, unlike their 

previous ill-fated venture derailed by the Great Depression, the region could easily 

absorb the planes they manufactured. Azcarate pointed to many of the same economic 

indicators touted by ISI proponents internationally to bolster his sales projections to 

investors, citing rising national incomes as evidence that they could reasonably expect 
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Latin American countries to spend over 11 million dollars on light aircraft by 1960. 

Brazil, Argentina, and Mexico were identified as the biggest markets, but he suggested 

other countries in the region were not far behind. Considering that Latin America’s 

population was expanding quickly and set to reach 275 million in 1975, he reasoned that 

further industrialization in the region was “a categorical imperative,” as the agricultural 

sector could absorb only a small fraction of this population increase. Aviation offered the 

most effective way to coordinate resources and markets across the hemisphere, and light 

aircraft were perfectly suited for traversing vast expanses covered by jungles, mountains, 

deserts, and other obstacles that impeded cars and railways.354 Such assessments illustrate 

continuity between their development plans to the ones that Liberals made in the 19th 

century when they tried to sell foreign investors on the region’s wealth of raw materials 

and potential for emulating the industrial countries of Europe or Anglo North America, 

suggesting that adherence to philosophies of technological determinism had done little to 

change the country’s relative position in the world even though successive mechanical 

innovations gave the illusion of progress.    

Azcárate and Rodríguez used the relatively low cost of operating in their country 

to attract U.S. business investment in their operation. Peso devaluations in 1948 and 1954 

increased the nation’s reliance on foreign capital while amplifying U.S. buying power. 

Incorporating Lockheed Azcárate as a Mexican firm under the control of Azcárate and 

Rodríguez allowed U.S. investors to circumvent protectionist tariffs, an attractive option 
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for Lockheed Aircraft executives. Azcárate frequently reminded his U.S. backers that 

they could produce planes more cheaply in Mexico, as expenditures would only reach 

about 40% of what was required in the U.S. Most of the savings came from labor. In a 

proposal to Lockheed Aircraft Corporation executives, he demonstrated how this average 

Lockheed Aircraft mechanic in the U.S. made $2.31 an hour in 1946, whereas the 

average hourly wage for an aviation mechanic in the Mexican military was about $0.42 

an hour. Commercial mechanics customarily made double that amount, but Azcárate 

reassured his investors that this would still constitute significant savings when compared 

to U.S. salaries. His proposal highlighted how businesses used depressed wages to court 

foreign investment in heavy industrial manufacturing.355 Certainly it was nothing new for 

more industrialized countries to profit from cheap Mexican labor, nor for businessmen in 

the country to rely this exploitation to grow their businesses, but the primacy of such 

arrangements in the post-war ISI economy speaks to the character of the country’s so-

called evolution away from its Revolutionary past.356 

The expansion of the aviation industry did provide opportunities for upward 

social mobility among skilled workers, especially in urban areas. The Alemán and 

Rodríguez administrations ardently promoted urban growth and nurtured middle-class 

expansion in large cities. Their efforts to develop urban areas often went hand-in-hand 

with industrialization policies, and the country’s urban population went from 20% of the 

total population in 1940 to 41% in 1960. The public image of aviation workers 

corresponded closely to upward mobility and urbanization. Workers in the field of 
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aeronautics, broadly defined to include both blue-collar airplane mechanics and white-

collar pilot and engineers, were highly trained and mostly resided in the capital or 

regional centers, thus fitting the globalized vision of modern citizenship shared by 

officials and intellectuals of the day.357    

The PRI promoted aviation jobs as a pathway to the middle class while at the 

same time inviting foreign investors to the detriment of national industrial control. The 

numbers of aeronautics workers in the country grew dramatically after the war, 

contributing to the expansion of the country’s middle-class. By 1956, 2,175 people had 

obtained aero-engine mechanics licenses, a fact that Azcárate presented to Lockheed 

Aircraft executives as part of his argument for keeping all manufacturing at the facilities 

in San Luis Potosí.358 While aviation mechanics earned less than people working the 

same job in the U.S., they and others in the industry did well by the standards of their 

country. For this reason, professional and blue-collar workers alike employed in 

commercial aviation embodied the possibilities that government efforts to expand the 

middle-class promised.  

Scholars have argued about what, exactly, constituted the middle class in post-war 

Mexico. Although a consensus definition remains elusive, a wage range compiled by 

historian Louise Walker provided some clarity. Walker gave high and low figures used in 

previous studies, showing earnings of 297 pesos a month for the low end and 600 pesos 

for the high end during 1950. Aviation mechanics qualified as middle-class in terms of 
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wage by either calculation, with less experienced workers making closer to the lower 

estimate and more experienced ones making as much, or more, than the higher estimate. 

Of the 134 mechanics that appear on CMA’s 1947 payroll, the highest paid earned 1,041 

pesos a month, while the company’s lowest paid mechanic received 325 pesos a month. 

Apprentice mechanics made the least, between 330 and 240 pesos a month. Azcárate’s 

suggestion that his company should pay mechanics $0.82 per hour in 1958 would put 

them near, if slightly under, the figure for a monthly middle-class income in 1960.359   

This increase in the number of working mechanics in the country represented just 

one sector of the many different jobs created by the expansion of the industry. Airlines 

employed pilots, engineers, meteorologists, radio operators, and dozens of other 

positions, many of which were in administration and sales. Pilots and engineers earned 

the most by far, with a median income of 1,075 pesos a month for CMA pilots and 1,280 

for CMA engineers, but meteorologists and radio operators also made enough to qualify 

as middle class at 630 and 445 pesos a month, respectively. Aside from their salaries, 

people employed in the field exhibited a number of other socioeconomic traits indicative 

of a middle-class identity. Not all were white-collar office workers, but they underwent 

relatively high levels of education and training. Many worked, or at least received their 

initial training, in urban areas, nor was it uncommon for them to have spent time abroad 

working or attending training programs. These experiences harmonized with 
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contemporary intellectual trends and middle-class fashions that embraced 

cosmopolitanism.360 Moreover, aviation professionals’ reliance on the country’s 

continued industrial development and tourism closely matched the needs of the core 

constituency of the PRI. Given this confluence of economic and social factors, and 

placing it within the cultural context of the day, it is safe to say many aviation 

professionals were likely viewed broadly in society as middle-class, and self-identified 

that way as well.     

Authorities saw the development of tourism as an essential part of its 

industrialization and urbanization strategies. SCOP officials wrote in the 1952 edition of 

the Memoria de la Secretaría de Communicaciones y Obras Publicas that the money 

generated by tourism sped industrialization by offsetting costs for machinery and goods 

imported from the United States. They further credited it with helping transform towns 

into modern cities by bringing basic municipal services like water, waste management, 

and paved roads.361 Tourism changed urban spaces in other ways, too. Hotel construction 

boomed in tourist areas. In Mexico City, the tourist trade brought dance clubs, 

floorshows, and other attractions that catered to foreign visitors who desired nightlife 

experiences similar to what one might encounter in Paris, New York, or Havana. Nor 

were travelers the only ones embracing the metropolis’s new, more cosmopolitan 

atmosphere.  
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Figure 20: All data from Compañía Mexicana de Aviación payroll, April 29, 1947. Student/apprentice pilots, 
engineers, mechanics, and radio operators not included in the graph.  
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Fine dining establishments catered to movie stars and the new generation of urbane, 

college-educated príista bureaucrats who gained power and prestige after Alemán’s 

election. The city’s “official chronicler” Salvador Novo praised the new cultural trends 

for imparting everyday city dwellers with a more sophisticated sensibility, such as 

adopting fashions more in line with U.S. and European tastes. Novo, who later 

collaborated with the CMA to write a history of aviation in the country, received 

criticism in some literary circles for his close relationship with the government during 

this time.The author’s positive attitude towards tourism’s effects on the city and its 

citizens, and his links to the government and the country’s largest airline, illustrated how 

concepts of progress cross-germinated among officials, industrialists, and intellectuals 

before being disseminated to the larger public.362 

The government worked with airlines and other businesses to boost tourism 

across the country, but they focused heavily on the coastal regions. In 1952, the SCOP 

introduced a plan to develop what it called the Gulf and Caribbean circuits. SCOP 

officials proposed four steps to facilitate the tourist trade between itself and Cuba, 

Colombia, Venezuela, Guatemala, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, Honduras, Haiti, the 

Dominican Republic, Great Britain, and France: first, invest in communications and 

services that would facilitate travel in the region; second, require companies that received 

travel concessions for air, sea, or land routes to adopt rates at only 40% of the officially 

approved tariffs during their first two years of service; third, expedite customs and 

migration for tourists traveling along the route; and fourth, sponsor the creation of an 
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international agency called La Comisión Panamericana de Relaciones de los Circuitos 

Turísticos del Golfo y del Caribe that, relying on donations from member countries for 

funding, would work to promote tourism along the circuit. The proposal showed how 

officials modified traditional ISI strategies in the post-war period, introducing some 

components that resembled liberal economics. The plan’s architects eschewed economic 

protections, arguing instead that by keeping travel prices low and making the experience 

generally easier and more pleasant for tourists the increased traffic generated would 

translate to greater revenues for governments and businesses alike. Airlines stood to gain 

a great deal, as the transportation industry earned about 19 cents of every tourist dollar 

spent.363 

The allure of tourism’s economic benefits distracted from the negative side effects 

that came with the industry. Many expressed alarm over the negative social influences 

linked to the industry and its homogenizing effect on local culture. The hyper-

consumerism that pervaded tourist hotspots displayed stark inequalities, and residents 

often viewed the excesses of vacationers (such as drinking, drug use, and soliciting 

prostitution) as a moral threat to the community. The tourist trade also generated 

concerns among Mexicans that the country risked losing what made it unique and having 

it replaced with so-called airport art,364 a term that embodied the bland, generic aesthetic 

intended to make foreign travelers feel at home. Artists expressed these anxieties in 

literature and films that explored themes juxtaposing traditional values with decadence 

and U.S. cultural imperialism. Writer Octavio Paz lamented that children now commonly 
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ate fast food while adults drank whiskey, evidence of the country’s surrender to 

globalization.365 

Critics feared that the influence of U.S. travelers would not end with fashion 

trends and refreshments. Observers worried that visitors from the racially segregated U.S. 

brought their discriminatory attitudes with them. Author and U.S. ex-patriot Willard 

Motely noted that visiting white Americans treated their Mexican servants with much the 

same condescension as they might blacks back home, cautioning one another not to 

“spoil” them through overpayment. He also recorded one incidence when white patrons 

from the U.S. complained after discovering that the hotel they stayed in served blacks and 

other races.366 The lack of segregation was a point of pride among many in the country, 

including top officials. Alberto Salinas Carranza, the head of Civil Aeronautics for the 

Ruíz Cortinez administration, expressed proudly that the nation’s airports provided 

services to all without regard to skin color. As the place where travelers received their 

first impressions of the country, he argued that this set an important tone.367 Even so, 

popular perception remained that the tourists arriving on airplanes everyday threatened 

what racial harmony existed in the county.    

 

Airports and Infrastructure 

The growth of industrial capacity and tourism provided government authorities 

with the impetus to overhaul the nation’s aviation infrastructure, particularly its airports. 

The process began in 1947 with an extensive renovation of the country’s Central Airport 
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in Mexico City that took six years to complete and cost 40 million pesos.368 SCOP 

officials also oversaw a major expansion of the country’s provincial airports and rural 

airfields intended to promote commerce and expanded federal oversight. In addition to 

these reforms, the government invested heavily in radio and communications technology 

that made air travel faster and safer, and helped keep pace with advances in civil 

aeronautics. Although the outcome of these measures was a qualified success for the 

Alemán and Ruiz Cortines administrations, both dealt with setbacks and cost overruns, 

and complaints about favoritism and inefficiency. Nor did everyone benefit equally. 

Rural, working class people, as in the past, faced dispossession and other hardships. In 

this way, the expansion exemplified the government’s push towards urbanization and 

industrialization at the expense of the countryside.   

The increased number of travelers in the post-war period quickly overwhelmed 

the country’s pre-war infrastructure. Officials reorganized and dramatically expanded the 

Central Airport in an effort to relieve congestion, enlarging runways to accommodate 

new, larger planes and adding terminals. They added staff, services, and amenities; 

streamlined customs; and redesigned facilities with a modern aesthetic. The government 

initially earmarked 27 million pesos to cover expenses, but soon ran into costly delays. 

Strong rains flooded the airport in August 1948, impeding air traffic for weeks and 

forcing workers to deal with the damage before they could move forward. In December, 

critic of the regime General Manuel Contreras wrote a letter to Federal District Senator 

Carlos Serrano, complaining about the costs and lack of progress on the project. He 
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asserted that theirs was the only country in the world that did not charge airlines for the 

use of its airports and that even modest fees could make an enormous difference by 

providing much-needed funding.369 The Alemán administration eventually instituted a 

plan similar to the one Contreras suggested, reforming article 363 of the Vías Generales 

de Communicaciones to allow the government to charge for each plane landed and for 

additional services rendered. Cost overruns continued until the airport’s inauguration in 

August 1953, despite the new source of revenue.370  

Inaugural celebrations gave authorities an opportunity to showcase how far 

national aviation had come, which they did by linking the event to the 25th anniversary of 

Roberto Fierro’s goodwill flight to Cuba. Officials presented the pilot and iconic figure 

with the “Cross of Emilio Carranza” in a ceremony at the new passenger station. In his 

speech, Salinas Carranza thanked Fierro for his technical and spiritual contributions to 

national aviation. The goodwill flyer’s appearance juxtaposed the new generation of civil 

aviation with a bygone era. Safely in the past, the daring raids of the 1920s and 30s could 

be nostalgically remembered as part of the nation’s technological patrimony without 

reliving the pain brought by the deaths of Fierro’s contemporaries. The festivities 
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established the Central Airport as the crowning achievement of a larger campaign to 

modernize the country’s air network.371 

The SCOP invested millions of pesos into updating the federal airport system 

outside of the capital, a task that posed an even greater set of challenges. Despite a 

considerable expansion of air bases and airfields during World War II, much of the nation 

still lacked civil infrastructure capable of accommodating the growing volume of 

commercial traffic. Officials built facilities in Pie de la Cuesta (near Acapulco), 

Guadalajara, Hermosillo, Morelia, León, Matamoros, Saltillo, and Tepec during the 

period, and in 1952 launched a construction program aimed at building smaller, local 

airports. Officials devised a program to impress travelers by giving away small tokens 

that represented something unique about each region, such as cotton in Torreón or shells 

with pearls in Acapulco, to boost potential tourist interest and commercial investment.  

The program embodied the attitude of Civil Aeronautics head Salinas Carranza, 

who saw the nation as locked into an ongoing battle for tourist traffic with other countries 

and believed that the path to victory laid in attention to details. By 1957, the government 

operated 14 federal airports, often connecting them to train or bus systems to maximize 

transportation efficiency after landing. Workers at several federal airports received a 

higher salary as an incentive to take a personal interest in the smooth administration of 

key destinations. Private airlines also invested considerable sums of money in 

infrastructure upgrades, with CMA alone owning nine airports by 1960. Nor did 

improvements end with construction projects. The appearance of new technologies 
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formed a crucial part of modernizing the country’s air network by making travel safer and 

more efficient.372  

Innovations in the fields of aeronautics, radio, and meteorology allowed for 

radical transformations in civil air travel during the post-war period. The arrival of larger 

passenger planes facilitated the increased volume of travelers. Aircraft such as the 

Douglas DC-3, DC-4, DC-6, and DC-7373 flew faster and carried more people, although 

their size required larger runways, a fact that had helped convince SCOP authorities of 

the need to remodel federal airports. The DC–6 marked an especially important advance 

as the first commercial plane in the country to use pressurized cabins, which allowed for 

higher altitude flying. In 1952, the company Radio Aeronáutica Mexicana S.A. 

(RAMSA) obtained a concession from the government to overhaul the Central Airport’s 

air traffic control, telecommunication, meteorology and radio navigation systems, and 

private airlines invested in doing the same for airports across the nation. The SCOP also 

expanded its system of light beacons that allowed night flying. The country had been the 

first in Latin America to establish a route using such a system in 1943, which offered 

night-flights between Mexico City and Los Angeles, California. In 1957, the SCOP 

added beacons to Popocatépetl to guide flights from the Isthmus of Tehuantepec and 
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Zacatecas.374 The installation of these technical systems contributed as much as airport 

construction in advancing the capabilities of civil aviation. 

 The PRI’s strategies for expanding the air network made apparent the party’s 

shifting allegiances, providing fuel for critics that charged the Alemán and Ruis Cortines 

administrations with infidelity to the Revolution. Construction in the countryside 

intensified the marginalization of rural populations that had begun in the late 1930s and 

1940s. Consequently, ejido communities remained some of the most vocal opponents of 

how the government and private interests handled expansion. Ejidatarios from Oaxaca 

and Chiapas petitioned repeatedly for government intervention in an effort to protect their 

livelihoods from expropriation or damage at the hands of construction crews.375 

Grievances also came from frustrated community members and airlines, which 

complained about favoritism and poor administration. In Matamoros, Tamaulipas, local 

interests complained that despite officials’ declarations that workers had completed 

construction of an airport in the city, work had, in fact, ceased. This forced planes to land 

at the airport across the border in Brownsville, Texas. The situation not only 

inconvenienced Mexican citizens by forcing them to go through U.S. customs and 

immigration, it siphoned revenue that should have gone to Matamoros and put it in the 
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pockets of U.S. businessmen.376 Even airlines expressed discontent about the 

government’s unwillingness or inability to curb foreign influence. Aero-Servicios 

protested that the new board of directors for the Central Airport favored foreign 

businesses. Company representatives argued that only airlines composed totally of native 

interests, such as their own, should be allowed a seat on the board.377 These complaints 

provided fuel for government critics but did little to hamper the general enthusiasm for 

expanding aviation infrastructure.  

 

Airlines 

Airlines made rapid strides after the war thanks to the tourist boom and the 

government’s active role in the industry, although problems with worker unrest and the 

onset of a financial crisis during the late 1950s and 1960s made the era, in hindsight, 

appear more gilded than golden. CMA’s investors watched the company’s capital grow 

from 4.8 million pesos in 1944 to 17 million in 1947, 22 million in 1950, and then 35 

million in 1953. In 1957, it posted its first major losses in thirteen years, dropping over 

three million pesos. A report to the board blamed the cost the company incurred when it 

invested in the DC-7C, which turned out to be mostly useless. In retrospect, the loss may 

have actually been the first warning sign of a larger financial downturn that became 

obvious in 1959, but the company rebounded in 1958, earning 12 million pesos in profits 

that management invested back into the company. Its monetary success was mirrored in 
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the number of passengers it transported, which increased from 118,383 in 1945 to 

565,863 in 1957, and the number of people it employed, which topped 2,500 in 1952.378 

Nationalist interests in commercial aviation benefitted from government direct 

and indirect foreign investment, despite Alemán’s reputation for being soft on foreign 

business. In October 1952, he issued a presidential decree creating the state-controlled 

airline Compañía Aeronaves de Mexico y Centro America with the purpose of increasing 

the reach of civil aviation beyond the country’s borders and into Central America. He 

went on to purchase a 20% stake in the similarly named Aeronaves de México shortly 

after stepping down as president, a move that epitomized the crony capitalism that 

pervaded during the period. The airline’s chief route serviced Acapulco, where Alemán 

had made considerable personal investments in tourism by buying up beachfront 

property, and which was a beneficiary of the expansion of federal airports. The newly 

invigorated company went on to purchase Líneas Aéreas Mexicana and Aerovias 

Reformas. By 1957, Mexican interests completely controlled the company, having bought 

out shares held by PanAm and other foreign interests. President Adolfo López Mateos 

nationalized the company two years later, on July 28, 1959, after dark clouds had started 

to gather over the industry.379   

Observers have treated industry’s troubles in the late 1950s as an abrupt, 

unforeseeable shift from the prosperity it enjoyed since the 1940s. Neither Jose Villela 

Gomez nor Salvador Novo offered an explanation in their chronicles of national aviation, 
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with the latter deferring to unnamed others who were better qualified to make such 

determinations.380 A closer examination of the political context in which the troubles 

occurred and the company’s public image nevertheless reveals some clues about what led 

to the downturn, which harmed CMA most acutely. High-profile disasters shook 

consumer confidence in airline safety and management, and the modifications to ISI 

policy since Alemán took office contributed to instability.  

  On March 26, 1949, a CMA flight crashed into mount Popocatepetl killing all 23 

people on board and inciting public outrage aimed at the airline. The number of 

prominent figures on the flight, which included Senator Gabriel Ramos Millán, film 

actress Blanca Estela Pavón, El Nacional editor Luis Bouchot, and U.S. journalist Eugene 

Goldsmith, ensured prominent coverage in the press. The SCOP quickly announced an 

investigation into what caused the accident, but newspaper editors and their readerships 

had already decided where to lay the blame. The government’s practice of granting 

concessions to airlines that provided them with a monopoly over a given route removed 

incentives for CMA to provide safe and efficient service. A similar arrangement with 

RAMSA meant that much of the technology it used was not up to date or was improperly 

maintained. An editorial in El Universal struck at the heart of the matter when it argued 

that the problem was not that CMA and RAMSA were subsidiaries of foreign companies, 

but rather the privileged relationship between these businesses and the government that 

led them to risk the lives of passengers.381   
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Public confidence in the safety of commercial aviation fell further in 1952 and 1953 

 
Figure 21: Editorial cartoon. The sign fixed on the back of the figure in the foreground reads 

“blame nobody for my death,” a comment on the perceived failure of the Compañía Mexicana de 
Aviación to take responsibility for the flight that crashed on March 26, 1949, and the 

government’s failure to attribute culpability to the company. El Universal, Sept. 30, 1949. 
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when terrorists targeted CMA and Aeronaves de México flights. These incidents damaged 

the image of the commercial aviation industry at a time when, as Civil Aeronautics 

Director Alberto Salinas Carranza later described it, the country was battling the rest of 

the world for every tourist dollar.382  

Some of the problems that commercial aviation encountered in the late 1950s 

resulted from side effects of PRI economic policies intended to encourage 

industrialization. Peso devaluations hurt both the airlines and their workers’ standard of 

living by raising prices on basic goods. Stagnating wages compounded pressure on the 

latter group, which at the beginning of 1960 sought to renegotiate terms with 

management. Labor disputes impacted CMA most of all. On January 23, the Asociación 

Sindical de Pilotos Aviadores initiated a work stoppage to gain recognition as a union. 

The federal government quickly stepped in to ensure a speedy resolution and on May 10, 

1960, both sides signed a collective labor agreement. This period of calm did not last 

long, as flight attendants and ground workers organized a strike in November of that 

same year, led by the Asociación Sindical de Sobrecargos. The ensuing negotiations did 

not go as smoothly as those just a few months ago and instead devolved into a general 

strike against the company that affected air travel across the country. The strike ended on 

November 12, with workers accepting a 27.5% raise in pay, only slightly less than the 

30% they initially demanded. Along with labor unrest, CMA also contended with revenue 

losses. After recovering from the damage caused by its bad investment in the DC-7C, the 

company in 1959 entered a period of sharp decline starting that lasted for nearly a decade. 

By 1967, it was nearly bankrupt and had resorted to selling off its property. A group of 
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Mexican businessmen intervened at the last minute to save the company, and in 1968 

purchased the remaining shares owned by PanAm. For the first time since 1929, CMA 

was a fully Mexican company.383    

The travails of commercial airlines during the 1950s hint at the inconstant nature 

of government and private efforts to modernize the industry. Although companies like 

CMA enjoyed steady growth after the war, development, in terms of the availability of 

new facilities and application of innovative technologies, was somewhat exaggerated in 

reports to the public. That is not to say that civil aviation failed to make significant 

advances, but the unevenness of progress exposed the limitations of the government’s 

approach to regulating business. Whereas problems before the 1940s most often 

originated from the material constraints or the government’s lack of commitment to civil 

aviation, its centrality to the PRI’s economic plans in the post-war period led officials to 

take a much more active role in maintaining the well-being of commercial airlines. An in-

depth examination of the 1952 and 1953 terror attacks reveals a great deal about what 

civil aviation meant to the PRI during the post-war period and how it fit with the nation’s 

self-image as a modernizing country. 

 

Death to the Dinamiteros: Aviation Terrorism, Capital Punishment, and Modern Society, 
1952-53 

 
CMA pilot Carlos Rodriguez Corona was flying from Mexico City to Oaxaca on 

the morning of September 24, 1952, when a bomb hidden in the cargo hold exploded. 

The blast tore a 25-centimeter hole in the fuselage of the DC-3 passenger aircraft. Corona 

                                                
383 “Se agudiza más la huelga aérea,” La Prensa, Nov 1, 1960; “Huelga general en la CMA,” La 

Prensa, Nov. 2, 1960;  “Aceptarían un 27.5% los trabajadores de CMA,” El Universal, Nov. 13, 1960; 
Novo, Historia de la aviación en Mexico, p. 39-40, 155, 187-188, 192-193. Alexander, Sons of the Mexican 
Revolution, p. 158, 161, 171; Rúiz Romero, Aeropuertos, p. 94-95. 
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and his crew miraculously kept control over the plane long enough to make an emergency 

landing at Santa Lucia military base, saving the lives of all 17 passengers on board. 384 A 

similar attack on May 9, 1953, did not end in such a fortunate outcome. The timing 

device for the bomb concealed in a checked bag failed to detonate the explosives in-

flight, but baggage-handlers unwittingly triggered the mechanism when they unloaded 

the luggage at the Mazatlán airport. The explosion killed two workers and the airport’s 

administrator, and injured six others.385 The two attacks, occurring less than a year apart, 

terrified the public. They also exposed vulnerabilities in the country’s civil aviation 

network and called into question the rule of law. The 1952 and 1953 bombings sparked a 

debate that provided death penalty proponents a path back into the national conversation, 

precisely because the bombings represented an attack on the nation’s path towards 

modernization. 

The novelty and boldness of the attacks shocked the public, who followed the 

lurid and sometimes bizarre twists of the incidents in the press. National newspaper El 

Universal called the 1952 attack unprecedented, not just because of the nature of the 

crime, but because of what motivated it: an elaborate life insurance scheme. Engineer 

Emilio Arellano Scheteligue and singer Francisco “Paco” Sierra devised a scheme 

whereby they posted advertisements for job openings at fake companies. They pretended 

to hire seven men and women, including Arellano Scheteligue’s own uncle, and told the 

group that they would fly from the capital to Oaxaca to begin their new jobs. Arellano 

Scheteligue used their personal information to take out flight insurance that provided 

recompense in the event of injury or death. The final amount totaled nearly a million and 

                                                
384 “Avión en peligro,” El Universal Sept. 25, 1952.  
385 “Estallo una bomba de tiempo en el aeropuerto de Mazatlan, Sin.” El Universal, May 10, 1953; 

“Brotes de terrorismo,” Excelsior May 12, 1953. 
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a half pesos. The beneficiaries of the policies included the bomber’s female companion 

Sara Gutiérrez, Sierra, and Sierra’s wife, Esperanza Iris, a famous singer nicknamed “The 

Empress of Song.” Before takeoff, Arellano Scheteligue had the bag with the bomb 

checked, and then simply did not board the plane.386 

 In the immediate aftermath of the 1952 attack, government and CMA officials 

scrambled to look proactive and put some kind of positive spin on the situation. 

Fortunately, nobody died and only two passengers suffered injuries. Nevertheless, those 

two passengers were North American tourists, which the company saw as especially bad 

for public relations. The CMA advertised a 10 thousand-peso reward for information 

leading to the arrest of Scheteligue, to which the Attorney General’s office offered an 

additional 40 thousand. Officials also nominated the pilot, co-pilot, and mechanic for the 

Medal of Civil Merit. The nomination may have done little to curb the sense of fear 

caused by the attack, but it provided an alternative narrative that focused on the bravery 

and competence of the CMA crew.387 

The 1952 bombing caused a sensation in the press and elicited a strong response 

from officials, but it was the 1953 attack that created a public outcry and calls for 

changes in federal law. The first attempt might have been written off as an isolated 

incident were it not for the second, copycat attack that convinced many they were 

witnessing the emergence of a deadly trend. José Alfredo Del Valle confessed to the 1953 

bombing. He claimed that he had fallen on hard times financially and, coming from a 

                                                
386 “El atentado al avion, obra de un verdadero maestro en el crimen,” El Universal Sept. 27, 1952; 

Eduardo Tellez, “Cómo se pudo desenredar la gran madeja,” El Universal, Sept. 30, 1952.  
387 “Avión en peligro”; “El atentado al avion,”; Compañía de Aviación Mexicana Advertisement 

“Diez mil pesos ofrece la Mexicana de Aviacion,” El Universal; “Premia el acto de heroísmo,” El 
Universal, Sept. 28, 1952; AGN, Fondo Miguel Alemán, Caja 0441 exped. 511/3, Letter from the Señores 
Directores de Períodicos Diarios y Revistas to President Miguel Alemán, Oct. 3, 1949. 
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once well-known and wealthy family, felt the hardship more acutely. Inspired by the 

1952 bombing, he took out two insurance policies on himself, totaling over a million 

pesos, and listed his wife as the beneficiary.388  

At this point, Del Valle’s account differs from the conclusions reached by the 

investigators. Prosecutors claimed that he and a gambling buddy, Ramón Angel Salaman, 

conspired to make it look like they had boarded an Aeronaves de México flight from 

Culiacán to La Paz. In reality, they had merely checked bags and a package containing a 

bomb. They then planned to meet a third accomplice after the plane took off, an army 

general named Hermenegildo Carillo, who had provided the bomb. At the last minute, 

Del Valle noticed that workers had accidently put the package onto the wrong plane. 

Realizing that their error ruined his plan, he simply took the flight to La Paz in an attempt 

to establish an alibi. In his version, Del Valle claimed that he had grown emotionally 

distraught and was suicidal. He said that he had no idea about the packaging mix-up and 

that he boarded the plane because he wished to die with the other passengers.389     

A cacophonous outcry for the government to take decisive action followed the second 

bombing. A flood of editorials and letters addressed to the president demanded the re-

institution of the death penalty.390 The Constitution of 1917 had put significant limits on 

capital punishment and officials had abolished it in the federal penal code in 1929, 

                                                
388 Del Valle convicto y confeso de haber enviado la bomba,” Excelsior May 17, 1953; “Valle hizo 

creer que lo que pretendía era suicidarse” Excelsior May 17, 1953. 
389 “Del Valle convicto y confeso de haber enviado la bomba,” Excelsior May 17, 1953; “Valle 

hizo creer que lo que pretendía era suicidarse” Excelsior May 17, 1953; Jesus M. Lozano, “El Gral. 
Hermenegildo Carillo, presunto cómplice, detenido,” Excelsior May 18, 1953; Del Valle no iba a 
suicidarse, según documentos capturados,” Excelsior, May 20, 1953. 

390AGN, SCT-DGAC, caja 89 exped. 24/092.4/2-2 – 367790, press clippings “Brotes de 
terrorismo,” Excelsior, May 12, 1953; “Hambre y sed de justicia,” Excelsior, May 12, 1953; “¡Justicia! 
¡Justicia!” La Prensa, May 12, 1953; “Atentados contra aviones,” Novedades, May 12, 1953; “El crimen de 
Mazatlán” El Popular, May 12, 1953; “Crimen sin castigo,” El Universal, May 12, 1953; “Los atentados 
dinamiteros,” El Universal, May 13, 1953; “La acción de la justicia,” Excelsior, May 18, 1953;  
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although it still existed on the state level. High-profile cases since its proscription brought 

intermittent attempts by death penalty advocates to resurrect the punishment in the 

federal penal code. Not only had these failed, by 1953 only a handful of states kept the 

punishment on the books. Scholars Alfonso Quiroz Cuarón and Everard Meade have 

demonstrated that the abolition of the death penalty in Mexico required continuous 

reaffirming and that its proscription “was a perpetual battle within the national self, 

pitting the forces of progress, political modernity, and the rule of law against the constant 

threat of atavism, anarchy, and the law of the knife; pitting the secular, scientific, and 

Revolutionary state, against its passionate, mystical-religious, Old-regime alter-ego.”391 

What is interesting about the attempts to reestablish the death penalty after the 1953 

bombing is that it appeared as a contest between the need to protect different aspects of 

modern life, as opposed to a conflict between conservative and progressive impulses. 

That is, death penalty apologists claimed the country needed it to protect the 

technological progress required to transform the country into a modern nation. Its critics, 

including the Revolutionaries who had banished it from the penal code in 1929, saw it as 

anachronistic and antithetical to the values of an enlightened civilization and a modern 

society. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
391 Eveard Meade, “Anatomies of Justice and Chaos: Capital Punishment and the Public in 

Mexico, 1917-1945,” (PhD diss.., University of Chicago, 2005):  pp. 26-27, 925. 
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Figure 22: Political cartoon calling for the re-instatement of the death penalty in the wake of the 
1953 attack that killed three people at the Mazatlan airport. The caption reads “They must be 

pulled up by the roots.” The shovel is marked “Death Penalty.” Cartoon by Arial Bernal, 
Excelsior, May 18, 1953. 
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This contradiction reflected discourses that predated the 1910 Revolution. In the 

late 19th century, officials called cientificos who served in Porfirio Diaz’s administration 

saw transportation and communication technology as vital to instilling order and progress 

to Mexico. They believed that railroads and telegraph lines would benefit the country in 

much the same way that officials under Alemán and Ruiz Cortines put their faith in 

aviation. The Díaz government permitted law enforcement to summarily execute anyone 

who attacked trains and telegraph lines as part of an effort to curb banditry.392 

Nevertheless, after the outbreak of the Revolution, and especially after 1917, 

criminologists, social reformers, and the country’s ruling class increasingly saw the death 

penalty as counter productive to modernity and the rule of law to the country.393   

Death penalty advocates who appealed to the government in 1953 used logic that 

closely resembled Porfirian-era justifications for protecting technological development 

with the threat of death. Members of the aeronautics branch of the National Chamber of 

Transportation wrote the president and Congress, arguing that making an example of Del 

Valle and criminals like him was the most effective way to discourage attacks. They 

further asserted that security screening at airports would be relatively ineffective and 

place an unfair burden on their customers.394 They proposed instead reforming the Ley de 

Vías Generales de Comunicación to permit capital punishment for attackers targeting the 

nation’s vital communication and transportation networks. As Congress prepared to 

review the proposal, outcries supporting the measure in the press grew increasingly vocal, 

                                                
392 Vanderwood, Disorder and Progress, p. 87 
393 Meade, “Anatomies of Justice and Chaos”: pp. 30-33, 925-926 
394“Todos los ojos están puestos en la justicia” El Universal, May 14, 1953; AGN, SCT-DGAC, 

caja 89 exped. 24/092.4/2-2 – 367790, press clipping “Carta al presidente de la república con una derie de 
demandas,” El Popular, May 12, 1953; AGN, Fondo Ruis Cortines, caja 642 exped. 511.7/3, Telegram 
from President of the Camara Nacional de Transportes y Comunicaciónes to President Ruiz Cortinez. 
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and some Congressional legislators went on record voicing their support ahead of time. 

Campeche Senator Rigoberto Otal Briseño said in an interview that while he opposed the 

death penalty on principle, the government could only ensure safety and confidence in a 

modern air network by sending terrorists to the firing squad.395  

What the pro-death penalty movement had in popular support it nevertheless 

lacked in concrete evidence. Advocates could muster little to verify their claim that 

exemplary punishment would be effective. They did have testimony from Del Valle, who 

said that he both deserved and wanted to face the firing squad, and claimed that without 

capital punishment other attackers would follow in his footsteps. To many, his statements 

seemed like irrefutable proof, but they contained significant logical flaws. French 

intellectual Albert Camus later observed that the fear of death does a remarkably poor job 

dissuading murderers. Many even contemplate suicide at the same time that they think 

about killing others.396 His point rang true in the case of Del Valle. If he truly did 

consider killing himself along with his fellow passengers, then the death penalty likely 

would not have discouraged him. If he had lied about his mental state to gain sympathy, 

then he just as easily could have endorsed capital punishment to achieve the same goal.  

In the end, death penalty advocates failed to reverse its abolition. Officials chose 

instead to respond to the attacks with a number of smaller, more practical measures rather 

than making a sweeping change to the law. Prosecutors sought 30-year sentences for 

Arellano Scheteligue and Del Valle, the maximum allowable. The SCOP purchased metal 

detectors for airports and heeded calls by pilots to institute bag checks, measures that the 

                                                
395AGN, SCT-DGAC, caja 89 exped. 24/092.4/2-2 – 367790, press clippings “¿Reformas al 

código penal para reprimir atentados dinamiteros?”;  AGN, SCT-DGAC caja 90 exped. 24/092.4/2-2 – 
367791 press clipping “Mayor protección para vías de comunicación,” Excelsior, August 28, 1953.  

396 Albert Camus, Resistance, Rebellion, and Death (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1961): pp. 190-
192. 
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National Chamber of Transportation portrayed as insufficient and harmful to airlines. 

Authorities also put new restraints on the type of insurance policies of which the bombers 

had sought to exploit.397 Either these steps sufficiently addressed the problem or the 

attacks did not signal the beginning of a terrifying new trend, as many had feared. For 

whatever reason, the country did not suffer through any more copycat bombings. 

Mobilization in favor of the death penalty had more to with insecurities about the 

country’s technological progress and economic growth than about human cost. The 

country was no stranger to murder, nor even terrorism. Officials feared the bombing had 

undermined confidence in commercial aviation. This jeopardized their development 

strategy, which relied on aviation to facilitate trade and tourism. Statements issued by the 

Mexican Association of Tourism, to which the CMA and other Mexican airlines 

belonged, identified the bombing as contributing to a downturn in tourism. Spokesmen 

from the organization claimed that only exemplary punishment would return people’s 

faith in the airlines.398 Government officials’ concerns about the vulnerability of the 

country’s commercial aviation system made them more receptive to public outrage about 

the bombings. This allowed advocates to revive a national discussion about capital 

punishment. Nevertheless, its supporters struggled to provide concrete evidence that the 

punishment’s reinstatement in the federal legal system would prevent crime. They also 

faced firmly held beliefs that the death penalty was antithetical to a modern, progressive 

society. These ideas were deeply rooted in Revolutionary political and legal traditions 
                                                

397 “Atentado al avion,” El Universal; AGN, SCT-DGAC, caja 89 exped. 24/092.4/2-2 – 367790, 
press clippings “Exigen garantías para pilotos y pasajeros,” La Prensa, May 11, 1953, El Popular, “Mexico 
compra aparatos detectores para aviacion,” May 18, 1953, “Las compañías de seguros seguirán vendiendo 
pólizas para viaje en Aavión,” Excelsior May 20, 1953, “No mas seguros al viajero del aire,” El Universal 
May 21, 1953.  

398 AGN, SCT-DGAC, caja 89 exped. 24/092.4/2-2 – 367790, press clippings Juan de D. Perez 
Galaz, “La dirección de turismo señala las causas que estorban el desarrollo de esa industria,” Novedades, 
May 20, 1953, “Los atentados dinamiteros y sus consecuencias,” El Nacional, May 20, 1953. 
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dating back to 1917. Attempts to reverse the penalty’s abolition failed for these reasons, 

and officials sought alternative methods for protecting the national aviation network. 

 

Aviation and Film in the Post-War Period 

The film industry reflected shifts in official and popular attitudes during the post-

war period by embracing cosmopolitanism and helping to reconstruct masculinity to 

reflect the expectations of post-war society. Two films made during this period that 

depicted aviation, director Miguel Delgado’s ¡A Volar Joven! (1947) and director 

Rogelio Gonález’s Ando Volando Bajo (1957), illustrated how conceptions of the aviator 

changed alongside these trends. These films no longer portrayed the aviator as a martyr, 

sacrificing himself for the good of the nation. Rather, as the protagonist in these light-

hearted comedies, the post-war pilot reinforced the image of the country as having 

evolved beyond the Revolution while modeling new expectations for the modern, 

masculine citizen. 

¡A Volar Joven! starred Mario Moreno, better known as Cantínflas, who revised 

his urban, proletariat character known as the “pelado”–with a twist. Scholars and film 

critics identified this film as the turning point where the performer shifted towards a more 

sanitized, less-threatening “peladito” at the height of his popularity in the 1940s. In the 

film’s resolution, Cantínflas gave up his foot-loose bachelorhood to marry the daughter 

of a wealthy Ranchero, and in so doing, provided middle-class audiences with the 

domesticized, storybook ending common to Hollywood productions. The love interest, 

played by Czechoslovakian-born actress Miroslava Sternova (known simply as 

Miroslava), departed from previous casting choices that had him playing alongside 
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Mexican-born actresses. The preference for teaming Moreno with foreign actresses grew 

into a trend in the next decade, an indication of film studios’ decision to look abroad for 

inspiration and talent, and to worry less about cultivating the unique nationalist 

expression it had developed during the previous period.399  

Changes in cinematic treatment of class and romance did not stop with casting, 

but rather extended into choices made by the protagonist within the film. At the 

beginning of ¡A Volar Joven!, Cantinflas is in love with Margarita (Carolina Barret), a 

servant for the wealthy ranchero (Andrés Soler) where the pelado worked before joining 

the Air Force. The ranchero and his wife try to force Cantinflas to marry their supposedly 

unattractive daughter, Maria (Miroslava), by plying him with food and promises of 

wealth. He initially resists, but later is convinced when he discovers Maria looks quite 

beautiful without her eyeglasses and with her hair worn down. As a consequence, he 

abandons his affections for Margarita, thereby choosing the post-war ethos of class 

mobility over Revolutionary class solidarity. 

Gonález presented similar motifs in Ando Volando Bajo, intertwining modernity 

and cosmopolitanism through his use of dialogue and misé-en-cine. The opening credits 

depict airplanes departing and arriving at the country’s newly remolded central airport. 

The first five shots establish a Boeing 747 with PanAm markings landing on the runway, 

presenting audiences with a depiction of how the country’s industrial development 

connected it to a global commercial network. The fifth shot focused on the plane’s engine 

in the foreground while workers and officials milled around in the middle and 

background, giving a sense of enormity to the technology that drives national life. 

 
                                                

399 Pilcher, Cantinflas and the Chaos of Mexican Modernity, pp. 133-134. 
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The director reinforced the international character of the airport in the next series of three 

shots, which showed an airplane displaying a Compañía Cubana de Aviación logo 

arriving on the runway. The third sequence returns the audience to the central airport, 

with a shot of a CMA aircraft that cuts to the main character, Luis Leal (Luis Aguilar), 

singing in Spanish to an English-speaking stewardess. After kissing her goodbye, he 

promises in a mixture of both languages to return to marry her in November. The 

Figure 23: Lobby Card from ¡A Volar Joven! 1947. Courtesy of Filmoteca, UNAM. 
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bilingual dialogue emphasized Leal’s placement in a transnational space, where cross-

cultural mingling was an expected norm.400   

The appearance of Leal’s romantic rival, Pedro (Pedro Armendáriz), juxtaposed 

the cosmopolitan affinities of high society with life in the countryside. Pedro, the 

president of the company that employs Leal, is introduced as having returned from 

Europe to visit the rural airfield in Yucatán, where most of the film takes place. His 

arrival in a DC-3 impressed the pilots and workers of the airfield, whose planes are much 

smaller and less sophisticated, leading Leal’s immediate boss (Luis Aragón) to remark 

that Pedro must have grown “tired of civilization.” Pedro carries a riding crop and at 

different points is revealed to own a butterfly-net and other entomological paraphernalia, 

including a rare butterfly in a display case, all of which demonstrated the character’s 

worldly persona. Although he is made the butt of jokes by Leal throughout the film, a 

long-standing trope that played to popular desires to see the common man prevail over 

wealthy elites, Gonález never makes him the villain. Instead, Pedro’s bravery, natural 

abilities as a pilot, and ultimate friendship with Leal paint a rosy portrait of the influence 

of the urban, upper-class on the rural poor.401   

Aviation provided the protagonists of both films with an avenue for negotiating a 

crisis of masculinity. Neither Cantínflas nor Leal live up to standards associated with the 

figure of the macho, preferring to avoid violence with confusing wordplay that distracts 

their foe while they attempt to slink away before anyone grows the wiser. To make up for 

this shortcoming, Cantínflas proves himself by breaking a record for the longest non-stop 

flight in an experimental military aircraft, albeit unwittingly. 

                                                
400 Rogelio Gonález, Ando volando bajo (Mexico: Producciones Sotomayor, 1957): 00:00:13–

00:00:53, 00:54–00:01:17, 00:04:43–00:06:15. 
401 Ibid. 00:23:51–00:28:02, 00:30:10–00:30:47, 00:40:29–00:40:53, 00:41:36–00:42:10. 
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In so doing, he is vaulted to the status of national hero and lives up to gendered 

expectations as worthy of the affections of the love interest. Similarly, Leal braves a 

hurricane to fly to the rescue of Pedro, whose plane has crashed after attempting to 

navigate a route that Leal was too hung-over to fly himself, thereby redeeming his 

character in the eyes of his love interest. These feats of heroism tested the protagonists’ 

technological prowess more than they did any physical attribute, a departure from 

standards of machismo set by film stars like Pedro Infante and Jorge Negrete. Their 

Figure 24: Publicity art for Ando Volando Bajo, 1957. Courtesy Filmoteca, UNAM. 
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actions nevertheless testified to their growth into so-called real men, thereby giving 

audiences permission to root for a main character who previously exhibited suspect or 

incomplete masculinity.402  

As in ¡A Volar Joven!, the plot of Ando Volando Bajo centered on the main 

characters rebuffing the advances of his female costar’s character, Lilia (Lilia Prado), 

before ultimately experiencing a change of heart. Unlike Cantinflas, Aguilar’s Leal is a 

serial philanderer whose aversion to marriage stems from his fear of commitment. His 

appeal stems largely from his persona as a dashing pilot that mirrored social expectations 

of pilots as sexually virile males. Gonález treats this fear as a weakness, and by 

extension, a failure of masculinity. He drove home this point in a scene that took place at 

a party hosted by the presidente municipal, during which Leal is nearly killed by the 

angry father of one of his sexual conquests. When asked about it by Lilia in the next 

scene, he confessed lacking impulse control.403 González reconciled this character flaw 

by having Leal rescue Pedro, after which he reunites with Lilia.404 The character arcs of 

Miroslava’s Maria and Prado’s Lilia were decidedly less dynamic. The storyline and 

direction of both films reduce their female leads to doing little more than acting the part 

of love-sick young women whose devotion to the male lead is only briefly questioned, 

and even then only for the purpose of spurring his character’s growth rather than her own. 

This dichotomy testified to how gendered constructions of masculinity transformed in 

film during the post-war period to entice consumption by the middle-class, while roles for 

women remained staunchly traditional. 

                                                
402 Miguel Delgado, ¡A volar joven! (Mexico: Posa Films, 1947): 1:09:11–1:35:31; Gonález, Ando 

volando bajo, 1:27:00–1:38:35. 
403 Gonález, Ando volando bajo, 00:15:46–00:20:12, 00:20:13– 00:21:38. 
404 Ibid., 1:27:00–1:38:35, 1:38:54–1:39:40 
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Technology and Popular Culture in 1957: The End of An Era 

The archetype of the masculine aviator drew power from the cutting-edge 

technology that gave him dominion over the sky. For Emilio Carranza, Pablo Sidar, and 

Francisco Sarabia, flight gave them the ability to pioneer a frontier beyond the reach of 

the everyday citizen. The men of Escuadrón 201 fought to protect the skies, like mythic 

guardians doing battle in the heavens to keep the patria safe for ordinary folk. When 

these men died, they did so plummeting to earth like falling angels. Their funerals 

completed their transformation into immortals before the eyes of a mournful nation. The 

expansion of the tourism and commercial aviation industries in the post-war period made 

pilots idealized examples of the modern, middle-class citizen. In reality, this status 

remained in a realm beyond the reach of most people in the country, but it nevertheless 

humanized the aviator into a representation of something that at least appeared 

achievable, in part due to the optimism created by the so-called economic miracle. The 

declining mysticism surrounding the aviator dissipated in 1957, felled by the one-two 

punch of Pedro Infante’s death and the launch of Sputnik. 

On the morning of April 15, 1957, Pedro Infante the aviator took off from Merida, 

Yucatan, flying as Víctor Manuel Vidal’s co-pilot in a TAMSA DC-6 marked XA-KUN. 

The plane went down shortly after takeoff, at about 7:45 am, crashing into a private 

residence and killing a woman and her child. At 10:55 am the next day, the airplane 

carrying his remains landed in Mexico City. As in the funerals of those national heroes of 

aviation killed in the line of duty, hundreds of thousands of people watched the funeral 

procession carry the casket through the streets and to the deceased’s final resting place, in 

this case, the Pantheon Jardín. The enormous crowd grew so emotional that it surged 
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around the burial site, precipitating an overreaction by police, who beat the crowd back 

with such ferocity that some mourners left in ambulances. High-level bureaucrats joined 

heads of the film industry at the ceremony, giving official recognition to Infante’s 

contributions to the nation. The level of public participation at the funeral combined with 

its institutional sanctification recalled the spectacle and symbolism surrounding the death 

of the goodwill flyers.405  

An icon of cinema during the “Golden Age,” Pedro Infante’s death in a plane 

crash elicited a surge of emotion like no other aviation accident in the nation’s history. 

His roles as the singing cowboy earned him the nickname la golondrina and his portrayal 

of Pepe el Toro made him the working class hero of Mexico City’s vecindades. Through 

his songs and cinematic portrayals he transcended regional and social boundaries to 

epitomize Mexican masculinity as the quintessential novio,406 and as El Valiente come to 

life from a lotería card, ready to meet whatever challenge needed to be faced. He was 

also an aviation enthusiast in his personal life who learned to fly and invested 

considerable money in the commercial airline Transportes Aereos Mexicanos, S.A. 

(TAMSA), where he was even listed as an employee and licensed pilot.407 His funeral 

was first and foremost the burial of an icon of national cinema, a ritual allowing his fans 

and film industry insiders to construct new myths that reshaped an entire era of movie 

making in popular memory. The symbolic impact of his death did not end there. Nearly 

20 years after the accident that killed Sarabia and the heyday of the goodwill flyer, 

                                                
405 Se estrelló el avion que viajaba”; “Trágico fin de Pedro Infante,” Jueves de Excelsior,” April 

21, 1957; “Medio centenar de heridos en la tumultuosa manifestación,” El Universal, April 18, 1957; 
Monsaváis, Las Leyes del Querer, pp. 17-23 

406 Carlos Monsiváis, Pedro Infante: las leyes del querer (Mexico, D.F.: Aguilar, 2008): p. 17; 
“Muy alto llevó Pedro Infante el prestigio artístico de México,” in El Universal, April 16, 1957. 

407 Se estrelló el avion que viajaba,” El Universal, April 16, 1957. 
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aspects of the tragedy echoed the country’s legacy of fallen pilots. Infante’s crash 

provided an epilogue to the saga of the pilot-martyr. 

Although known publically as a movie star, Infante’s identity as an aviator in his 

personal life became a crucial part of the popular retelling of his death. Stories in the 

newspapers reported on his interest in aviation, detailing his role in TAMSA and 

releasing his pilot’s license number. El Universal ran a story that identified flying as one 

of his “two loves” (the other being his mother) and Jueves del Excelsior ran the headline 

“La Muerte de Icaro,” making the same reference to the mythical Greek figure as the 

press did when writing about Sidar in 1930. María Luisa León, Infante’s first wife, 

remarked to the press that the film star “died in his airplane, as he would have wanted to 

die.”408 These details became an ingrained part of his legend, much like automobile 

racing had for U.S. actor James Dean after his death in a racing accident two years 

before. Ando Volando Bajo enshrined this part of his legacy into film when it ran a 

dedication to Infante in the opening credits, which González followed with a depiction of 

a plane crash.409 The setting of the film outside of Merida and the charter of Pedro, the 

airline owner and amateur pilot who nearly dies in a plane crash, further exemplify how 

the director worked to solidify the mythology forming around Infante’s death, and use it 

to evoke emotion in the audience. 

Parallels between Infante’s death and those of Carranza, Sidar, and Sarabia 

appeared in press coverage of the crash and public mourning at the funeral. Newspaper 

editors’ attention to the crash’s fine points resembled past coverage of the ill-fated 

                                                
408 “Los 2 grandes amores de Pedro Infante: Su madre y la aviación,” El Universal, April 16, 

1957; “La muerte de Icaro,” Jueves de Excelsior April 21, 1957; Se estrelló el avion que viajaba,”; 
Monsaváis, Las leyes del querer, p. 20.  

409 Gonález, Ando volando bajo, 00:02:03–00:02:12, 00:02:13–00:02:19. 
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goodwill pilots. In both cases, editors attributed the same importance to reporting on its 

every facet, from recording the time it transpired as closely as they possibly could, to 

cataloging its grisly consequences. This made the particulars of the accident a topic of 

countless conversations that occurred simultaneously across the nation, entering them 

into the nation’s shared memory as a common cultural reference point. 

Despite these similarities, fundamental differences between Infante’s death and 

those of Carranza, Sidar, and Sarabia illustrated how the figure of the aviator had 

diminished since decade between the late 1920s to the late 1930s. The goodwill pilots 

gained their celebrity from their achievements as aviators, whereas Infante’s fame as a 

film actor accounted for the only reason why everyday people knew he was an aviator. 

Furthermore, while Infante’s movies made him an international symbol of Mexicanidad, 

he was not a goodwill ambassador, nor did he die while flying on a diplomatic mission. 

Official focus of his funeral, therefore, was not on promoting Pan-American cooperation, 

but rather on nostalgically remembering the era of filmmaking during which Infante grew 

into an icon. Simply put, there were no more aviation celebrities in the country by 1957, 

only a celebrity who happened to be an aviator.  

 The launch of the first artificial satellite into outer space by the Soviet Union on 

October 4, 1957, effectively rendered the archetype of the aviator obsolete. The country 

joined with the rest of the world in looking towards the night sky to catch a glimpse of 

Sputnik I’s blinking light as it orbited the Earth for the first time. The national media 

reported on the achievement as the beginning of a new era in which the human race now 

endeavored to conquer the stars. Members of the country’s scientific community hailed it 

as a victory for science and humanity as a whole. President of the Comité de México para 
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el Año Geofísico Internacional Ricardo Monges López went as far as declaring that the 

launch transcended nationality or politics. Attitudes in the country’s press appeared 

mixed as an editorial in El Nacional echoed López’s sentiment, while the magazine 

Mañana took a more guarded approach by telling its readers to hope that the Soviet’s 

motive was peaceful and did not stem from a desire to spread their totalitarian system. 

However composed the U.S. President Dwight Eisenhower appeared in public, his 

administration’s attitude differed behind closed doors. U.S. leadership worked frantically 

to fast track its own space program as part of the competitive logic of the Cold War. 

Cosmonauts and astronauts, not aviators, mastered cutting-edge technical innovation and 

could inspire national unity and symbolize the highest ideals of modern citizenship. 

Mexico, however, was in no position to join in the race to the stars. The SCOP tracked 

the satellite from its observation stations, but even so, the national aviation program did 

not yet have jet airplanes, let alone the capacity to penetrate the Earth’s atmosphere. The 

aviator, an embodiment of the nation’s modernity as measured by its technological 

achievement, no longer held the symbolic power in a world that would soon put men into 

space.410 

 

Conclusion 

Civil aviation in the post-war period matured into an institution that was more 

insulated from outside pressures and had a greater impact on national society. Its 

                                                
410 “La Union Sovietica lanzo ayer el primer satelite artificial,” El Universal, Oct. 5, 1947; “La 

estación de la SCOP captó el paso del satélite artificial,” El Universal Oct. 6, 1957; “La ciencia sobre la 
política,” El Nacional Oct. 7, 1957; “Se inició la conquista sideral,” Jueves de Excelsior, Oct. 10, 1957; 
“Satélites para la paz,” Mañana, Oct. 12, 1957; The first flight by a jet airplane in Mexico occurred on July 
4, 1960. See “México entró ayer a la era del ‘Jet’; partió el primer avión a Los Angeles,” El Universal, July 
5, 1960. 
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evolution from a largely symbolic technological demonstration of Revolutionary progress 

to a crucial component of the PRI’s economic strategy followed the party’s own 

transformation, as it transitioned away from the values of nationalism and social justice 

commonly regarded as the foundation of the Revolution to become a pragmatic defender 

of middle-class values. Commercial aviation grew into an institution vital to the country’s 

interests, and as such, demanded officials’ care and attention. This took the form of 

government investment in the nation’s airlines and related infrastructure, and 

reassurances that authorities would defend the industry from anyone or anything that 

threatened its security. The government’s commitment to providing protection paralleled 

the privilege of the country’s growing middle class: a group to which aviation 

professionals did not simply belong, they were model members. As skilled workers 

whose service benefited, and whose jobs largely depended on, the tourist trade, they 

validated the PRI’s vision for national development by providing an example of the sort 

of well-paying jobs that officials claimed they could bring to the country through ISI. 

These jobs nevertheless mostly failed to materialize and by the end of the 1950s, labor 

unrest highlighted discontent within even this supposed paragon of a modern, growth 

industry. The financial losses posted by CMA further indicated that, despite reports of 

steady growth, the foundation of the new economy was not as steady as the priístas 

claimed. 

 Portrayals of pilots in popular culture reflected changes in social expectations for 

the modern, masculine citizen. No longer the daring goodwill aviator that exemplified 

Revolutionary progress to the outside world or fighter pilots protecting the patria from 

foreign ideologies of domination, the comedic characters in ¡A Volar Joven! and Ando 
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Volando Bajo demonstrated to audiences, particularly males, that the struggle was over 

and it was time to settle down and have a family. Instead of sacrificing themselves for the 

greater good of the patria, Cantínflas and Luis Leal embraced middle-class values of 

domesticity, cosmopolitanism, and upward social mobility. When one of national 

cinema’s favorite sons, Pedro Infante, died in a plane crash, industry insiders and fans did 

not interpret it as a sacrifice but instead as the end of an era. The beginning of the space 

race precipitated a sharp decline in the relevance of the aviator as an archetype of 

citizenship. The country no longer had a need for its pilots to die as martyrs in order to 

symbolize their national aspirations. 
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FINAL CONCLUSION 
Aviation, Then and Now 

 
Although the archetype of the aviator has all but disappeared from Mexico, the 

technological determinism that it represented remains central to development discourse in 

the country. The tourism industry never provided the stimulus for sustainable economic 

growth promised by Alemán and his contemporaries, but it nevertheless persists as an 

essential part of the economy, with officials committed to its expansion. The 1994 North 

American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) realigned efforts to foster industrial growth 

by embracing globalization, but that model’s failure to address social inequality or bring 

economic stability fuels current arguments about dependency on foreign interests. 

Against this backdrop of uncertainty, problems continue to plague the commercial 

aviation industry. These troubles echo debates and controversies from the past.  

The fate of Compañía Mexicana de Aviación illustrates this connection between 

the airline industry today and the unfinished business of the 1920s, 1930s, 1940s, and 

1950s. CMA went into limbo after the company declared bankruptcy in 2010. The 

government’s refusal to provide a bailout provoked protests by workers and sympathizers 

who criticized officials for not standing up for national interests and for complicity 

supporting fraud, perpetrated by the company’s owners.411 Federal officials, company 

spokespeople, and elements of the international press responded by pointing the finger 

back at CMA workers, the darlings of PRI efforts to develop the country’s middle-class 

in the 1940s and 1950s, by claiming that excessive payroll costs caused the company’s 

                                                
411 Rosalía Vergara “Mexicana: los saldos de fraude,” Processo.com, April 16, 2014.  
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financial troubles and by insinuating that pilots were greedy and overpaid.412 All blame 

aside, a recent court order forcing the company to auction off its property makes it nearly 

certain that CMA will not recover.413 The demise of Mexicana, itself a synecdoche of 

civil aviation in the country since 1924, raises questions about why the country has been 

unable to sustain a strong national presence in the airline industry.  

 Recent attempts by the government to keep pace with the demands of the aviation 

industry by expanding and modernizing infrastructure demonstrates how questions of 

land and community remain crucial concerns for many of the nation’s poor. In 2001, 

Vicente Fox’s newly empowered PAN-led government announced it would construct a 

new international airport serving Mexico City. The plans required applying eminent 

domain laws to the ejido community of San Salvador Atenco in nearby Texcoco. 

Vigorous protests by the community ensued, including marches on the capital by 

residents carrying machetes, wielded not as a weapon but as symbols of their connection 

to the land. Their activism succeeded in convincing officials to abandon construction, and 

they instead built an additional terminal onto Benito Juarez International Airport. The 

demonstrations nevertheless drew the ire of Mexico State’s then-governor and current 

president, Enrique Peña Nieto, and in 2006 he ordered a police crackdown on protests 

held on behalf of the community’s flower vendors. The operation turned violent, with 

two students killed and 200 people detained, among them 26 women whom detention 

authorities sexually tortured. Community members and many in the outside world viewed 

                                                
412 “What goes up must come down,” Economist.com, Aug. 5, 2010; “A Clumsy Giant Stumbles,” 

Economist.com, Aug. 12, 2010; Hugo Martín, “Mexicana Airlines Files for Bankruptcy,” LATimes.com, 
Aug. 4, 2010. 

413 “Anuncian nueva subasta de bienes de Mexicana de Aviación,” Processo.com. Jan. 27, 2016. 
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the incident as retaliation for the anti-airport protests.414 The government-sanctioned 

violence also recalls civilization discourse that conflates and feminizes nature, 

agriculture, and indigenous people, and dominates them sexually as part and parcel to the 

industrialization process. Peña Nieto’s announcement in 2014 to revive plans to build a 

new airport have reignited concerns about the expropriation of ejido land in and near San 

Salvador Atenco, despite official denials that any such lands will be affected.415 The 

conflict illustrates how communities left outside of technologically deterministic 

conceptions of modernity persist in posing an inconvenient question: progress for whom? 

* * * 

 Further research devoted to exploring the intersection between aviation 

development, gender, and race can help bring clarity to this and other questions. A great 

deal more remains to be done in regards to enunciating these themes throughout, but 

particularly in regards to aviation’s military application as a tool with which the 

government suppressed contemporary indigenous people while celebrating their past 

through symbolic appropriation. Women’s voices remain conspicuous in their silence, but 

a determined researcher could help bring their stories to the forefront. Investigating how 

women contributed to and were affected by the national aviation program would go far in 

problematizing the dominant, and hugely flawed, conception of technology as the natural 

domain of men while simultaneously expanding our understanding of the country’s social 

history. Perhaps the most obvious way to continue work on this subject would be by 

picking up where this dissertation leaves off. That is, a critical analysis of how aviation 

and national identity were mutually constructive from 1958 to present holds great 

                                                
414 Andalusia Knoll, “Could History Repeat Itself with Mexico City’s Ambitious Airport Plan?” 

Vicenews.com, July 1, 2015. 
415 Ibid.    
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potential for illuminating how neo-liberalism gained popularity within the federal 

government, how officials presented these ideas to the public, and what results they 

produced in a technological, economic, and social sense. Such a study might focus on 

Compañía Mexicana de Aviación, not for the purpose of waxing nostalgic, but rather to 

approach the company as a bellwether for the country’s airline industry.  

* * * 

 It is important to recognize that the pilots who risked their lives in pursuit of a 

vision of progress, however problematic, did so not because of a cynical desire to justify 

the power of the politicians and the wealthy who bankrolled them. They took to the skies 

out of an impulse to push themselves and the limits of what was possible. When they 

died, their families felt their loss like anyone else, and understandably welcomed the 

meaning and comfort provided by a nation who grieved alongside them. Their 

countrymen likewise did not celebrate their achievements or mourn their loss simply 

because they lacked the critical thinking skills to resist an unseen hegemony, but because 

aviation fascinated them and they wanted to see their nation triumph at something 

normally considered the province of richer nations. Even the Revolutionaries that 

invested in aeronautics technology desired sincerely to rebuild and improve a country 

shattered by conflict. All of these motivations existed alongside, and often in syncopated 

step with, the logic of technological determinism. It has not been my intention to drown 

out one story and replace it with another, but rather to explore how myths are made in the 

hopes of arriving at a better understanding of Mexican history. 
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